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FOREWORD 

Many transit systems are currently planning to imple

ment accessible buses into their fixed-route operation. To 

assist them, UMTA's Office of Planning Assistance has initi

ated a study entitled "Planning for the Phase-In of Fixed

Route Accessible Buses." The study is being conducted to 

develop a manual for use by transit operators and Metropoli

tan Planning Organizations in planning for these services so 

as to minimize service disruption and maximize mobility 

benefits. 

This document represents the first interim report from 

this study. It presents a review of the current status of 

the various planning activities undertaken by the transit 

systems which are currently operating accessible buses in 

fixed-route service as well as those which intend to do so 

in the near future. The review of current planning activities 

included detailed investigation of six case study systems, 

telephone interviews with other accessible transit system 

operators, and a review of the existing literature on t he 

subject of accessible fixed-route transit. We believe this 

review will be of great value to transit operators and planners 

who are planning the phase-in of accessible buses into their 

own transit systems. 

Additional copies of this report are available from the 

National Technical Information Service (NTIS), Springfield, 

Virginia 22161. Please reference UMTA-IT-09-9010-80-1 on 

the request. ~.-f~ 

Charles H. Graves, Director 
Office of Planning Assistance (UPM-10) 
Urban Mass Transportation Administration 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
Washington, D.C . 20590 
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CHAPTER 1 

STUDY PURPOSE AND APPROACH 

This research program, sponsored by the Urban Mass Trans

portation Administration of the U.S. Department of Transporta

tion, is being conducted to develop a guidance manual for use 

by transit operators and Metropolitan Planning Organizations 

(MPO) in planning for the phase-in of fixed-route accessible 

buses. 

The need for such a guidance document became evident 

when many transit systems across the country began planning for 

fixed-route accessible services. Earlier attempts to satisfy 

the travel needs of the handicapped centered on specialized 

transportation services. This only partially addressed their 

needs. Furthermore, this approach did not offer an opportunity 

to the handicapped community to be in the mainstream of the 

social, cultural and economic environment enjoyed by able- bodied 

persons. To eliminate discriminatory practices which limited 

the activities of handicapped persons, the United States 

Congress included assurances of equality in the Rehabilitation 

Act of 1973- Section 504 of this law prohibits discrimination 

on the basis of handicap in any program receiving Federal as

sistance. To comply with the spirit and intent of this sec tion, 

the U.S. Department of Transportation published its Final Rule 

for implementing Section 504, which was effective on July 2, 

1979. This rule further underscores the need for this study. 

This chapter of the report briefly describes some of the 

requirements of the DOT 504 Regulation and how the output of 
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this research program will aid the transit systems and 

Metropolitan Planning Organizations in achieving the regu

latory objectives. It also describes the approach to be 

followed in the conduct of this study. 

1.1 Section 504 Regulation 1 and Its Relationship to 
This Study 

As a result of the U.S. Department of Transportation's 

Final Rule implementing Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act 

of 1973, transit systems receiving Federal funds are req uired 

to achieve program accessibility within a specified time frame. 

Of the several elements included in the program accessibility 

requirements, the one which is closely related to this study 

is the requirement that at least one-half of the peak-hour 

fixed-route bus service be accessible to wheelchair users. 2 

During off-peak hours, transit systems are required to use 

accessible vehicles before inaccessible vehicles. Additionally, 

all new fixed-route buses of any size for which solicitations 

are issued after July 2, 1979 must be accessible to handi

capped persons, including wheelchair users. 

These provisions of the regulation will require a gradual 

phasing-in of accessible buses into fixed-route service so as 

to achieve program accessibility by July 1, 1989 at the latest. 

The phase-in activities· will, of course, continue beyond 

1 

2 

Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 27, published 
in Federal Register, Volume 44, No. 106, Page 31,441 on 
May 3l, l979. 

When the term "wheelchair users" is used in the regulation, 
the Department also intends that accessibility be provided 
to persons whose handicap is not severe enough to require 
the use of a wheelchair, e.g., persons who use crutches 
or walkers. 
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July 1, 1989 until all fixed-route vehicles are made accessi

ble. This later time frame will be based on the transit 

system's individual vehicle replacement and expansion programs. 

All urbanized areas receiving Federal funds will be sub

mitting their Transition Plans (by July 1, 1981 for multi-modal 

systems) which describe their selected strategy and timetable 

for meeting the program accessibility requirements. The transit 

systems will be conducting detailed planning activities as their 

target dates for the phasing-in approach. This study, which 

is scheduled for completion in August 1980, will provide much 

needed guidance for the planning and implementation of such 

services with the goal of maximizing mobility for handicapped 

persons until full accessibility is achieved. 

1.2 Study Approach 

Since the intent of this study is to prepare a manual for 

use by the Metropolitan Planning Organizations and transit 

operators in planning for the phase-in of accessible fixed

route services, the scope of this research study covers a 

broad range of topics - from estimating demand by wheelchair 

users to the subsequent evaluation of services after implemen

tation. Moreover, since the manual is intended for day-to-day 

use, the emphasis is on developing practical guidance. To 

that end, the study is divided into twelve tasks which can be 

broadly summarized in four phases: 

Phase I - deals with the review of current 

experience in planning and operation of 

fixed-route accessible services and the 

identification of all of the areas impacted 

by such phase-in activities. 

Phase II - deals with the preparation of 

technical advice in the areas identified 
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above - general categories include 

needs assessment: operations; coordina

tion; planning; marketing; and monitoring 

and evaluation. 

Phase III - includes the preparation of a 

draft guidance manual consisting of the 

findings and technical advice prepared in 

the previous two phases. 

Phase IV - includes the testing of the 

draft manual in two cities where accessi

ble fixed-route buses are programmed and 

the subsequent revision of the manual 

contents based on this experience. 

To guide the overall study effort, a Review Panel con

sisting of nine experts has been assembled. Each panel member 

will be requested to provide written comments on the task 

reports as well as the draft manual. The panel is also ex

pected to participate in four workshop sessions scheduled at 

critical points during the conduct of this study. 

* * * * * 

This is the first of two reports to be prepared under 

the Phase I effort previously described. The remainder of 

this report presents our findings of the existing planning 

practices and experience in phasing-in fixed-route accessible 

services. 

The report is organized as follows: 

Chapter 2 - Task 2 Data Collection Activities -

describes the screening process utilized in 

the selection of six case study sites for 
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the detailed investigation and other 

efforts to get up-to-date information 

on the status of planning and operation 

of fixed-route accessible services. 

Chapter 3 - Assessment of Current Activi

ties - presents a summary of findings 

regarding current practices and identifies 

areas to be focused on in the subsequent 

tasks. 

Appendices - include detailed profiles of 

each of the six case study systems and a 

bibliography. 
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CHAPTER 2 

TASK 2 - DATA COLLECTION ACTIVITIES 

A review of the current status of planning practices 

related to the phase-in of fixed-route accessible transit 

service has been undertaken as the first step in this study. 

We have concentrated on those planning and operations activi

ties in which the transit operator and MPO were involved 

during the pre-implementation stage and on the modifications 

resulting from their operating experience. This review spans 

the planning, operations, coordination, maintenance and mar

keting functions of the transit system. The documentation of 

these operating experiences will provide valuable lessons for 

those systems which have yet to implement accessible service. 

It will also be useful in providing a framework for the plan

ning manual on the phase-in of accessible service, the final 

product of this study. 

A total of 20 transit systems now operate fixed-route 

service with buses which can be utilized by individuals in 

wheelchairs. A number of other transit systems are nearing 

the implementation stage. The characteristics of the existing 

accessible systems vary greatly. Operating equipment ranges 

from two to 280 lift-equipped "new look" and advanced design 

buses made by six different vehicle manufacturers outfitted 

with five different types of lifts. Some routes are fully 

accessible, others only partially. Driver responsibilities 

range from giving only verbal instructions to personally 

wheeling the person onto the lift, if necessary. Service 

areas also vary in size, climate and topography. 
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As each system joins the ranks of accessible service 

providers, implementation is made easier for the remainder 

of the transit industry. Most of the information that these 

first operators obtained was through informal contact with 

one another. Some existing documentation can be found in 

either trade publications or reports related to an UMTA 

Service and Methods Demonstration but more extensive formal 

documentation of their activities has been rather limited. 

As such, it has been necessary to perform this task with a 

large amount of primary data collection. We have reviewed 

two different categories of transit systems, those that are 

currently operating fixed-route accessible service and those 

that have undertaken planning activities toward that end. 

This has been accomplished through three means: 

Detailed investigation of six case study 

systems; 

Telephone i nterviews with other accessible 

transit system operators; and 

A review of the existing literature on 

the subject of accessible fixed-route 

transit. 

2.1 Case Studies and Telephone Interviews 

The . selection of the case studies was made in consulta

tion with the study's Review Panel . This section of the 

report discusses the selection process and presents a brief 

rationale for selecting these particular sites. 

2.1.1 Selection of Case Studies - Several 

transit systems currently operating or planning 

to implement accessible service were contacted 

in July 1979. Guidance during this step was 

sought from the Transportation Systems Center 
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(TSC), in Cambridge, which has been monitor-

ing the expansion of accessible transit service. 

Information was requested from TSC on the cur

rent accessible systems including the number of 

vehicles and routes operated, the length of 

time the service has been in operation, and the 

pre-implementation planning activities. 

A profile of current accessible services 

was presented to the Review Panel at its August 

1979 meeting. The nine-member panel, represent

ing transit operators, MPOs and serv ice users, 

reviewed the current services. Six systems were 

then selected for the detailed investigation. 

The selection reflects an effort to review 

systems with d i fferent types of vehicles, 

climate and size. 

2.1.2 Case Study Sites - The six case study 

sites represent a diverse group of transit 

operators. Two of the six have not yet im

plemented service though they have completed 

extensive planning activities. Those that 

have been operating fixed-route accessible 

service have from six months to two years' 

experience. The selected case study sites 

are listed below: 

Champaign-Urbana, Illinois - The 

Champaign-Urbana Mass Transit Dis

trict will be operating a 40-bus, 

fully-accessible fleet consisting 

of retrofitted General Motors "new 

look" buse.s and new Grumman Flxible 

870s, as part of an UMTA-sponsored 

demonstration program. The site is 
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a small urban area with a large 

university. The university's 

Rehabilitation-Education Center 

attracts a large number of handi

capped individuals both as students 

and area residents. Accessible 

curbs and buildings are very common 

throughout the area. 

Los Angeles, California - The Southern 

California Rapid Transit District has 

been involved in extensive planning 

for the phase-in of lift-equipped 

buses . The District started receiving 

the 200 AM General coaches in 1977 but 

has not yet been able to put them into 

service. The preparation for accessible 

service in Los Angeles has served as a 

model for several other systems. 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin - Milwaukee County 

Tr ansit System began operating its 100 

lift-equipped buses on six fixed-routes 

in April 1979. The Flxible "new look" 

buses operate as "guaranteed" access i b l e 

service, that is, all base period ser

vice is scheduled with the lift buses. 

I n the peak period these same buses are 

supplemented with accessible trippers. 

The County also sponsors a user-side 

subsidy program for the handicapped. 

St. Louis, Missouri - Bi-State Develop

ment Agency received national recogni

tion when it implemented the first 

major accessible fixed-route transit 
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service in September, 1977. Being the 

first transit system to implement ex

tensive accessible service (San Diego 

began operating four lift-equipped 

buses six months before St. Louis), St. 

Louis experienced many problems asso

ciated with new technology and new 

service style. Information on their 

activities, including service adjust

ments made because of reliability 

problems, has been extensively docu

mented in the literature. 

Santa Clara Count¼ California - Santa 

Clara County Transit District (SCCtD) 

designed a special route to serve 

likely generators for the handicapped. 

They also designed their own lift. A 

mini-bus, equipped with the specially 

designed lift, began operating on 

the route in 1976. In October, 1978, 

larger Gillig coaches were placed on 

this route. Service has since been 

expanded to several intersecting 

routes in the SCCTD system. The Dis

trict credits much of its success to 

its advisory committee. The Committee, 

in addition to advising on service 

policies, participates in driver and 

user training sessions. 

Washington, D.C. - The Washington Met

ropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) 

operates lift-equipped Flxible "new look" 

buses which interface with its accessible 

rail system. Service has been implemented 
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gradually since April 1979. The first 

phase made service available to a 

small group of volunteer users. Handi

capped individuals agreed to ride 

buses frequently and report back to 

WMATA on the problems they encoun

tered. As such, the first routes 

were tailored to their trip needs. 

At the time of the case study, WMATA 

was operating 81 buses on 30 routes. 

2.1.3 Conduct of the Case Studies - Each of the case 

study sites was visited during August, 1979. Inter

views were held with general managers; directors 

of transportation, maintenance, marketing, planning 

and special services; and MPO transportation plan

ners. Existing reports and records were collected. 

Subsequently, contact has been maintained with 

these systems to obtain the latest available infor

mation and to note any changes in their operati0n. 

The individual case studies are presented at the 

conclusion of this report as Appendices A through F. 

2.1.4 Telephone Interview - The information ob

tained th~ough the case studies was supplemented 

with telephone interviews with seven other major 

providers of accessible service. The purpose was 

to gather information on their planning activities; 

operating practices and problems; and driver training 

programs. The systems contacted by telephone are 

listed below: 

Southeastern Michigan Transportation 

Authority (SEMTA) - Detroit, Michigan 

H.N . S. Management Company - Hartford, 

Connecticut 
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Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA) -

Houston, Texas 

Palm Beach County Transportation 

Authority - West Palm Beach, Florida 

Rhode Island Public Transit Authority 

(RIPTA) - Providence, Rhode Island 

Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle 

(Metro) - Seattle, Washington 

Westchester County Department of Trans

portation - White Plains, New York 

2.2 Literature Review 

During the conduct of the case studies, reports were 

collected from the local agencies which documented their plan

ning and implementation of fixed-route accessible service. 

These reports were supplemented with reviews of materials on 

hand in the consultants' own libraries, the U.S. Department of 

Transportation Library, UMTA's Office of Transportation Assis

tance, the Transportation Systems Center, and the libraries of 

the Transportation Research Board and American Public Transit 

Association. 

Existing literature, in general, is rather limited in its 

ability to guide a local planner or transit operator in how to 

implement accessible service. However, the information can 

guide the planner through different steps of the service 

implementation process. For example, local planning reports 

can provide information on demand estimation and route selection. 

Demonstration evaluation plans provide detailed techniques for 

monitoring the service delivery. Published articles document 

operating experience. 
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The materials included in the literature review are 

listed in bibliographic format in Appendix G. A summary of 

these materials is presented below according to the categories 

of information: 

Local Planning Studies - Most local planning 

studies were prepared before the Section 504 

Regulation was finalized. They present a 

discussion of alternative approaches to serv

ing the handicapped such as fixed-route, 

demand responsive, and userside subsidy, and 

present the advantages and disadvantages of 

each. The fixed-route analysis frequently 

touches on the perceived operating problems 

of driver assistance, standees, and bus 

stop access. Local planning reports also 

include estimates for the transportation 

handicapped population. In some instances, 

this is prepared for each service alterna

tive. Latent demand is frequently estimated 

with gap analysis techniques relying on 

national incidence rates and census statistics. 

Technology-Related Studies - Much information 

is available which describes new bus technology 

and accommodations for the handicapped. Early 

research reports describe various types of 

lifts and the changes that would be requi red 

of a transit system to make their fleet 

accessible. Another major information source 

is the numerous reports prepared as part of 

the TRANSBUS Program. The testing of these 

vehicles in four cities provided some opera

tional experience from the standpoint of both 

the operator and the passenger. Related 
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studies have evaluated the use of lifts 

and ramps to determine the feasibility of 

including them in standard bus specifica

tions. Bus manufacturers have prepared 

reports on their TRANSBUS prototypes and 

on adapting the current design buses to 

achieve accessibility. Manufacturers have 

prepared training and maintenance material 

for the buses and lifts. Transit systems 

have supplemented these with their own 

training materials and operating manuals. 

These system-specific materials provide 

instructions and guidance which are trans

ferable to those systems which have yet to 

develop a driver and wheelchair-user train

ing program. They describe the operation 

of the lift, kneeler and tie-down, and 

enumerate all of the steps in the boarding 

process, as well as recommended preventive 

maintenance practices. 

Demonstration Program Materials - When lift

equipped buses were placed in service in San 

Diego and Atlanta, the operation was the 

subject of an evaluation by the Transportation 

Systems Center. These evaluation reports have 

been distributed widely to transit systems and 

MPOs. Service in St. Louis is also currently 

being evaluated by the Transportation Systems 

Center. To date, a task report on planning 

activities and a project evaluation report 

have been prepared in draft but their distri

bution has been limited. All of these reports 

document the steps leading to service imple

mentation, operating results and subsequent 
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steps to deal with some of the problems. 

Other SMD projects -- Champaign-Urbana, 

Palm Beach county, and Washington, D.C. 

are just getting under way, so information 

on their planning and operation activities 

is not yet readily available. The draft 

evaluation plans for each of these projects 

provide an extensive description of expected 

monitoring and evaluation activities, rang

ing from maintenance records to passenger 

surveys. 

Trade Publications - Transit industry 

periodicals often describe a transit system's 

introduction of accessible service. Trade 

publications occasionally print feature 

articles on accessible service. Specifi

cally, these have dealt with planning in 

Los Angeles and operation in St. Louis. 

These publications are a primary means of 

communication between transit operators. 

Papers have also been presented, at conference, 

which discuss both the experience of a speci

fic transit system and the overview of acces

sible service throughout the country. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ASSESSMENT OF 

CURRENT PLANNING ACTIVITIES 

The information collected during the case studies, inter

views and literature review has enabled a comparison among 

the many planning approaches currently used in phasing-in 

fixed-route accessible bus service. This chapter summarizes 

the activities of the planners and operators in the six case 

study sites, in the systems contacted by telephone, and in 

those described in the current literature. Activities in the 

following seven areas are described: 

Needs Assessment and Route Selection 

Operations 

Labor Issues 

Coordination 

Maintenance 

Marketing 

Monitori ng and Evaluation 

For each of these areas, the range of acti ons is identi

fied and assessed in l i ght of operating experience. The intent 

is to contrast and interpret these activities for any apparent 

strengths and weakne sse s . Detailed descriptions of the case 

study sites' planning activities are presented as Appendices 

to this report. It should be pointed out that this informa-

tion r e flects the s tatus of the accessible bus operations during 

visits to the six case study sites in August, 1979, and telephone 
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contact with the other seven systems during July and October 

1979. Progress subsequent to these dates has not been included 

in these status reports. 

3.1 Needs Assessment and Route Selection 

An initial step in preparing for fixed-route accessible 

service has been to estimate what the demand for the service 

will be, determine the service style that will best meet these 

needs, and create a priority list of routes for vehicle deploy

ment. This section discusses the approaches taken by the six 

case study systems to address these tasks during the early 

planning stages preceding accessible service implementation. 

3.1.1 Demand Estimation - Estimates of the number 

of transportation handicapped individuals have been 

prepared as part of a region's overall special 

efforts planning. The starting point for this in 

St. Louis, Los Angeles, and Champaign-Urbana was 

the national incidence rate which provided an 

aggregate estimate of the number of disabled indi

viduals in the service area, specifically those in 

wheelchairs. In Champaign-Urbana, a university 

town where wheelchair users are more prevalent than 

the national average, this national rate was used 

as the low estimate. A high estimate was developed 

from an incidence rate which assumed that the ratio 

of student wheelchair users to all students was 

consistent throughout the community. A more elabo

rate demand estimation procedure was thought to be un

necessary since the entire bus fleet would be acces

sible. Estimates were made for only handicapped 

persons who use wheelchairs since standees would 

not be permitted to use the lift. In other acces

sible system sites, the following demand estimation 
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procedures were used: 

Washington, D.C. - As the first phase 

in a study to evaluate service alter

natives1, an extensive survey of the 

disabled community was developed to 

determine demographic and trip charac

teristics. The survey results were 

used to develop latent demand estimates 

of the target population. 

Milwaukee - Latent demand estimates for 

accessible transit were performed as 

part of a regional plan to meet the 

needs of the transportation handicapped.2 

The technique utilized regional trip 

rates for handicapped groups which were 

developed as part of a long-range plan

ning activity to inventory regional 

travel. 

All other activities related to needs assess

ment have been intended to determine specific genera

tors and routes where service should be provided. 

These will be discussed in the next section. Though 

aggr·egate estimates according to level of disability 

have been prepared, often as part of an overall 

Mark Battle Associates, Inc., Transportation for the 
Elderl and Handica ed in the Washinton Metro olitan 
Area, Was 1ngton, D.C., Metropo 1tan Was ington Council 
or'"Governments, October 1978 . 

2 Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission, A 
Regional Transportation Plan for the Transportation -
Handicapped in Southeastern Wisconsin: 1978-1982, Waukesha, 
SEWRPC, April 1978 
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planning activity concerning elderly and ~andi

capped needs, local planners in the six case study 

sites have not used these results for planning the 

phasing-in of accessible service. A major barrier 

to their use is that the data cannot be easily dis

aggregated to a route or a corridor level. The 

lack of a technique to provide detailed demand 

estimates will be discussed in subsequent tasks 

of this study. 

3.1.2 Route Selection - In order to select which 

routes will be the first to be scheduled for acces

sible service, transit systems have used various 

approaches to identify preferred destinations. 

Hartford, Santa Clara County, and Wash

ington, D.C., with handicapped agency 

sponsorship, performed a survey of the 

handicapped community, requesting origin 

and destination information. 

Washington distributed a mail-back ques

tionnaire to local agencies and groups 

to obtain trip information for disabled 

individuals. Several groups reprinted 

the form in their own newsletters. 

All six case study systems worked with a 

local advisory committee to identify gen

erators that should be served with acces

sible buses. 

In the case of Santa Clara County, input from the han

dicapped comrnuntiy resulted in a new cross-country 

route being developed and added to the transit sys

tem network. All other systems have selected existing 
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routes for accessible service. Common criteria in 

selecting routes have been: 

Generators served by the route; 

Ability to transfer between buses and 

other transportation modes; and 

The level of service on the route, con

sidering the number of accessible 

vehicles required. 

Los Angeles concentrated on the generators, the 

first criterion and selected 23 initial routes which 

provide service to: 

Colleges and universities; 

Airport, bus and train terminals; 

Regional shopping centers; 

Business districts and concentrations 

of employment; 

Major entertainment attractions; 

Community- based demand-respons i ve sys

tems; and 

Hospitals and rehabilitation centers. 3 

3 Cannon, Dennis, "Operati ng Accessible Buses," Passenger 
Transport, May 27, 1977, pp. 8. 
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Four of the case study systems have attempted 

or have planned for 100 percent accessible service 

during the base period on the designated routes. 

These systems prefer to offer a high level of ser

vice on only~ few routes rather than to provide 

a few accessible trips on more routes. Conversely, 

St. Louis chose to spread the service around to 

more routes but with fewer trips. 

Once the 100 percent route accessibility deci

sion has been made, the decision still remains as 

to which routes should be selected. Two systems, 

after considering assumed generators and transfer 

possibilities, have taken different approaches to 

vehicle assignments. 

Santa Clara selected routes which re

quired a small number of buses to achieve 

100 percent base period accessibility. 

This option gave them the potential to 

offer a high level of service on several 

routes. 

Milwaukee preferred to concentrate ser

vice on the major routes in the system 

major in terms of ridership volumes, 

service levels, and generators served. 

The high vehicle requirements of these 

routes meant that 100 percent base period 

accessibility would only be available on 

a few routes, but at a high frequency and 

long span of service. 

Some systems have other level of service cri

teria. For example, Seattle is striving for a one

hour base period headway for accessible buses on all 
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routes. Washington's accessible routes feed the 

accessible rail system, making accessible service 

more widely available. 

Routing decisions, in actuality, have been based 

on the actual supply of accessible vehicles rather 

than on the expected demand for accessible service. 

This supply number, in most situations, has prede

termined how many routes can be made ac9essible. 

Service decisions have, therefore, become based on 

how many of these vehicles can be expected to be 

operable on regular scheduled routes. The system's 

s e rvice decisions for phasing-in the supply of 

buses has included: 

Number of routes which can be served; 

Number of trips on these routes which 

can be scheduled; 

Headways possible with this schedule; 

and 

Vehicle capacity for this route based 

on current ridership. 

In the last factor, vehicle capacity, is related 

to systems with a mixed fleet. In some systems, the 

accessible buses have a lower seating capacity than 

the rest of the fleet. Designating a route with 

high ridership as an accessible one may result in 

new considerations for the dispatcher if the route 

has been served with larger vehicles. 

An evaluation o f service levels and route selec

tion techniques will be discussed in subsequent tasks 

of this study . 
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3.1.3 Community Participation - A mechanism which 

provides for participation by members of the handi

capped community has been found to be very worth

while in all sites. All but St. Louis had or have 

committees and advisors who work directly with the 

transit system. Though often sponsored by the MPO, 

it has been found that the committees' effectiveness 

is enhanced when it can develop a strong working 

relationship with the transit system and when it 

includes members of the handicapped community. In 

each location, the community's assistance has pro

vided a consumer's insight to numerous planning and 

operations activities, including: 

Developing vehicle specifications; 

Vehicle testing; 

Bus stop access testing; 

Route selection; 

Driver training; 

User training; and 

Service users. 

In Washington, o.c., six members of the handi

capped community were enlisted in a special pre

service demonstration phase. The first routes 

serviced with accessible vehicles were oriented 

to their travel needs. Participants were asked to 

ride the routes often and maintain contact with the 

transit system (WMATA) and to report any operational 

problems and how they were alleviated or averted. 

Their participation in the two-month demonstration 
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enabled WMATA to identify potential problems and make 

changes in procedures before expanding the service 

to all other planned routes. 

3.1.4 Relationship with Regional Planning Activi

ties - The involvement of Metropolitan Planning 

Organizations (MPO) in the planning for accessible 

service has been limited to preparing and reviewing 

grant applications and documenting "special efforts". 

Service planning decisions regarding route selection, 

scheduling, and operating policies have been made 

by the transit system, independent of the regional 

planning process. 

3.2 Operations 

Another step in planning for accessible service has in

volved the transportation function of the transit system. Dif

ferent departments have been called on to make changes in 

scheduling, dispatching and road supervision procedures and to 

determine the proper conditions for lift use. 

3.2.l Restrictions on Lift Use - As Exhibit 1 shows, 

there is no consistent policy on lift use. Systems 

with similar equipment, such as Milwaukee and Wash

ington, D.C., have divergent policies. Systems 

which restrict lift use to wheelchair users have 

done so out of a perceived safety concern, as there 

is only a 56-inch clearance from the top of the 

raised lift to the bottom of the door frame on 

"new look" buses. This low clearance is evident 

at the midpoint of the lift platform. Washington 

has dealt with this constraint by advising standees, 

semi-ambulatory passengers or attendants of passen

gers in wheelchairs to stand towards the front of 
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EXHIBIT 1 

SELECTED POLICIES ON LIFT USE 

Transit System Lift Type Eligible Lift Users 

Champaign-Urbana EEC Wheelchair Only 

Milwaukee Vapor Wheelchair Only 

Palm Beach County TDT Wheelchair and Semi-Ambulatory 

St. Louis TOT Wheelchair Only 

Santa Clara County TDT Wheelchair and Semi-Ambulatory 

Washington, D.C. Vapor Wheelchair and Semi-Ambulatory 

Westchester County GM All Passengers 
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the lift, thus alleviating the low clearance problem. 

Lift use policies are one of the following: 

Wheelchair passengers only; 

Wheelchair passengers and attendants 

and semi-ambulatory passengers; or 

All passengers. 

Westchester County will soon make its lift avail

able to any passenger during the base period. This 

is expected to assist passengers traveling with shop

ping carts or baby carriages. During peak periods, 

passenger loads are too high to allow room for the 

carts and carriages. 

In those systems which permit standees, there 

have been no reported problems. Thus, there does 

not appear to be a necessity for the restrictions 

on standee use of the lift. Extra handrails in 

the stepwell area to aid boardings of ambulatory 

passengers, installed by several systems, provide 

a stationary grip for the standing lift user. 

3 . 2.2 Scheduling - The question of extending run

ning times to account for accessible service has 

been a major concern of current accessible transit 

providers. Only St. Louis has made deliberate 

extensions to layover and recovery times prior to 

service initiations. These extensions still remain 

in the schedules after two years of operation. 

The other systems contacted have not made pre

service schedule changes, but rather have adopted a 

"wait and see" approach. This has proven to be 
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appropriate for their needs. In all but one case, 

ridership has been too infrequent or irregular to 

warrant any changes. Actual delays in Milwaukee, 

for example, are handled through radio contact with 

the dispatcher on a case-by-case basis. 

One exception to this has been in Hartford. 

After several months of operation, daily passengers 

were recognized by drivers. The next round of 

schedule revisions added in a few extra minutes for 

each of the "known" work trips to provide extra time 

for boarding and alighting the lift users. Contrary 

to this, regular lift users in Washington have been 

able to diminish their total boarding time from 

approximately 3-4 minutes to approximately 90 seconds. 

This operating experience indicates that boarding 

and alighting times tend to improve as drivers and 

wheelchair passengers become more familiar with the 

lift and tie-down procedures. 

Exhibit 2 summarizes the different approaches 

to changes in running times. Currently, operators 

believe these practices are working effectively in 

their own systems. The existing recovery and lay

over times on accessible routes vary according to 

other scheduling constraints. Any route with a 

tight schedule (less than three minutes layover 

time) has cause for schedule adherence problems 

for any number of reasons: accessible service may 

only contribute to this situation. However, current 

providers see it as only one additional factor in 

on-time performance adjustment procedures. 

Other scheduling-related impacts in St. Louis 

included interlining practices and driver relief 

points. 
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EXHIBIT 2 

SELECTED APPROACHES 

TO CHANGES IN RUNNING TIMES 

System 

Champaign-Urbana 

Hartford 

Los Angeles 

Milwaukee 

Palm Beach County 

St. Louis 

Santa Clara County 

Washington, D.C. 

(a) Not in operation yet. 
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Approach 

No changes planned/a) 

Additional time added for known daily 
trips by wheelchair users. 

No changes planned/a) 

No time added; running time problems 
handled as they happen by the dis
patcher. 

No changes made. 

Extra time added on all routes. 

No changes made. 

No changes made. 



Interlining (when one vehicle operates on 

more than one route) had constrained the 

ability to designate which routes and trips 

will be accessible. The earlier route 

selection process eliminated interlined 

routes from consideration for accessibility 

because of scheduling difficulties. 

Drivers were previously replaced by a new 

driver and a new bus dispatached from the 

garage. To keep the accessible buses on 

the street, however, it became necessary 

to have dirvers relieve each other on the 

street, resulting in an increase in driver 

hours. 

3.2.3 Street Supervision - Prior to accessible ser

vice implementation, all systems had street supervision 

practices, including: 

Starters at major boarding points; 

Road supervisors circulating 

throughout the service area; and 

Radio contact among drivers and super

visors. 

The major expansion of these street supervision 

practices has been in the area of radio contact. In 

all case study sites, lift-equipped vehicles are also 

radio-equipped. Seattle, like many systems, is in

cluding radios as original equipment on all new buses. 

Radios are used to notify the dispatcher of in-service 

problems such as mechanical breakdowns or schedule 

delays. 
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The level of required radio reporting varies 

from system to system. So does the level of moni

toring on lift use. Since the radios in many sys

tems were already in place, it was felt that the 

drivers should be asked to report their ridership 

and delays. In actuality, radios are usually re

served for reporting when there is an in-service 

breakdown. Heavy communication's traffic is a 

major deterrent to routine reporting. 

The practice of lift-related radio use reflects 

the system's general use of radio communication. 

Milwaukee is an exception among the fo.ur case study 

systems currently providing accessible service. 

Their drivers are required to report any in-service 

delay greater than five minutes to the dispatcher. 

This was easily expanded to include reports of wheel

chair passenger ridership, with specific information 

on origin, destination and extra time required. The 

dispatcher then has the immediate capacity to deal 

with schedule problems by turning the bus back after 

the handicapped person alights, letting it run late, 

or dispatching another bus. The last measure is re

served for lengthly breakdowns where other passen

gers are on board. 

Radio equipment has been used to keep road 

supervisors informed of any potential problems in 

the lift operation. Often, when minor problems 

occur, the supervisor has been in closer proximity 

to the bus than a mechanic. A Milwaukee super

visor's training in minor lift repairs and 

specially-issued tools enables him to make minor 

adjustments in the lift and keep it in service. 
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The tools are used primarily to manually operate 

the lift. 

The level and type of street supervision will 

be evaluated in subsequent tasks of this study. 

Current levels are not specifically designed for 

monitoring lift use. The current ridership and 

in-service breqkdown levels present a dichotomy of 

street supervision requirements. At the current 

time, it is not possible to determine the appro

priate level. 

3.2.4 Depot Dispatching - Among the four case 

study systems now providing accessible service, 

there is no standard procedure for diapatching 

lift-equipped buses to designated accessible runs. 

Since many systems dispatching vehicles on a 

"first-in/first-out" basis, it has been necessary 

to segregate the accessible buses from the rest 

of the fleet. 

Other dispatching procedures were less 

affected by the change in vehicles. In Milwaukee, 

when buses are lined up at night, it is according 

to route assignment rather than by morning pull

out time. The hostler makes sure that all vehicles 

for each route are together in one track. Buses 

for accessible routes, then, are only placed in the 

tracks for those routes. Other dispatching pre

cautions are: 

Washington does not dispatch an accessible 

bus to a non-accessible route until all 

accessible runs have been met. 
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Milwaukee has prepared a second assign

ment sheet of all day runs and trippers 

which are to be dispatched with accessi

ble buses if more than the scheduled 

number of accessible vehicles are 

available. 

These procedure s are working effectively from 

the transit systems' perspectives. The addition of 

accessible buses to the fleet has only necessitated 

another minor concern for the dispatcher when pre

paring vehicle assignments. Out of the dispatcher's 

control, but affecting a smooth morning dispatching 

period, is the drive r ' s requirement, notably in 

Washington to cycle the lift through its operation 

before taking the bus on the street. The dispatcher 

has also had to keep additional accessible buses in 

an easily dispatched location in the garage in the 

event that the lift will malfunction during cycling 

and a replacement will be needed. 

3.2.5 Insurance - Experience with insurance for 

accessible service has not identified major cost 

impacts. However~ future e xperie nce may be dif

ferent when more accessible s e rvices are implemented. 

Smalle r s y stems (those that are not self

insure d), have not expe r ience d any rate incre ases 

directly attributable to the accessible operation. 

Their underwriting companies will not make these 

changes, it is fe lt, until more o perating e xperience 

exists which wo uld wa rra nt a change. 

Claims related to lift operations ha ve been 

minimal. I n St . Loui s, approxima t e ly $17,000 in 
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claims have been paid since service was initiated 

two years ago. Claims have been paid to ambula

tory passengers, as well as wheelchair-using 

passengers. Those lifts with a drifting problem 

resulted in a few cases of an ambulatory person 

tripping on the lengthened step-riser of the 

stowed lift. Other transit systems have no 

lift-related claims to date. 

3.3 Labor Issues 

The involvement of drivers and their union during the pre

implementati on period has provided internal support for the 

service and alleviated the drivers' fears about the new equip

ment and responsibilities. The pre-implementation concerns 

of management over negative driver reaction has rarely occurred, 

even in systems where labor-management relationships are strained. 

Most opposition has been based on confusion over what the acces

sible service would actually involve in terms of time and re

sponsibility. 

This section discusses driver assistance, training programs, 

and reactions to accessible service. 

3.3.1 Required Assistance - Transit systems do not 

require their drivers to provide very much assistance 

to the wheelchair passenger. Santa Clara County 

stresses that all lift users be "self-assisted'' -

either able to board without assistance or bring 

along an assistant. 

Exhibit 3 summarizes requirements for driver 

assistance in several systems. There is a wide 

variety in the actual requirements, ranging from 

the St. Louis policy of verbal instructions only to 
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System 

Detroit (SEMT A) 

Milwaukee 

St. Louis 

Seattle 

Washington, D.C. 

EXHIBIT 3 

SELECTED REQUIREMENTS 

FOR DRIVER ASSISTANCE 

Driver Assistance Provided 

Leave seat to operate rear door lift; verbal assistance. 

· Verbal instructions on boarding; check and assist 
in tie-down procedure. 

Verbal instructions only. 

Verbal instructions only . 

Level of assistance requested by passenger for I ift 
and tie-down. 
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the Washington policy which expects the driver to 

provide whatever assistance is needed. In other 

systems, with both front and rear door lifts, 

drivers provide verbal instructions for boarding. 

However, they are expected to check the passenger 

to see that the wheelchair is properly secured in 

the tie-down. While checking, they are expected 

to provide assistance in tying-down properly. At 

a minimum, drivers are told not to move the bus 

until the passenger is secured. This often amounts 

to a verbal confirmation from the passenger to 

the driver. 

Tie-down assistance is predicated on safety 

concerns. Lift assistance policies, in many sys

tems, have been predetermined by the lift controls. 

Some models require the driver to push bottons or 

toggle switches on or near the dashboard to deploy 

the lift. The control panel on the Washington buses 

was mounted so that the driver can reach it while 

standing on the lift. This enables the driver to 

be able to provide a higher level of assistance 

when it is needed. 

This discussion has centered on required 

assistance. Actual operations have shown that 

drivers often provide more assistance than is re

quired o~ them, particularly to the less-experienced 

passengers. The transit systems are generally 

pleased by this extra level of assistance. How

ever, in Detroit, SEMTA has advised drivers not 

to deviate from the system policy since any in

juries they might receive during the process from 

unrequired assistance will not be covered by workers 

compensation. 
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3.3.2 Driver Training - Training for the operation 

of lift-equipped buses has concentrated on two 

major components: 

The mechanics of operating the lift; and 

Sensitivity to the needs of handicapped 

passengers. 

The training sessions have ranged from 30 minutes 

to eight hours and have usually consisted of several 

training packages. All current operators train the 

drivers in using the lift and operating the new 

vehicle. In Westchester County, this was provided 

by the manufacturer. Milwaukee and Westchester 

County drivers received practice sessions only in 

operating the lift. The absence of sensitivity 

training prior to accessible service implementation 

was due to funding constraints in Westchester County. 

For the past few years Milwaukee has included a 

sensitivity slide show4 in its new driver training 

program which deals with passengers with ambulatory 

handicaps. This was felt to be sufficient for sen

sitivity training. 

Existing sensitivity training programs have con

sisted of these elements: 

Previously developed slide presentations 

on ambulatory handicapped people using 

buses; 

4 The 20-minute slide and cassette presentation entitled, 
"Special People" was developed by Moss Rehabilitation Hospital 
and the Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority. 
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Classroom lectures; 

Audio-visual materials, including 

special films and slide shows; 

"Hands-on" practice with drivers 

using the lift while simulating 

handicaps; and 

"One-on-one" pradtice sessions of a 

driver and a handicapped individual. 

These training materials have been developed 

by individual transit systems, borrowed from another 

transit system, or purchased from another agency: 

Los Angeles prepared its own film entitled, 

"The New Mobility" which is used for both 

driver and user training. 

Champaign-Urbana prepared its own slide/ 

tape presentation with technical assistance 

from the University of Illinois Rehabilita

tion-Education Center . 

SEMTA in Detroit borrowed a film entitled, 

"Walk a While in My Shoes" from Toronto. 

St. Louis relied on staff from local agencies 

to conduct their training, supplementing it 

with a slide presentation. 

Moss Rehabilitation Hospital and the South

eastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority 

developed a second slide/tape pre sentation 

for wide distribution on ambulatory handicaps 

entitled, "You Can Open the Door ." 
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"Hands-on" experience has been used for pairs 

of drivers, small groups of drivers, or individual 

drivers and a handicapped individual. In this 

simulation, the driver must board the bus while in 

a wheelchair and use the tie-down mechanism. To 

simulate the difficulty of an ambulatory handicapped 

person, the driver must board the bus blindfolded 

and then with earmuffs as if he/she had a visual 

or hearing impairment. At a minimum, each driver 

has had five to ten minutes to practice. Transit 

operators which use a sensitivity training program 

feel that the experience greatly enhances the 

driver's level of understanding. An extensive 

training program in Washington, developed with UMTA 

demonstration funds, will evaluate the effectiveness 

of this type of training. 

The amount of time spent for training has also 

varied greatly: 

Washington conducted one 18-hour class 

for the program's trainers. They, in turn, 

conducted numerous three-hour training 

sessions ~or all of the drivers. 

Detroit (SEMTA) provided training for all 

drivers during their swing time between 

shifts. A film, slide show of light opera

tions, and a "one-on-one" practice session 

were included in the training package. 

Seattle provided eight hours of sensitivity 

training for all drivers. Additionally, 

those that select accessible runs and those 

who work the extra board receive two more 
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hours of training, which includes the lift 

operation and role-playing activities. 

Santa Clara County provided a two hour 

training session -- 45 minutes of class

room lecture and one hour and 45 minutes 

practicing with a mock-up of the lift and 

tie-down. Groups of five drivers go through 

each step .of the procedure. Additionally, 

each driver spends at least 10 minutes with 

a handicapped individual ( a volunteer from 

the advisory committee) in a "one-on-one" 

training session. 

Palm Beach County's four-part training 

package lasted for six hours. A two-hour 

awareness session was conducted by local 

agencies representing handicapped indivi

duals. Another one and one-half hour 

session explained the lift operation. 

Following this was a one-half hour ses

sion with the lift mock-up. Finally, in 

a two-hour session, each driver had "hands

on" experience using the lift while in a 

wheelchair. 

Several training packages include unique com

ponents. Champaign-Urbana will include a lecture 

to inform the drivers of different types of disa

bilities and the type of mobility impairments this 

produces. This will train the driver to know what 

level of assistance the different disabled passen

gers will require. They will also receive first 

aid instruction on dealing with special needs of 

handicapped passengers in case of an emergency. 
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In Seattle, drivers were instructed on locating 

the most accessible boarding stops. Seattle has 

painted a blue stop line at each stop along an 

accessible route to indicate where it is easiest 

for the wheelchair passenger to board. 

At this time, it is not possible to say what 

the ideal level of training should be. Other 

evaluations of the effectiveness of the training 

programs are currently underway. Their findings 

will impact the input to the manual. For the 

present, though, each local system feels that its 

training program is adequate for orienting drivers 

to the new accessible service. The only deficiency 

cited was a need for later refresher training, 

particularly in lift operations. The limited amount 

of experience that the driver has in actually 

boarding and alighting a lift user, due to low 

levels of ridership, scattered ridership, and a 

small number of accessible routes, does not enable 

them to master their skills. Their unfamiliarity 

with the procedures has been cited as one reason 

for in-service delays. To deal with this, Los 

Angeles has proposed a short-multiple-choice quiz 

which will determine the driver's need for refresher 

training. Though no systems have a formal refresher 

training program, most do suggest that they will be 

needed in the future. In Milwaukee, drivers have 

requested that the supervisor spend a few minutes 

going over the steps in the lift operation, ex

plaining the proper sequence to deploy the lift. 

Provisions for refresher training will be discussed 

in later tasks of this study. 
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3.3.3 Driver Reactions - In the systems that were 

contacted during this task, it has been observed 

that driver reaction to the operation of lift

equipped buses has been positive. Individual 

drivers presently have the option of driving ac

cessible or inaccessible routes through the picks 

process. This option will exist until the entire 

system is accessible. Informal comments made by 

drivers about perceived additional responsibilities 

have not resulted in significant problems. Most 

comments have been made before the service is 

implemented when there is no operating experience 

and little understanding of what the service will 

entail. 

Only in one instance has there been an extreme 

labor problem related to accessibility. The dri

vers' union for the City of Detroit Department of 

Transportation delayed the introduction of acces

sible vehicles until questions on responsibility 

could be answered and a wage premium was obtained 

for actual recorded use of the lift. 

In Seattle, a working relationship was developed 

with drivers who choose to operate the .first acces

sible routes. These drivers were invited to par

ticipate in a task force on accessible transit 

operations. Forty drivers responded to the invi

tation and have formed the nucleus of the task 

force. The task force provides a focal point for 

drivers' comments and provides an informal avenue 

for the drivers to recommend changes to the transit 

system management. The drivers have also been 

active in outreach training programs where poten

tial users are given the opportunity to see a 
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demonstration of the lift and have an opportunity 

to practice using the lift and tie-down. 

New developments in this area will be moni

tored and discussed in later tasks of the study. 

3.4 Coordination 

Each case study system evidenced some level of effort in 

coordinating accessible services with other transportation 

services and transportation-related agencies. This section 

discusses service coordination with bus routes, rail systems, 

and paratransit services, as well as institutional coordination 

with local governments. 

3.4.1 Service Coordination - In partially accessi

ble systems, the ability to easily transfer between 

the accessible routes has been a consideration in 

the route selection process. 

For example, Seattle's initial bus routes 

were the most appropriate for selection, 

primarily because they cross trolley 

routes which will also be accessible. 

Five of Milwaukee's six accessible routes 

are radial and meet in downtown Milwaukee. 

Some transfer activity has been assumed 

from drivers' ridership reports which indi

cate an alighting on one route at one down

town stop, which is promptly followed by a 

boarding on another route at the same stop 

or one nearby. In addition, multimodal 

accessible service coordination has been 

achieved. 

In Washington, most of the 30 accessible routes 

feed the accessible Metrorail system. An existing 
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accessible rail system was a major reason behind 

the decision to purchase accessible buses. The 

lift-equipped bus service is a major means of ac

cess to the regional rail systems for handicapped 

persons and is intended to supplement the coverage 

of the rail network. In the San Francisco Bay 

area, accessible feeder service to the BART 

system, one of the nation's three accessible 

rail systems, is provided by one San Mateo 

County route. A soon to be implemented Santa 

Clara route will also open up for handicapped 

persons in the Bay Area (accessible feeder service 

to BART). Adjacent San Mateo and Santa Clara 

Counties, coincidentally, have accessible routes 

which meet at the county line. However, the exist

ing schedules and questions of service reliability 

do not warrant advertising the services as coordinated. 

Some of the current operators also provide 

paratransit service as a ''special effort" to trans

port elderly and handicapped persons. A range of 

service is illustrated by Exhibit 4. These ser

vices have continued to operate at the same level 

provided prior to the implementation of accessible 

fixed-routes. In two systems, known transferring 

has occurred between a paratransit service and an 

accessible fixed-route. 

Milwaukee's user-side subsity program now 

places a ceiling on the monthly use. One 

frequent rider would concerve the monthly 

allocation by using a paratransit service · 

for the trip from home to the bus stop. 

Using paratransit for the entire trip would 

have exhausted the subsidy amount before the 

end of the month. 
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Transit System 

Champaign-Urbana 

Detroit (SEMT A) 

Los Angeles 

Milwaukee 

Santa Clara County 

EXHIBIT 4 

RANGE OF PARATRANSIT SERVICE 

PROVIDED BY SELECTED SYSTEMS 

Paratransit Service 

Half-fare cab program. 

Door-to-door special transit service. 

Municipal paratransit service within service areas. 

User-side subsidy program. 

Dial-a-Ride in rural portion of the county. 
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SEMTA's Essential Transportation Services 

(ETS) picks-up one regular user at his home 

to begin the daily trip to a sheltered work

shop. The ETS minibus takes the passenger 

to an accessible route terminus where a 

transfer is made for the completion of the 

trip. 

Additionally, SCRTD's planning section has con

sidered interfaces with the many municipal para

transit services provided in Los Angeles County. 

No other known instances of service coordination 

exist among existing accessible services. This 

includes no known instances of coordination with 

transportation provided by social service agencies, 

though feeder service by the agencies is in the 

discussion stages in several areas. The extent 

that these other services will affect and will be 

affected by the provision of accessible fixed

route service will be given further discussion in 

later phases of this study. 

3.4.2 Institutional Coordination - Each case study 

system has identified access to bus stops as a 

major deterrent to ridership on accessible routes. 

Only Santa Clara County has jurisdiction over the 

local roads and can thus alleviate these problems 

through internal programs. Other systems have sub

mitted requests to state tnd local public works 

departments of desirable locations for curb cuts. 

They have met with varying degrees of success. In 

some locations, a priority has been established 

for installing curb cuts in the downtown area. 

Their installation has been programmed for the 
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next few years. Requests for curb cuts in out

lying areas cannot be acted upon immediately. As 

such, the transit system's recommendations will 

not be scheduled for several years. The advisory 

committee in Los Angeles has been playing a major 

role in requesting the many governmental jurisdic

tions in the service area to expedite the installa

tion of curb cuts along accessible bus routes. 

Their success has varied from town to town. 

More success has been achieved in portions of 

the Washington metropolitan area and in Champaign

Urbana. One suburban Washington county will honor 

requests by individuals for curb cuts. Champaign

Urbana already has numerous curb cuts throughout 

the service area. The downtown areas and university 

campus are almost totally accessible. An existing 

program to install 25 additional curb cuts was 

available for the transit system's requests for 

improved access along bus routes. 

In a related institutional coordination action, 

additional curb space at downtown bus stops has 

been requested in Champaign-Urbana. This pre

implementation request is intended to provide 

additional space for the driver to pull-in close 

to the curb to deploy the lift. 

3.5 Maintenance 

To prepare for the arrival of lift-equipped buses, all 

but one of the case study systems hired additional maintenance 

personnel. This section discusses the pre-implementation 

requirements for personnel and acceptance testing, as well as 

the daily operations issues of lift cycling, spares and reliability. 
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3.5.1 Additional Maintenance Personnel - Additional 

mechanics were hired to repair the lifts in all but 

one of the six case study systems. In each of the 

five, the mechanic was viewed as a "lift mechanic," 

not as an additional bus mechanic who would also do 

occasional lift maintenance. The sixth, Santa Clara 

County, trained a mechanic to specialize in lift re

pairs. Only one system contacted by telephone cited 

it did not hire lift mechanics -- Palm Beach County . 

This system, however, has an increased fleet as a 

result of its participation in the full accessi

bility demonstration and has expanded its main

tenance staff. It is not possible to isolate lift 

maintenance from the overall expansion of the fleet 

and staff. Moreover, Palm Beach County has arranged 

to contract out some of the routine lift maintenance 

steps such as steam cleaning and fluid level checks . 

The number of mechanics added varies from s ys

tem to system. Champaign-Urbana, not yet operati ng, 

has budgeted one mechanic for 40 lifts. Washington, 

D.C. is at the other end of the spectrum with one 

mechanic for every nine lifts. Several others have 

an average of one mechanic to every 20-25 lifts. 

Exhibit 5 provides information on six systems. 

In all cases, these mechanics are kept bu sy by 

lift work. Washington has increased its staff to 

16 lift mechanics (from eight) this fiscal year as 

a result of their first year of experience. Mil

waukee expects its five mechanics to be even busier 

in the winter months with additional cold weather

related problems. The arrival of 150 new buses in 

the Spring will be met by seven additional lift 

mechanics, following the current proportion of 
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System 

Champaign-Urbana 

Milwaukee 

Palm Beach 

Santa Clara County 

St. Louis 

Washington, D.C. 

EXHIBIT 5 

ADDITIONAL MECHANICS 

HIRED FOR LIFT MAINTENANCE 

No. of Additional Mechanics 

5 

o(a) 

o(b) 

6(c) 

16 

(a) Recent system expansion included additional mechanics. 

(b) An existing mechanic was specially trained. 

(c) St. Louis now has four mechanics assigned to lift duty. 
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No. of Accessible Buses 

40 

100 

64 

53 

157 

151 



mechanics to buses. These mechanics, like the 

others, will be located at both depots and the 

central maintenance facility. 

The lift manufacturers have provided guidance 

materials for mechanic training. In most cases, 

they directly trained the mechanics, often on a 

mock-up of the lift available at the transit sys

tem. This training provision was included in the 

procurement specifications. Milwaukee states that 

its mechanics are "self-taught," relying on the 

manufacturer's manual. In all systems, there is 

some amount of on-the-job training in working with 

this new component. The necessary level of mechanic 

training is an important aspect of service imple

mentation. These training needs will be treated in 

a later task of this study. 

3.5.2 Vehicle Allocation - Vehicles are usually 

divided among the system's depots according to 

route and e x isting proportional allocation plans. 

However, two systems have taken opposite approaches 

to allocating accessible buses. 

Los Angeles has chosen to concentrate the 

buses in four garages, necessitating some 

changes in some dispatching arrangements. 

This decision was based on the ability to 

reduce the number of extra mechanics and 

parts that the lifts and AM General buses 

will requir e. 

Milwaukee preferred to distribute the buses 

fairly evenly among all garages. It was 
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expected that the new buses would have 

reliability problems. By spreading the 

buses out, no one depot would have an 

excessive number of inoperable buses and 

therefore could meet its scheduled service. 

Each system feels that its system is appropriate 

to its needs. This too will be a subject for later 

discussion. 

3.5.3 Facility Renovation - The addition of lifts 

to the buses has not required any modifications to 

the layout of maintenance facilities. Only St. Louis 

had to construct three work pits at their central 

maintenance facility. This was not determined until 

after the buses arrived. At that point, the system 

decided it did not want to use its existing hoists 

to perform lift maintenance. 

3.5.4 Acceptance Testing - The acceptance testing 

process involves a thorough review of the vehicle 

including all of its new components by the transit 

system with the manufacturer's guidance. In fre

quent cases, the lifts have required retrofits. 

The amount of time required for retrofits can be 

longer than two years. Los Angeles started receiv

ing their accessible buses over two years ago. 

Lift and other vehicle problems have still delayed 

service initiation. Santa Clara County, after two 

years, now has an "accumulator" designed by the 

lift manufacturer, to control the drifting problem, 

installed on all but two of their 52 accessible 

buses. The remaining two are still inoperable and 

will require a whole new lift assembly. Milwaukee 

took one year to have enough operable buses to 
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implement service. Other systems, such as 

Washington and Westchester County, began operating 

the service after a few months of testing in an 

effort to detect problems that would only surface 

in daily operation. These were designated as 

demonstration or "shake-down" periods. The ser

vice's availability was not advertised, so lift 

use was not anticiapted. The major concern was 

to see how daily use of the bus would affect the 

reliability of the lift. 

During the pre-implementation testing and 

retrofitting steps, the transit systems exercised 

the manufacturer's warranty provisions, so no 

major costs were incurred by the system. 

3.5.5 Cycling Activities - All currently operat

ing case study systems have a practice of cycling 

the lift as least once a day (Exhibit 6). Wash

ington has expanded this to morning and evening 

cycling procedures. 

Morning cycling assures that all vehicles 

have working lifts when they leave the 

garage. For vehicles stored outside, morn

ing cycling will take on added importance 

during the winter months should the lift 

hydraulics freeze overnight. 

Evening cycling eases the morning dispatch

ing as it detects malfunctions before the 

vehicles are lined up for the morning. It 

also allows a list of lifts to be repaired 

to be ready for the garage supervisor before 

other morning work assignments are made. 
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EXHIBIT 6 

LIFT CYCLING ACTIVITIES 

System Frequency of Activity 

Detroit (SEMT A) Once - in the evening. 

Milwaukee Once - in the evening. 

Providence Once - in the morning with mechanic present. 

Santa Clara County Suggested for every layover period. 

Washington, D.C. Twice - morning and evening. 
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There are advantages to each. Nonetheless, 

though a cycling procedure does detect some problems 

and it assures that all lifts are operable when they 

are dispatched, it is still no guarantee against in

service breakdowns. This is attributed to the 

sensitivity of the lift to dust, dirt and potholes. 

As a further precaution, Providence has a mechanic 

observe the morning cycling. In some cases, a 

minor repair can be made immediately and fewer 

buses are kept from morning runs. 

Additionally, there is a practice of drivers 

cycling the lift during layover times. Santa Clara 

County states that the lifts work better if they 

are used more often and recommends that it be 

cycled at the end of every trip, when time permits. 

Conversely, Milwaukee has switched from a similar 

policy to one which prohibits any unnecessary 

lift use. This was prompted by several incidents 

where the lift malfunctioned during the layover, 

thereby hampering schedule adherence. 

3.5.6 Reliability - Experience with the first 

accessible buses shows that systems are reluctant 

to schedule much more than half of the accessible 

fleet. They do not feel that they can guarantee 

that a higher number will be available on a 

recu~ring basis. 

Milwaukee schedules 57 of 100 buses. 

St. Louis now schedules 40 of 90 un

bolted accessible buses. 

Washington has just increased service 

to 81 of 151 buses. 
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These systems, as well as the other providers, 

are now very cautious when they schedule accessible 

buses. They want to be sure that they can provide 

reliable scheduled service. 

The front door location of the lift is par

ticularly vulverable to any damage to the front 

of the bus. Conversely, systems operating buses 

with rear door lifts have experienced fewer 

maintenance problems. Systems which operate 

buses with rear door lifts include the following: 

System 

Location 

Detroit - SEMTA 

Providence 

Westchester County 

Number of accessi

ble buses operated 

14 

14 

15 

It should be noted that the rear door lift has 

additional operational considerations such as re

quiring the driver to leave his/her seat to deploy 

the lift and maneuvering at the bus stop so as to 

bring the lift near the curb. 

Since the accessible buses are the newest infu.e 

fleet, any available operable buses over the number 

required for the accessible runs are usually dis

patched on other non-access i ble runs. This common 

practice has a direct relationship on the availability 

o f accessible buses in the spares pool. As in-service 

breakdowns are not uncommon, this means an accessible 
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bus would have to be replaced by a non-accessible 

bus. Exhibit 7 provides information on spares and 

peak-base ratios for St. Louis' 157 fleet. 

Data on in-service breakdowns are not uniformly 

available. Of the four case study systems currently 

operating accessible service, the following data on 

in-service breakdowns can be reported: 

Milwaukee experienced 40 problems out of a 

total of 167 boardings during the first 105 

operating days in which the driver could not 

complete the lift cycle properly. Only seven 

of these required a mechanic's road call and 

taking the bus out of service. Other problems 

were handled by a road supervisor or through 

verbal instructions from the dispatcher. It 

is not known how many of these problems were 

mechanical and how many were related to im

proper use of the lift. 

Santa Clara County estimates an average of 

four to five road calls per day, with 22 

buses now in service. Approximately one 

vehicle is removed from service each day. 

Washington does not yet have comprehensive data 

in this category. St. Louis has decreased its record

keeping with last year's cutback in service. Pre

viously, data were collected on missed runs and trip 

denials, the latter based on drivers' reports. 

Even for those systems which do maintain data on 

in-service breakdowns, it is not possible to determine 

what the specific reason for failure was. The major 
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EXHIBIT 7 

BUS ASSIGNMENT DATA BY GARAGE 

Non-Accessible Buses 
Assigned A.M. P.M. Peak-to-Base Spares 

Gara~ Buses Peak Base Peak Ratiol'a) Ratio (b) -- -- --
Debalviere 243 206 79 209 2.64 16% 

N. Broadway 210 180 60 176 3.00 17% 

S. Broadway 197 164 49 163 3.35 20% 

E. St. Louis 72 60 24 60 2.50 20% 

Belleville 51 43 11 45 4.09 13% 

(a) Ratio of p.m. peak buses scheduled to base period buses scheduled. 

(b) Spare vehicles as percent of p.m. peak requirements. 

Assigned 
Buses 

40 

51 

51 

8 

7 

Accessible Buses 
A.M. P.M. Peak-to-Base 
Peak Base Peak Ratiol'a) -- -- --
32 27 32 1.19 

41 32 41 1.28 

41 34 41 1.20 

6 5 7 1.40 

5 4 5 1.25 

Source: Applied Resource Integration Limited, Draft Interim Report - Evaluation of St. Louis Accessible Bus Service, 1978. 

Spares 
Ratio (b) --

25% 

24% 

24% 

14% 

40% 



reasons are assumed to be either a mechanical 

problem with the lift or the driver's possible 

confusion over this little-used procedure . 

Additional data collection by some transit 

systems will record this information. These 

results will be included in later reports from 

this study. 

3.6 Marketing 

The key function of the marketing activities has been to 

provide information on the availability of accessible bus ser

vice. This has been targeted to both potential lift users 

who are unfamiliar with the transit system and current riders 

who may notice a change in operations. The level of marketing 

activities that have been employed by the current accessible 

service providers corresponds proportionally to the system's 

overall marketing effort. As such, systems with large market

ing programs have been more active in promoting the new service 

than the system which rarely advertises its other services. 

Key components in marketing accessible service have been bro

chures, media and demonstrations. 

3.6.1 Brochures - Many of the current accessible 

service providers have created a user's guide to 

the service which includes information on: 

How to obtain route and schedule infor

mation; 

How to recognize the accessible bus: 

Where to board; 

How to board and tie-down the wheelchair; 
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What assistance to expect; 

What fare to pay; and 

How to alight. 

Exhibit 8 shows the cover of the two-fold 

brochure created by Milwaukee. The entire inside 

section is a photographic illustration of the 

boarding, alighting and tie-down procedures. 

Neither the Milwaukee nor the Washington brochure 

include route-specific information as this was 

presumed to change frequently as more service was 

phased-in. A simple flyer was prepared which 

listed the routes and the generators they serve. 

A map of the routes is also included. For the 

Washington flyer, shown as Exhibit 9, the map is 

on the reverse side. This is available throughout 

the service area in any bus schedule rack. 

Conversely, the St. Louis brochure listed the 

accessible routes. This is less desirable for cost 

reasons, since any changes in the accessible route 

structure would require changes in the brochure. The 

simple flyer is an easier procedure for a partially

accessible system. Los Angeles has solved this 

problem by listing route and schedule information 

on a replaceable insert to the brochure. 

The brochures have been distributed in the same 

outlets as other service information -- schedule 

racks and through the mail. Additionally, the fol

lowing distribution has occurred: 

Brochures have been delivered in bulk by 

all systems to agencies and organizations 
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EXHIBIT 8 

MILWAUKEE COUNTY BROCHURE FOR LIFT USERS 

how to ride the 
WHEELCHAIR 
LIFT BUS 

A new way to 
help you get around 

.:JC/10 

.. :~ ·; ---.. 
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EXHIBIT 8 

MILWAUKEE COUNTY BROCHURE FOR LIFT USERS 

(Continued) 

HOW TO GET ON A LIFT-EQUIPPED BUS 

I. When the bus arrives. 
remain at least nve fed 
from the front door. allow 
other passengers to get 
on or off. and watt for the 
lift to be lowered. 

7. Lock your wheelchair 
brakes, and fasten the 
safety belt (the driver 
may assist you If 
necessary). 

2. The driver wlll tell you 
when the ltft Is ready for 
you to board. Please 
board the lift 
BACKWARDS and move 
as far back as possible. 

3 . Lock your wheels. A 
safety barrier wlll be raised 
and lhe lift will be elevated 
to the level of t he bus noor. 

HOW TO GET OFF THE LIFT BUS 

I . Adjacent to the 
securement area ts a 
yellow slgnal strip. Push 
the strip to alert the 
driver that you wish to 
get ofT at the next bus 
stop. 

2 . When the bus comes to 
a complete stop. unfaste n 
the safety belt . and unlock 
the securement device by 
pushing down on the knob 
near your right wheel. 
Unlock your wheels. Pkase 
watt for all other 
passengers to gel on or o fT. 

4. The driver wlll Instruct 
you to enter the bus when 
the ltft has stopped at the 
proper level. When you 
enter the bus deposit your 
fare, and tell th,- driver 
where you wish to get ofT. 

3 . Move to t he front of the 
bus . When the driver 
Indica tes that the lift Is 
ready to board, move onto 
the lift facing out , and 
lock your wheels. 

5 . Move backward 
toward the securement 
area as Indicated by the 
driver. 

4 . When the lift Is a t 
ground o r curb level and 
the safety barrier ts 
lowered. unlock your 
wheels and move 
completely off the lift. 

6. Maneuver your 
whef'lchalr Into the 
safety locking device 
which will firmly cla mp 
to your r ight wheel . 

YOUR BUS TRIP 
HAS BEEN 

COMPLETED! 

NEED MORE 
INFORMATION? 

CALL 
344-6711 



EXHIBIT 8 

MILWAUKEE COUNTY BROCHURE 
FOR LIFT USERS 

WHO CAN USE THE LIFT? 

Lifts on Milwaukee County Transit System 
buses are designed to safely accommodate 
wheelchairs only , therefore only a person in 
a wheelchair will be permitted to ride the lift. 

WHAT IS THE FARE? 

Half Fare Cash: 25¢ 
Full Fare Cash: 50¢ 
NOTE: 

Tickets 10 for $2.50 
Tickets 10 for $5.00 

Reduced fares are in effect for wheelchair 
confined persons all hours except Monday 
through Friday between 6 :00 a.m.-9:00 a.m. 
and 3:00 p.m.-6:00 p .m. when the regular 
fare must be paid. An attendant, assisting a 
person in a wheelchair may ride free 
anytime a reduced fare is in effect. 

WHERE TO BOARD LIFT BUSES 

As with all regular Milwaukee County 
Transit System bus service, board at any 
designated bus stop along routes assigned 
lift-equipped buses. Buses will not stop 
anywhere other than a designated bus stop. 

THE SCHEDULES - WHEN THE LIFT 
BUSES WILL BE RUNNING 

Call 344-6711 . If you have not already done 
so, we suggest you request s pecially noted 
timetables and route maps for routes 
assigned lift-equipped buses. The symbol 
"H'' indicates when and where all lift
equipped trips will be running. Trained 
information clerks are on duty 24 hours 
every day including holidays to answer any 
other question you may have about routes, 
schedules, fares , and how to use the lift. 

PREPARING FOR YOUR TRIP 

1. Plan your trip as far in advance as 
possible by calling for route maps and 
schedules. 

2 . Be at your bus stop several minutes 
before the bus is scheduled to arrive. 

3. Fares are paid with exact change, a 
ticket, or weekly pass only. Drivers do 
not make change, sell tickets or passes. 

4. Each bus has one securement area. Prior 
to boarding, the driver will advise you to 
wait for the next bus if that area Is 
already occupied. 

5. It is up to you to arrange for any help you 
will need getting to and from the bus stop 
or on and off the bus. 

6. The driver must remain tn his seat to 
operate the lift, but will give you verbal 
instructions and will assist you at the 
securement area. 

Milwaukee County Transit System 
4212 West Highland Boulevard 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53208 
344-6711 
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EXHIBIT 9 

FL YER DESCRIBING THE INITIAL WASHINGTON SERVICE 

metrobus 
,. ~ ( : -·~ :; ;~~] . •·. '! -:~ ,';:.\ : Z\ 
• . 1 '.~ ~)•,"'j .. 

.. '.'!,. , .: . ..... 

Beginning July 1, 1979 new lift bus >,"~ t , ..,~,_.,., 
service will operate on twelve Metrobus -••. •:-'"' ,, .... .! .. •Bi ~• ·-·1 .• .J 
routes serving employment centers. hospitals. shopping and recreation centers in the Washington metropolitan area. 
In September, service will be e)(panded to an additional twenty routes (see map on reverse side). 

If you have difficulty climbing stairs, the lift bus kneels and makes climbing easier. If you're in a wheelchair, 
a platform lowers to the c urb and lifls the wheelchair on the bus. Aboard the bus, the wheelchair locks into 

one of the two areas reserved for wheelchairs. 
Traveling on Metrobus is now easier and more comfortable for the elderly and handicapped with Metro's new 

lift bus service. 

. .... 
' ~ .. .,-

ROUT! 10 - ALEXANDRIA-ROSSLYN LINE 
Serving H~nting Towers, Del Ray . Arlanclria. Shorley Park. 
Shtrlington. Westmont. Parkington. Virginoa Square. 
Clarendon. Ft. Myer and Rosslyn Metro Station 

ROUTES 30, 32, 34, 38 - PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE LINE 
Serving Friendship Heights. Wisconsin Avenue. M Street, 
G.W. Hospital. Pennsylvania Avenue. 15th & Pa. S.E .. 
Shipley Terrace. Naylor Gardens and Hillcrest 

ROUTE 40 - MOUNT PLEASANT LINE 
Serving Mount Pleasant, Union Station/Visitor Center, 
RFK Stadium. Stadium-Armory Metro Station. and 
Seat Pleasant 

ROUTES A2, M, M, A8 - ANACOSTIA•CONGRESS 
HEIGHTS LINE 

Serving Greater Southeast Communoty Hospital. D.C. Village. 
Bellevue. Fort Drum. Livingston. Wheeler Rd. & Varney St .. 
Federal Center SW Metro Station and 10th & Pa. 

ROUTES 02, 04. OS - GLOVER PARK-TRINIDAD LINE 
Serving Glover Park. Sibley Hospital. Trinidad. Ivy City. 
Rhode Island Ave. Metro Station and V.A. Hospital 

. '). ·,. 
··,_:)if'. 

ROUTES F4, Fe 

·. ":I 
. 1 ·~ 

·~-.., .. .. , .. \ i . 
Serving Silver Spring Metro Station. P.G. Plaza. East Pines, 
New Carrollton Metro Station. Maryland University, 
Beltway Plaza and Greenbelt 

ROUTE Ml - M STREET-VISITOR CENTER UNI! 
Serving Rosslyn. Georgetown. Federal Tnangle, Capitol Hill 
and Union Station/Visotor Center 

ROUTES S2, 9' - 18TH STREET LINE 
Serving Silver Spring Metro Station. 16th Street, 
Federal Triangle 

ROUTES T4. TS - BETHESDA-ROCKVILLE LINE 
Serving Montgomery College, Rockville, Naval Medical. NIH, 
BethMda. Friendship Heignts and Dupont Circle 

ROUTE T17 - JOHN HANSON HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINE 
Serving Belair Center and New Carrollton Metro Station 

ROUTES X4, xe - BENNING LINE 
Serving Minnesota Avenue Metro StaI1on. Maylair Gardens. 
34th & Benning. Union Station/Visitor Center and 
Lafayette SQuare 

("It' ! - - ~ • . . - .... ~ 
, ~ 1-.. #. - ••.,_ I 

Not every bus operating on the lift service routes will be a 
lift bus. Individual timetablM for each route are marked with 
a "w " lo indicate exactly what bus trips operate with lift
equipped buses. 

,., ... ·, 

To get the timetables you need, call our Timetables 
Office at 637•1261. 

The elderly and handicapped ride Metrobus and Metrora1I at reduced fare with proper 
identification. To find out how to obtain your identification card call : 

637-1245 - Handicapped Unit 637-1179 - Senior Citizen Unit 

.. :i ... ' • " ,. --: ·\ ~ . \ '.' ·; J~ Community based train ing on the 11ft bus equipment is available. Several 

" J ; ,: ;,:. 0 areas throughout the metropolitan region have been selected for training 
sites. Wheelchair users and mobil ity impaired who would like to learn how to use the l ift service before actually 

riding the bus can make arrangements for this special training by calling 637-1256. 
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FLYER DESCRIBING THE INITIAL WASHINGTON SERVICE 

(Continued) 
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which represent the disabled for further 

distribution to their clients and members. 

St. Louis made a special effort to distribute 

the brochure to generators served by the 

initial accessible routes. 

Milwaukee used its registrants for the user

side subsidy program as a target market for 

a mailing containing a letter from the pro

gram director, a brochure, and a map. 

Seattle's marketing efforts have been assisted 

by a local organization of disabled persons. 

The group has prepared a map of downtown 

Seattle indicating existing curb cuts and 

bus stops where accessible routes pass. 

A unique brochure has been prepared in Champaign

Urbana for distribution to current passengers. The 

brochures explain the new service, illustrates the 

new vehicle and its lift components, and describes 

expected impacts on the current operation, such as 

changes in travel time, use of the fold-up seats, 

and use of the rear door to exit when a passenger 

is using the front door lift. This will be handed 

out on board the bus by the drivers several weeks 

before accessible service is implemented. Seattle 

will distribute a ''Rider Alert" flyer to all passen

gers on the first accessible route to inform them 

that the bus is lift-equipped and uo advise them on 

how to obtain more specific information. 

3.6.2 Public Timetables - Timetables for accessible 

routes have been modified to indicate which routes 

and trips are operated with lift-equipped buses. 
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The front of the timetable has been modified to 

include the international accessibility symbol. 

Exhibit 10 shows the front covers of accessible 

route timetables from St. Louis, Milwaukee and 

Washington. Placement of the symbol at the top 

of the cover has made the St. Louis and Washington 

timetables more distinguishable than the Milwaukee 

timetable when presented on a systemwide schedule 

rack. 

The inside of the timetable provides the actual 

schedule for accessible trips. As Exhibit 11 shows, 

St. Louis indicated these trips with a star. Other 

systems have also used a "W" for wheelchair or an 

"H" for handicapped next to the designated trips. 

Timetables have been distributed as part of 

the systemwide marketing program. In addition, as 

with the brochures, they have been made available 

to agencies and mailed out as a packet upon request 

by the information center. 

3.6.3 Information Center - Seattle has provided 

training to information center operators regarding 

sensitivity to a disabled person's needs, explaining 

their potential lack of familiarity with transit 

service, and the operator's requirements to spend 

additional time to properly respond to the person's 

questions. In addition, operators have been given 

information on which bus stops are easiest to use. 

They are expected to provide boarding and alighting 

information along with route and schedule information 

to anyone who contacts the center for accessible 

service information. 
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EXHIBIT 10 

SAMPLE PUBLIC TIMETABLES FOR ACCESSIBLE ROUTES 
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CONDENSED TIMETABLE 

ROUTE 23 
EFFECTIVE: JUNE 17, 1979 
~ 

FOND DU LAC 
AVENUE 

(5\ 
SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

WITHOUT NOTICE 

Telephone Information 

344-6711 

j_ CITY LIMITS - BERKELEY 
(.j\. ROUTE NO. 16 

* OUIGNARD Tlt.-S Of'PARD Wmf WIBl OIAla 
Uf1-IQUll'f'fD ausu UGINMMG AUGUST 15, 1977 

EFFECTIVE APRIL 18, 1977 
(Subj.ct to Emergency Change,) 

BROW:,~~•, 
15•~.~i~~ ·~ -- ' 
~ ""~" HOQT~RT R'l!., z ~ ;;; 

Iv 

j 

"9,c 

N111TUL 
!ONE 

For additional timetables or information call 773-1120 

Bl-STATE DEVELOPMENT AGENCY 

1ffl&Jt► 
3869 PARK AVENUE ST. LOUIS, MO. 63110 
4,77 ..... N 



EXHIBIT 11 

ST. LOUIS PUBLIC TIMETABLE SHOWING DESIGNATED ACCESSIBLE TRIPS 

Monday tllru Friday 
Monday thru frlday SatvNlay Saturday 

SOUTHBOUND 
NORTHBOUND b. Kill DI. SIIINt< Au. 

h . Sli.-er KIAi Dr. Irr. Air,lfll 'No. lier- WeNstu &. s.11 .. NORTHBOUND SOUTHBOUND 

S.tleo ' WeltstN ..... I Ill. AltJe(t & IIIUlewar N1Aley -11r 1.., llail«II l.., b . Skin• K~. In. LY. ':f:· Slialla, . .... .... u, .... L.., ...., haler lliU!eway -------·- ----
AM s., ... I WtllslN .... I . Ai<Jer1 & Mr,ef1 &. & • llar- ....... & S.tleo 

AM • 520 • 531 •545 1.., u ... n 1.., aa4y ...... , ..... JI 1111M1waJ IIMley -4r L-, lll4oll 1.., 
•ssoo •SJO *519 •528 •534 545 558 612 ·--

522 534 545 554 603 609• • 53ij • 546 . • 555 •605 •618 • G32 AM w 
539 551 602 613 622 628' 625 638 652 S~I SIi 520 529 535 •511 • 522 •533 

•552 •606 *619 •630 *639 •645 623 031 642 654 710 725 
616 630 643 654 704 710 639 641 658 710 728 743 • ~37 • 549 • 600 •610 *619 •625 535 541 5~ 600 611 622 

•629 •643 •656 •707 • 717 •724 • 653 • IOI •712 •724 • 742 • 757 625 639 651 702 712 719 •630 *644 •658 

•639 •653 *107 •718 •728 •735" 704 712 724 736 754 809 •703 •718 •731 •742 •752 •759 *629 *635 •647 •659 • 713 •727 
658 714 728 739 749 756 717 126 738 751 809 824 * 738 •753 *806 •730 •744 •758 
728 744 758 809 819 826 • 731 • 740 • 752 •805 •821 •838 
748 804 818 828 846 901 •BIO •8~ •838 *849 •859 •906 729 736 748 800 814 828 

*803 *818 •832 •1143 •853 •900 800 809 821 834H 1140 855 908 *830 *1144 •858 

821 836 850 • BOS •814 •826 •839 *857 • 912 • 904 •919 •932 • 943 *953 •1000 *829 •836 *848 •900 •915 •929 
838 853 907 918 928 935 830 839 851 903 918 933 •935 •950 *1003 *1014 •1024 •1032 930 945 959 

•ass *906 •924 •930 •945 •1000 
913 928 942 • 925 •933 • 944 •955 •1010 •J025 JOOS 1020 1035 *930 •938 •949 •1000 • 1015 • 1029 

•938 •953 •1007 •1018 * 1028 •1035 955 1003 1014 1025 1040 1055 * 1040 •1055 • 1110 * 1123 •1133 •1141 •JOOS •1013 *1024 •1035 • 1050 *1104 

*l0l0 *1025 *1039 •JO~ •1105 •1120 •IIIO •1125 *1140 •1040 • 1048 *1059 •1110 *1125 *1139 
*1035 *1050 •1104 •1111 •11 21 *1134 •1048 •1056 •1101 * 1118 • 1132 *IU6 * 1145 *1291 •1215 *1229 *1231 •1241 •1145 •12IO •1215 

1105 1120 1134 1143 1157 1211 
I *1130 •1145 • 1159 .,212 •1222 *1229 *I 145 • 1152 •1102 • 1213 •1221 •1241 PII 

*1148 • 1156 •1201 • 1221 •123' •1251 

°' *1156 *1211 •1225 l'M *1220 *1231 •1251 I'll 
...... I'll *1238 *1252 *Iii 

1221 1231 125G 103 113 120 • 1237 • 1244 •1254 •115 •Ill *133 *1251 •114 •129 •143 •153 •211 *1255 •111 •121 
I •1251 *'°' •120 •133 •143 •150 121 142 15' •131 •141 •202 •IIO *'• •12u *Ill *149 *204 

•111 *131 •145 124 131 141 152 20I 220 •ZOS •225 *241 •255 •315 •313 ·- •2?4 *"' 
•tu •159 •213 •22& •231 •243 •211 •238 •244 •244 ** *31& •210 *211 •230 •243 •251 *314 

20& 222 231 249 259 30& * 218 •211 "232 •243 •251 *311 
229 245 251 JIil 317 333 •319 *ll5 *351 •415 *415 •423 *311 *334 *349 

*lOI ., .. •333 *341 *351 •415 *255 *302 •317 .,21 •34-4 •4IO •354 •411 •421 *32'0 •321 •340 *353 •481 *424 

•120 *331 •355 •315 322 331 341 404 420 •429 •445 •511 •515 •525 •533 *421 *444 *451 
334 351 489 424 434 443 •40I •424 •440 

** •52' •531 •431 •UI •450 *illl *519 *™ 
35' 413 432 «J 451 SOI •351 403 411 429 445 511 

•414 •01 *451 •515 •515 •524 •42' •427 *442 •453 •519 *525 •5JI •555 •111 *'25 •135 •143 •531 *554 ... 
434 451 510 525 535 544 •454 511 511 527 542 ~ *114 *&31 *114' *541 •541 •&11 ... , *121 •144 
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The: information centers at all accessible 

transit systems mail out available information to 

anyone requesting it. Los Angeles will monitor 

these requests. Records of the requests have been 

developed, which list the person's name, address 

and the information received. This list is intended 

as both a monitoring tool and a mailing list for 

future information on service changes and expansions. 

Several systems have installed teletypewriter 

(TTY) terminals to provide information to hearing 

impaired persons. These currently exist in Santa 

Clara and Washington. A few other systems have no 

near-term plans to install the equipment as they 

doubt it will receive much use. As an alternative, 

they have made service information available to 

social service agencies with TTY capabilities. 

3 .6.4 Media - Television and radio commercials have 

been used by most systems as a means to attract 

potential lift users and to explain the service to 

the general public. These spots have usually been 

public service announcements, so there has been no 

charge to the transit sy stem for the air time. The 

only direct cost has been production. 

Washington prepare d two 10-second and one 30-

second television spots which illustrated a person 

in a wheelchair boarding the bus, securing the 

wheelchair and the n al i ghting. One of the 10-second 

spots just showed the kneeling f eature . At the 

conclusion of each , the public information number 

was displayed. The transit system was given prime 

area time during the evening ne ws for the spots. 

Their reaction is tha t that the visual demonstration 
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was very effective in introducing the concept of 

fixed-route accessible service to the handicapped 

community and the general public. 

Radio public service announcements, usually 

30 seconds in length, have also been utilized. 

Milwaukee developed two different spots which 

announced the implementation of lift-equipped 

buses on the first routes. Both were simple 

announcements which provided a telephone number 

for further information. 

Newspapers have also provided coverage in three 

ways: 

Using the transit system's press releases; 

Preparing news reports on the service; and 

Writing feature articles about particular 

users of the service. 

For the first day of service, some systems have 

prearranged a "first user trip" with a volunteer from 

the advisory committee. This trip is held as a 

media event with local television, radio and news

paper reporters able to record the service initiation. 

Some systems, such as Westchester County, have 

not provided any marketing of their accessible ser

vices. Westchester County's operating budget does 

not provide for transit marketing activities. At 

the same time, the system suspects that its low 

ridership is attributable in part to not getting the 

message out to potential users. The effectiveness of 

marketing programs in attracting wheelchair passenger s 
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will be a topic for further discussion in the next 

phase of the study. 

3.6.5 User Training - To encourage ridership by 

disabled individuals and to respond to their lack 

of experience in using transit, demonstrations and 

practice sessions have been scheduled by all of the 

case study systems. The purpose of this Outreach 

program is two-fold: 

To build confidence in using transit; and 

To develop speed and proficiency in using 

the lift and tie-down. 

These practice sessions have shown that, as a 

person becomes more familiar with the lift and tie

down procedures, their speed in doing it increases. 

This has the added advantage of decreasing dwell 

time for the transit system. The rationale for the 

practice session is to have the person's first 

attempt be in a familiar, supportive surrounding, 

rather than at a bus stop. 

Demonstrations have been held at a number of 

locations, including: 

Rehabilitation centers; 

· social service agencies; 

Shopping centers; 

The downtown area; and 

Meetings of groups of disabled individuals. 
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The last location has been utilized in Los 

Angeles with the practice session serving as a 

special presentation at the meeting. Washington 

has co-sponsored many demonstrations with handi

capped groups and has requested their assistance 

in publicizing the event. 

If the purpose of the demonstration is to 

inform the general public of the service, ~ather 

than to enable potential users of the service a 

chance to practice, it may be more economical to 

use an audio-visual display (the operators' train

ing materials have been used for this purpose) and 

a mock-up of the lift. The alternative requires 

keeping at least one bus and one driver at the 

demonstration site. Often, general population

oriented demonstrations have been set up for long 

hours at shopping centers or special events such 

as the County Fair. To require a bus and a driver 

for this period of time when the expected number of 

potential users is low may be a non-productive use 

of resources. 

Unique characteristics of the user training 

program are as follows: 

Seattle has relied on a task force of drivers 

to assist in the demonstration. The drivers 

were selected from a group of 40 who signed 

up to drive the first routes. The fact that 

these drivers are present at the demonstration 

has assisted some passengers when they see 

a familiar face on board the bus. 
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Santa Clara County trained one customer 

service representative in sigh language. 

That person attends all demonstrations. 

Washington's grant to develop training 

programs enabled the transit system to 

hire one person whose primary responsibility 

is to schedule user training programs. 

Champaign-Urbana has expanded the list of 

potential demonstration sites to include 

any individual requests. 

The program of user training has been active for 

several years. St. Louis, the first system to offer 

major accessible service, conducted 35 site demon

strations prior to service initiations. The wide

spread use of the technique by virtually all current 

providers of accessible service, is testimony to 

its value. 

3.7 Monitoring and Evaluation 

The extent of cur rent data collection for accessible ser

vice has been related to the system's data collecti on require

ments prior to the imlplementation of accessible service. I n 

some systems, drivers complete a daily tally card which now 

i nclude s lift use. Elsewhere, some system's buses are equipped 

wi th r e g i stering fareboxes and the driver can r e cord handi

cappe d ridership if the passenger pays a special fare. In 

these instances, the inclusion of data collection on lift use 

is not a major addition to the driver's data collection r e spon

s i b i l i t ies. 

3 .7.1 Mon i toring Activities - Most of the case 

study systems collect data on ridership, ve h i cle 
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dispatching, and in-service breakdowns. However, 

the reliability of this data varies from system 

to system. 

Ridership data in most systems is expected to 

be turned in with the driver's tally card for each 

run. With the addition of registering fareboxes, 

systems can corroborate these daily records. How

ever, these do not often include a special category 

for lift use, but rather for reduced-fare passengers. 

During the evaluation of service in St. Louis, 

handicapped individuals prepared daily trip diaries. 

These trip records indicated that the drivers were 

only reporting about half of all lift use. Drivers 

in Washington do not always remember to fill out 

their trip cards to show wheelchair passengers. 

This illustrates the difficulty in obtaining accurate 

ridership records even though mechanisms are currently 

in place to collect the information. 

Exhibit 12 presents some of the current techniques 

used to record ridership in the case study system. 

The one unique .method, and believed to be one of 

the most accurate by the transit system, is 

Milwaukee's radio reporting procedure. As mentioned 

previously, the driver is required to notify the dis

patcher whenever a wheelchair passenger boards or 

alights to forewarn him of a potential delay. A 

major reason why this radio technique works in Mil

waukee, but would not be applicable in other systems, 

is the emphasis placed on schedule adherence and 

radio reporting. Drivers in Milwaukee are required 

to notify the dispatcher any time they are behind 

schedule by more than five minutes. As such, the 
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System 

Detroit (SEMT A) 

Milwaukee 

Palm Beach County 

Providence 

Seattle 

Washington, D.C. 

Westchester County 

EXHIBIT 12 

METHODS TO RECORD RIDERSHIP 

BY LIFT USERS 

Method 

Daily tally card, farebox reading. 

Radio message to dispatchers. 

Trip card and farebox reading. 

Special card and farebox reading. 

Farebox reading. 

Trip cards. 

Special tally sheet. 
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extension of the requirement to record wheelchair 

ridership was not difficult to accomplish. 

Vehicle dispatching information is prepared 

by many systems with a checklist for each accessible 

bus. This information is then used as a check 

against scheduled accessible runs to see that acces

sible vehicles are being assigned properly. Other 

dispatching checklists include daily cycling reports. 

These indicate whether the vehicle was able to be 

dispatched or whether it was kept for maintenance. 

In-service breakdown information is kept by 

the dispatcher. In systems where the accessible 

buses are equipped with radios, mechanical problems 

can be reported immediately. Of the six case study 

systems, only Santa Clara operates some of its buses 

without radios. More are currently being installed 

so that all accessible buses will soon be radio

equipped. 

The dispatchers central location on a radio~ 

equipped system enables a recording of in-service 

problems. Exhibit 13 illustrates a log maintained 

by the Milwaukee dispatcher on origins, destinations, 

boarding and alighting delays, and mechanical problems. 

In an effort to provide internal monitoring of 

the accessible bus operations, one case study system, 

Santa Clara County, established a Passenger Lift 

Task Force. Membership consists of representatives 

of: 

The advisory committee 
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The maintenance department 

A road supervisor; and 

A senior infomration services rep

resentative. 

The task force discusses matters relating to the 

operation of the accessible service and reviews 

operating records. 

3.7.2 Surveys - To date, major survey activity 

has only occurred in St. Louis in conjunction with 

UMTA Service and Methods Demonstration (SMD) evalua

tion. Other surveys are scheduled for the three 

additional SMD evaluations in Champaign-Urbana, 

Palm Beach County and Washington, D.C. 

SMD-related surveys have been and will be con

ducted both on-board and in the homes of disabled 

individuals. Different on-board surveys have been 

prepared for handicapped and non-handicapped users. 

In total, four different target groups have been 

identified for evaluation surveys. 

Transit users on-board surveys 

lift users 

non-li f t users 

Horne interviews of handicapped 

transit users 

non-t r ansit users 

The surveys have included questions on origi n a n d 

destination, attitudes toward accessibility, and t he 

availa bility of public information regardin g access ible 

b us s e rvice. Home interviewees have been asked a bout 
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their travel patterns and attitudes toward using 

accessible transit. They were also asked to com

plete a travel diary showing all trips, mode, 

trip purpose and travel time. 

None of the six case study systems, other than 

St. Louis, have conducted surveys to date on their 

operation. Nor are these planned for the near 

future. A maj or reason for hesitating to conduct 

surveys is the low level of ridership by wheelchair 

users. 

3.7.3 Evaluation Activities - Aside from the UMTA

sponsored evaluations, little assessment of acces

sible service has occurred on the local level. 

Several systems are waiting until more service is 

in place before devoting staff time to an evaluation. 

The data collected for a transit system's moni

toring activities has not been very extensive. Some 

local planners have stated that the data would be more 

useful if ridership were higher, and they would be able 

to use the data to adjust service to meet the high 

level of demand. Current low level s of ridership5 

have res-ricted the use of the collected monitoring 

information to serving as documentation of the 

system's efforts. The data are submitted to the 

5 some systems have been able to report these current 
ridership figures: 

Detroit (SEMTA) - 2 trips per day 
Milwaukee - average of 1.3 trips per day 
Providence - 26 trips per month 
St. Louis - 66 trips per month 
Santa Clara - 8 trips per day 
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transit system Board of Directors and the sys

tem's funding agencies. However, it is not used 

for service planning activities. The type of 

monitoring and evaluation activities that can be 

accomplished will be discussed thoroughly in the 

next phase of this study. 

* * * * * 
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APPENDIX A 

CASE STUDY - CHAMPAIGN-URBANA, ILLINOIS 

1.0 Case Study Summary 

The Champaign-Urbana Mass Transit District (MTD) will be 

initiating fixed-route accessible service throughout its 10-

route system. The initial implementation date was set for 

Fall 1979. Mechanical problems have postponed the service 

start until Spring 1980. 

The accessible MTD fleet will consist of two types of 

buses; 25 new Grumman Flxible Corporation model 870 buses 

equipped with a hydraulic lift manufactured by Environmental 

Equipment Corporation (EEC); and 15 older General Motors 

coaches (1971 model year) which are being retrofitted with 

the EEC lift by a company in Schenectady, New York. The 15 

older buses and five of the newer buses are 35 feet long. 

The 20 other new buses are 40 feet long. All are 96 inches 

wide. 

The MTD is participating in an UMTA-sponsored Service 

and Methods Demonstration (SMD) which will test and evaluate 

the operation of a fully-accessible transit system in two small 

urban areas. The other system is in Palm Beach County, Florida. 

Though both are similar in size, major differences exist in 

climate and service area population. Champaign-Urbana has a 

young, university-oriented population and cold midwestern 

winters. Palm Beach County has a large elderly population, 

many of whom are attracted by the year-round warm climate. 

The SMD support will not only enable the MTD to retrofit 
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their vehicles and administer the service, but will provide ex

tensive monitoring and evaluation of the service through the 

Transportation Systems Center in Cambridge, Massachusetts. 

No changes are being made to routes or schedules prior to 

the initiation of service. Rather, the MTD has adopted a "wait 

and see" approach. One preliminary action, however, has been 

to request additional clearance at bus stops from the two munici

pal governments. This is to assure the driver's ability to pull 

into the curb to deploy the lift. In designing t he service, the 

MTD assumed that the travel needs of the handicapped were the 

same as those of the general public. The first accessible route 

will link university housing, the university campus, and down

town Urbana. 

1.1 Unique Characteristics of this Case Study 

The level of service evaluation which will occur in 

Champaign-Urbana as a result of the SMD project sets this case 

study apart from the others. More importantly, there are sev

eral basic characteristics about the Champaign-Urbana community 

that underlie its selection as a demonstra tion site. 

Champaign-Urbana is the home of the Univ ersity 

of Illinois and its well acclaimed Rehabilitation

Education Center. The existence o f the Center 

and its disabled students has had a unique effect 

on the local community. 

The high population of disabled pers ons in 

the area has brought about an unusual level 

of acceptance and sensitivity to the nee ds 

o f the disabled on the part o f res idents 

and students throughout Champaign-Urbana. 
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The existence of the Center's program 

has created a virtually barrier-free 

environment. This high level of acces

sibility extends beyond the University's 

buildings and sidewalks to the entire 

twin cities area. New buildings routine

ly include provisions for the handicapped. 

Also, an unusually high number of curb 

cuts exists. Twenty-five curbs are con

verted each year by local streets depart

ments in addition to the ramping of any 

new or damaged curbs. 

The Center has been operating lift-equipped 

buses for its students for the past 28 

years, primarily to link University resi

dents and classrooms. A platform-style 

lift has been developed for use in a fixed

route operation. Over the years, the lift 

has been modified to reflect both improved 

technology and knowledge gained from the 

operation of the service. This experience 

and technical knowledge provides a great 

asset to the MTD's upcoming demonstration 

through frequent consultations between the 

MTD and the Center. 

Disabled students at the University and 

other disabled residents living and work

ing in the area provide a disproportionately 

high number of potential passengers. In 

addition to the number of users, the MTD's 

target market is unusual in that they are 

considered to be more independent and "main

streamed" than the overall disabled com

munity found in other cities. Their past 
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or present relationship with the Uni

versity makes its Rehabilitation Center 

a focal point for disseminating infor

mation on the MTD service to the dis

abled community. 

Support for transit service is also high in 

Champaign-Urbana. The passage of an eight

point property tax-related referendum in March 

1977 enabled the MTD to expand service to out

lying neighborhoods and provide limited service 

on evenings and Sundays. Included in the ref

erendum was the feature of lifts on any future 

buses purchased for use in regularly scheduled 

service. The MTD is also viewed positively by 

the local press and the national transit indus

try as a progressive, consumer-oriented, well 

managed system. 

2.0 Case Study Setting 

Accessible transit service will be available throughout 

the MTD's service area. This section provides background in

formation on the service setting. 

2.1 Geographic and Demographic Characteristics 

The twin cities of Champaign and Urbana are located in 

East Central Illinois. Chicago is 130 miles to the north, 

Indianapolis is 120 miles to the east, and St. Louis is 150 

miles to the southwest. The area consists of 34 square miles 

of flat terrain subject to the winds, snow and ice of winter 

and the heat and tornado watches of the summer. 
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The central generator in Champaign-Urbana is the Univer

sity of Illinois campus which occupies over 700 acres of land 

in the south central portion of the area. The campus is lo

cated in both cities, as its buildings span the dividing line 

between Champaign on the west and Urbana on the east. 

Champaign-Urbana's population, according to the 1970 cen

sus, is approximately 90,000. Champaign is the larger of the 

two cities, with approximately 56,000 people; Urbana is com

prised of 34,000 people. Students represent a transient pop

ulation of approximately 33,000. The twin cities and the MTD 

service area are only a part of the Champaign-Urbana urbanized 

area. The entire Champaign-Urbana urbanized area has a popu

lation of approximately 163,000. 

An estimated range of wheelchair-using residents was pre

pared for the demonstration evaluation plan. 1 The low range 

of the estimate was based on the recent national incidence 

rate of 0.275 percent of the total population being in wheel

chairs. This was published in U.S. DOT's 1978 Summary Report 

of Data from National Survey of Transportation Handicapped 

People. Applying this to the Champaign County Regional Plan

ning Commission's current population estimate for the twin 

cities (92,000) yielded an estimated 253 wheelchair individ

uals (92,000 x 0.275%). The high range assumed that the in

cidence of wheelchair users on campus was consistent through

out Champaign-Urbana. This estimate yielded 414 wheelchair 
2 users. 

1 

2 

Webb, Peter, Evaluation Plan Volume I, Full Accessible 
Bus Fleet Demonstration ProJect, Campaign-Ur ana, I inois, 
prepared for the U.S. Department of Transportation, Trans
portation Systems Center, (Menlo Park, CA, Crain & Associates, 
August 1977). 

The number of wheelchair-using students (150) was divided 
by the student enrollment (33,000) to yield an incidence 
rate of .45 percent. This was applied to the area popula
tion of 92,000. 
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2.2 Institutional Setting 

The MTD is accountable to its Board of Directors. Its 

service area is restricted to primarily the urbanized areas 

of Champaign and Urbana, though the U.S. Census Bureau's 

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) and Champaign 

County are much larger areas. 

The MPO for the twin cities is the Champaign County Re

gional Planning Commission (CCRPC), with offices in downtown 

Urbana. Both CCRPC and the MTD Board allow the MTD management 

to control the daily operation of the system with little in

terference. The Regional Planning Commission will be prepar

ing a Transition Plan for the area. However, since a fully 

accessible fleet will be in operation before the plan is sub

mitted, it is not being viewed as a major planning task. A 

local advisory committee will be reconvened for the transition 

planning process. 

Informal guidance, particularly for the demonstration 

program, is provided by the University of Illinois Rehabili

tation-Education Center, a pioneer in this field. The Center 

and its personnel are well-respected nationally and represent 

the views and needs of the local handicapped community, par

ticularly the transient students. Also connected with the 

demonstration are UMTA's SMD office in Washington, the Trans

portation Systems Center in Cambridge, and an evaluation con

tractor. All will be involved in the service evaluation. 

2.3 Transit System Characteristics 

The passage of the March 1, 1977 MTD referendum provided 

an increase in the property tax levy specifically earmarked 

for transit service. This enabled the MTD to follow a pro

posed eight-point program of service expansion, including 
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extensions into outlying areas, evening and Sunday service, 

and additional routes on weekdays. A total of 10 routes now 

operate on Monday through Saturday. Most of the service be

gins at 6:00 a.m. and ends at 7:00 p.m., operating on an aver

age headway of 30 minutes. Thirty-three of the MTD's 43 ve

hicles are needed for peak hour service. 

The tax levy enables a skeletal system to operate on 

Monday to Friday evenings and on Sunday. A reduced system of 

four routes is in operation at these times. Service is also 

on a 30-minute headway ending before midnight on weeknights. 

Sunday service is available from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

All routes are centered around three focal points: 

Downtown Champaign; 

Downtown Urbana; and 

The University of Illinois campus. 

Nine of the ten routes serve the campus, eight serve 

downtown Champaign and six serve downtown Urbana. Average 

daily ridership has been increasing rapidly to 12,000 passen

gers. The MTD operates out of a relatively new garage and 

office facility in northeast Urbana. Like most buildings in 

the area, it is accessible to the handicapped. 

MTD charges a 35-cent fare for their service. Exact 

fare is required after 7:00 p.m. Elderly and handicapped in

dividuals with an MTD picture identification card can purchase 

16 tokens for $2, or can purchase an annual pass for $25. The 

adult full fare for the annual pass is $90. Students can buy 

12 tokens for $2. An all-day transfer is available on weekends. 

The current MTD fleet consists of 43 "new look" buses and 

two 14-passenger vans. Many of the buses will be replaced by 
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the Grumman Flxible 870s on order. The vans are primarily used 

by the road supervisors. However, they can double as back-up ve

hicles when a bus falls behind schedule by ten minutes or more. 

If this occurs, the bus is turned back at the point in the 

route and schedule that it will be on time in the reverse di

rection. A van, usually on patrol in the service area, is 

dispatched to the turnback point. The supervisor then trans

ports any passengers on the late bus to their destinations 

and picks up any passengers waiting for the late bus. This 

practice has virtually eliminated any missed runs and reduced 

the frequency of late runs. 

As part of the referendum passage, MTD was able to in

itiate a half-fare cab subsidy program for the elderly and 

handicapped who are unable to use the bus. Most users of 

the service are elderly. One lift-equipped van is also avail

able through one of Champaign-Urbana's cab companies. Aver

age taxi fares are $2.20; the cost to the MTD is $1.10. Aver

age fares for the van, however, are $8.00; the MTD subsidy 

pays $4.00. The fare is computed as $5.00 to board and $1.00 

per mile. The total trip cost may be no more than $8.00. The 

MTD will pay one-half of the total, up to a subsidy limit of 

$75.00 per month per individual. Though the service is to 

continue, MTD management expects that the accessible buses, 

because of their 12½ cent fare, will attract many of the van 

users who are now paying an average of $4.00 for a one-way 

trip. In the first part of 1979, van use has ranged from 72 

to 116 trips per month. Monthly taxi trips for this same time 

period ranged from 5,108 to 5,838 trips per month. 

Cunningham Township (Urbana) also supports a free cab 

program for Urbana senior citizens. The service is primarily 

for medical trips and requires a 24-hour advance reservation. 

A United Way-funded agency also provides transportation to 

the elderly and handicapped through a network of volunteers 

driving their own cars. Many of the local agencies also use 
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the Rehabilitation Center's buses for group social trips. How

ever, the four buses are in fixed-route operation on the Uni

versity of Illinois campus for 14 hours a day. Four fixed

routes are established each semester according to the needs of 

the students. Each vehicle makes two runs each hour. Peak 

load capacity of the service is 200 passengers per hour, though 

average ridership is 45-50 passengers per hour. The service, 

available to disabled students, faculty,and staff and their 

attending friends, has been providing access between University 

residence haLls -;nd classroom buildings since 1952. 

3.0 Accessible Service Operation and Development 

This section discusses the steps undertaken by the MTD in 

developing an accessible transit system. It includes the ac

tivities necessary to prepare for the first day of operation. 

3.1 Service Evolution and Description 

Planning for accessible service began in 1975. A transit 

improvement program published in 1976 recommended that fixed

route accessible service be implemented rather than a parallel 

demand-responsive service. Following the recommendations of 

the study, the MTD applied for a demonstration grant to retro

fit their entire fleet which then consisted of 25 vehicles. 

Grant approval was received in September 1977. 

However, service expansion as a result of the March 1977 

referendum necessitated fleet expansion in addition to the 

retrofits. The new vehicles, expected to be delivered in 

January 1980, were purchased with two capital grants totalling 

$2,031,580. The bid announcement for the retrofitting was in 

April 1978. In January 1979, the contract was signed with the 

retrofitter, Ribley & Harppinger of Schenectady, New York. 

One week later, the first bus was sent for retrofitting. The 

purchase of the lifts, their installation, and the administration 
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of the demonstration program is included in an UMTA SMD grant 

of $502,040. Each vehicle retrofit will cost $23,000. The 

project was planned for two stages: eight months for planning 

and design, and 18 months for the operation of the vehicles. 

Upon the delivery of the 25 Grumman Flxible 870s and the 

completion of the retrofitting of 15 buses from the existing 

fleet, MTD will initiate accessible fixed-route service. Two 

routes have been selected for the initial service. It was 

originally thought that enough retrofitted vehicles would be 

available by the Fall to initiate the service. This may not 

be possible. A delivery date for both the new and retrofitted 

vehicles is still uncertain. If the vehicles arrive during 

the winter, testing and local weather conditions will delay 

the service initiation until Spring 1980. 3 

Within a short time after the first two routes are im

plemented, all routes will be accessible. The schedule for 

phasing-in additional routes will be determined by the opera

tional experience. The 100 percent accessible fleet will op

erate the same routes and schedules as the current service. 

Though the MTD is aware of the pre-implementation changes 

that other transit systems have made, particularly in the 

areas of routes and schedules, they have decided not to make 

these changes until the actual operation proves them necessary. 

Each of the vehicles will be equipped with two wheelchair 

tie-downs and a kneeling feature. Both the new Grumman Flxible 

870s and the retrofitted General Motors buses are 96 inches 

wide. Champaign County would not permit the MTD to operate 

the wider 102-inch model. The vehicles will also be equipped 

with Duncan registering fareboxes. The size and location of 

the farebox, complemented by the narrow aisle of the bus, may 

create a tight entrance for the wheelchair passenger. 

3 When this Case Study was conducted, no vehicles were 
ready for service. 
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3.2 Service Implementation Activities 

In anticipation of service implementation, the MTD has 

developed or is planning to develop several programs and prac

tices. The following discussion treats the activities of de

mand estimation, operations, training, maintenance, marketing 

and coordination. The planned evaluation of the service, made 

possible by its being a demonstration project, will be dis

cussed in a later section of this report. 

3.2.1 Demand Estimation and Route Selection - In 

other accessible transit systems, level of demand 

is one of several criteria used in determining 

which routes will be scheduled with lift-equipped 

buses. In Champaign-Urbana, the need for demand 

estimation exercise was questioned since the entire 

fleet will be lift-equipped. With the advice of 

the Rehabilitation Center, the MTD assumed that 

the travel needs of the disabled were no differ

ent from those of the general population. Transit 

service should be provided to all travel generators 

in the community. If certain ones are not served, 

the disabled community, just like the "able-bodied" 

community, will let the operator know where the de

ficiencies are. 

Initially, it was thought that two routes could 

be implemented in the Fall with the retrofitted ve

hicles, and the new buses would be placed into ser

vice in the Spring. To select which routes should 

be the first two, the MTD looked for known concen

trations of wheelchair persons in the community. 

Concentrations are well known to the local staff 

because of a familiarity with the local housing 

complexes. The major concentrations were found on 
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campus, primarily in the more accessible dormitory 

complexes. As such, the first route selected for 

implementation passes this complex in Urbana and 

serves the campus, the married student housing com

plex, and downtown Urbana. The se~ond route select

ed passes the accessible dormitory complex on the 

Champaign side of campus. The expansion of service 

to the other eight routes has not been scheduled. 

It will depend on the arrival of the new vehicles 

and the mechanical reliability of the entire fleet. 

Some analysis has been made of the bus stops 

along the first accessible routes. MTD personnel 

and a volunteer in a wheelchair performed this 

analysis and rated stops as "usable," "good" or 

"needing improvement." Additional curb space has 

also been requested from the two cities to lengthen 

the bus stops. This will provide more clearance 

for the driver to pull-in closer to the curb and 

deploy the lift. 

3.2.2 Operations - In the pre-implementation phase, 

the MTD will not be adjusting its routes or its 

schedules. Rather, they will make revisions after 

continued use of the lift results in delays and 

schedule adherence problems. The current amount 

of layover time which would be used to make up for 

the increased dwell times varies from route to route. 

As such, ridership on a route- and trip-specific 

basis will determine where additional running time 

is needed. 

Currently, passengers are often required to 

stand during the peak period. The possibility of 

limiting standees to the area behind the wheelchair 
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station has been discussed. However, it may be 

operationally difficult to enforce since most 

standees usually situate themselves in front of 

the bus. 

An operational change may be required for the 

MTD's turnaround procedure for buses running behind 

schedule. The supervisor's van that is dispatched 

to complete the late run will not be accessible. 

Provisions will have to be made for accommodating 

any wheelchair passengers who are either on the bus 

when it is turned back or who are waiting for the 

accessible bus that the van replaces. This may 

necessitate dispatching another bus rather than 

using the van. 

Wheelchair passengers may have difficulty 

maneuvering on-board the 96-inch wide vehicle. 

The average wheelchair is 27 inches wide and may 

not be able to clear the bus aisle if passengers 

are seated on the first bench seats. Entrance in

to the vehicle may also be difficult because of the 

new, larger fareboxes. The MTD has been experiment

ing with a cardboard scale model of the Duncan re

gistering farebox. They have found that the new 

farebox will not constitute a major obstacle, 

though some minor "remodeling'' will be necessary 

on the older buses being retrofitted. This will 

involve modifying the shape and location of the 

forward handrail so that it will be out of the 

wheelchair's turning radius. On the new buses, 

the farebox location is expected to be dealt with 

during the manufacture of the bus. 
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The problem of inaccessible sidewalks and bus 

stops due to snow and ice is beyond the realm of the 

MTD. Its removal is not an MTD responsibility. 

Snow and ice are common to Champaign-Urbana. Rarely 

will activities be cancelled by the weather. As 

such, disabled students and area residents, as well 

as able-bodied students and residents, have developed 

the skills of winter mobility. 

3.2.3 Driver Training - As a preliminary step, 

talks and presentations are planned with the union 

and the safety committee. There has been some ques

tion of increased operator responsibility. The in

formal response from management has been that oper

ators receiv e an hourly wage regardless of the re

sponsibilities they assume during that hour. 

A formal training program is being prepared 

with technical assistance from the Rehabilitation 

Center. The four-hour program will include two 

hours of classroom training and one hour of "hands

on" operating practice with each vehicle model (the 

new buses and the retrofits). The classroom por

tion will include a slide/tape presentation. This 

medium was selected because of its adaptability to 

changes in service, equipment, and regulations. The 

operators will b e trained in first aid and evacua

tion procedures as they relate to disabled passen

gers. For day-to-day operation, they will also be 

trained as to what type of assistance each kind of 

disabled passenger is likely to require. No spe

cific policies f or assistance have been adopted. 

Rather, the operator is expected to be sensitive 

to each passenger's needs. 
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The presence of the Rehabilitation Center in 

Champaign-Urbana will provide direct and indirect 

assistance to the training program. Directly, the 

Center is providing technical assistance in the prep

aration of the program. Indirectly, disabled people 

are a large and visible part of the community, and 

most residents have already received indirect sen

sitivity training through their daily contact with 

these individuals. 

3.2.4 Maintenance - The project budget includes 

funding for one additional mechanic. This ratio 

of one lift mechanic for 40 buses is much lower 

than that used by other transit systems. Operat

ing experience will determine if this level of ad

ditional maintenance is adequate to keep the lift 

equipment in proper working condition. 

Detailed maintenance records will be kept in 

conjunction with the evaluation. This recordkeep

ing will be discussed in the later section on data 

collection. 

3.2.5 Marketing - A brochure announcing the acces

sible service has been prepared for distribution 

to current riders. It will be distributed on-board 

MTD buses prior to accessible service implementa

tion. It discusses the accessibility features on 

the vehicles and what changes in service the exist

ing passengers can expect. 

Another brochure will be developed for poten

tial users to introduce and explain the service. 

It will be distributed primarily to local agencies 

and the Rehabilitation Center for further distribu

tion to potential passengers. 
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Most of the advertising will start two to four 

weeks before service is introduced. The theme of 

"Bear with Us" will be used in explaining the ser

vice to current riders. The demonstration project 

budget includes $10,000 for marketing. This will 

be supported by the MTD's ongoing marketing budget 

of $50,000 per year. The MTD is fortunate in that 

the local press views the transit service favorably 

and is cooperative. Media expected to be used in

clude radio spot commercials, public service an

nouncements, newspaper advertisements, and transit 

ads. 

In the Spring, practice sessions will be held 

for potential users. The MTD will provide a spare 

bus to any group or individual who requests a train

ing session. Potential candidates for demonstrations 

include nursing homes, social service agencies, uni
versity residence halls, the Rehabilitation Center, 

and shopping centers. 

3.2.6 Insurance - Insurance costs for the MTD in

creased by 50 percent in the last year. The MTD 

assumes this is inflation-related rather than tied 

to the implementation of accessible service. None

theless, the demonstration project budget included 

$5,000 to $10,000 for insurance costs. The MTD is 

not self-insured on liability. A study being con

ducted by the State of Illinois is currently ex

ploring the feasibility of cooperative coverage 

for all the small transit systems in the state. 
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3.2.7 Coordination - An informal working relation

ship currently exists between the service providers 

in Champaign-Urbana - - the MTD, Rehabilitation

Education Center, social service agencies, and the 

local taxi companies. While there is widespread 

support for the demonstration, no changes in the 

other services are anticipated. Included in this 

list of services not expected to change is the MTD's 

own subsidized taxi program. Nor will transfers be 

scheduled between the MTD's fixed-route and those of 

the Rehabilitation Center, though the routes will 

intersect frequently and make this a possibility. 

The data collection for the demonstration will in

clude information on the impact on these other ser

vices. 

4.0 Planned Data Collection and Evaluation 

By virtue of its status as an UMTA demonstration project, 

MTD's initiation of fixed-route accessible service will be 

closely monitored. Existing recordkeeping activities will be 

supplemented with on-time street checks, lift usage records, 

and weather data. In addition, surveys of "able-bodied" tran

sit riders, wheelchair-using transit riders, and wheelchair

using non-transit users will be conducted. Drivers, mechanics, 

and management personnel will be interviewed. The results of 

these evaluations will also be contrasted with those from the 

other fully-accessible small urban transit system demonstra

tion in Palm Beach County, Florida. 

Because of the extensive data collection and evaluation 

to be conducted in Champaign-Urbana, a separate section in this 

case study has been devoted to it. The following discussion 

will describe existing records, planned recordkeeping, and 

planned surveys. 
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4.1 Existing Records 

For the demonstration period, existing recordkeeping prac

tices will be modified and expanded. This will provide data 

for both the analysis of the services' "success" and the com

parison of success in Champaign-Urbana and Palm Beach County. 

Modifications will be made to the following data collection 

forms to include the lift-equipped buses: 

Dispatch logs; 

Drivers' waybills (includes passenger counts 

for each fare category); 

Bus check-out sheets; 

Maintenance reports; 

Supervisory reports; and 

Periodic Section 15 reports. 

On-board survey results from 1976 and 1978 are also available 

for use as baseline data. 

4.2 Planned Recordkeeping 

Special records have been identified to provide evalua

tion data. These records will be concentrated in five cate

gories: 

Lift usage; 

Trips denied; 

Missed or inaccessible runs; 

Incremental cost records; and 

Weather data. 

Most of this information will be maintained in log or 

check sheet forms. These will be detailed in this section. 

The next section will discuss the surveys and interviews to 

be conducted. 
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The primary source for collecting ridership data will be 

the drivers. Their waybill will be expanded to include lift 

users. From driver counts and revenue data, it will be pos

sible to tally the number of times the lift is used each day 

and the percentage of total passengers who use the lift. Ri

dership per vehicle hour and vehicle mile will also be cal

culated. The estimate of unduplicated users will be based on 

operator records and home interview results (discussed in the 

next section). Related data also to be monitored include 

registrations for identification cards which have been issued 

to wheelchair users and are required for riding at reduced 

fares, and the amount spent by the MTD on subsidized trips 

for the local cab company's lift-equipped van. The impact on 

social service agency programs will be examined to determine 

if fixed-route accessible transit service had any effect on 

participation rates. 

The effect of lift usage on dwell times will be documented 

with on-street time checks at selected points in the MTD sys

tem. Checkers will note arrival and departure times at end 

points and at several stops with high boardings such as those 

in both downtowns and on campus. These data will be collected 

both before and after accessible service initiation to identi

fy any changes that have occurred. The percentage of vehicle 

hours spent as dwell time will also be computed. 

Equipment reliability is another important category for 

data collection. To determine the maintainability and relia

bility of both the new vehicles and the retrofits, records 

will be kept of: 

Road calls; 

Preventive maintenance schedules; 

Numbers of vehicles out of service; 

Extent of repairs and maintenance; 
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Time required for repairs; and 

Number of runs missed. 

Information on missed runs will be corroborated by dispatchers' 

records on in-service breakdowns and equipment shortages. 

Financial records will be identified by various line 

items. Wherever possible, these costs will represent only the 

extra increment related to the addition of lift-equipped buses 

to the MTD system. The line items include: 

Purchase and installation of the lift; 

Maintenance of the lift; 

Related operating cost increases possibly due 

to: 

additional drivers wages, and 

lower travel speeds and longer dwell 

times. 

Training; 

Insurance and claims; 

Marketing; arid 

Planning and implementation. 

On an annual basis, the costs will be calculated per lift 

rider, per total rider, and the marginal cost per additional 

rider. As with other performance statistics, these will be 

contrasted with the results in Palm Beach County. 

Finally, weather data will be supplied to the MTD by the 

Illinois State Water Survey. When other data have been col-

lected and trends in ridership and cost appear, the weather 

data will be used to determine if a correlation exists between 

Champaign-Urbana's weather and the operation of the MTD's lift-

equipped buses and the weather and operation in Palm Beach County. 
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4.3 Planned Surveys 

The records to be maintained will be supplemented by sur

veys of users and providers. An on-board survey will question 

"able-bodied" passengers on their reactions to the service. 

Persons who use wheelchairs, both users and non-users of the 

system, will be selected for home interviews. They will also 

be asked to complete a travel diary. Driver, mechanics, and 

MTD management personnel will be interviewed about the "success" 

of the operation. Each of these data collection tools is dis

cussed in the subsections below. 

4.3.l On-Board Survey - Non-handicapped passengers 

will be asked about their perceptions of the bene

fits and delays resulting from the implementation 

of accessible service. The survey will be conduct

ed several months into the operation to assure that 

passengers are well aware of the service and have 

viewed its operation. The survey will also ask 

non-lift users about available sources of informa

tion about the service to evaluate the effective

ness of various marketing programs. 

The survey will not be distributed to all pas

sengers; rather, selected runs will be used for this 

survey. Approximately 200-300 usable responses are 

desired. 

4.3.2 Horne Interviews and Diaries - Several months 

into the operation of the service, after the "new

ness" and novelty of the service have worn off and 

travel patterns begin to adjust, home interviews 

of individuals who use wheelchairs will be conducted. 

Users of the service will be identified by their 

registration for handicapped identifications cards. 
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Non-users will be identified by the Rehabilitation 

Center and the social service agencies. Approxi

mately 300 individuals will be asked to participate 

in an interview and complete a travel diary. Hope

fully, many of the interviewees will have been or 

continue to be participants in the MTD's user-side 

subsidy program and will be able to show a compari

son of use for both types of service. 

The survey will attempt to determine what per

centage of the users are making trips to new loca

tions or trips they had not made before. Their per

ceptions of increased independence will be rated, 

along with their attitudes towards the user-side 

subsidy program's van service. Users will be asked 

to rate their transit trips according to: 

Ease of use; 

Safety; 

Reliability; 

Convenience of farebox location and 

design; 

Maneuverability inside the bus; and 

Safety and ease of use of the tie

down. 

Users will also be asked where they received 

service information and what influenced their de

cision to try the service. 

Non-users will be asked to identify the ir rea

sons for not using the service. Aspects which dis

courage their use of transit may include the absence 

of curb cuts, fear of boarding and mane uve ring on 
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the bus, fear of the reactions of others, or other 

barriers to their mobility. The responses from users 

and non-users will be contrasted for trip purpose, 

availability of other transportation, access to the 

bus stop, and demographics such as age, physical con

dition, and level of independence. Results will be 

contrasted with those from Palm Beach County. The 

effect of climate on travel patterns may become ap

parent in this analysis. 

Users and non-users of the MTD accessible buses 

will be asked to complete a travel diary. For each 

trip made, they will be asked to record: 

Trip purpose; 

Origin and destination; 

Distance travelled; 

Mode used; 

Weather; 

Time of departure; 

Availability of alternative modes; 

and 

Service or vehicle failures. 

This information will be requested for all trips 

made, regardless of mode. Thus, the appropriateness 

of the transit mode will be isolated. For transit 

trips, additional information will be requested: 

The time the user sets out for the 

stop; 

The distance to the stop; 
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The time the user arrives at the 

stop; 

The time the vehicle arrives; 

Any time required for transfers; and 

The mode used from the stop to the 

final destination. 

One major finding from the diaries will be a 

computation of average waiting time and the access 

distance a user is willing to travel. 

4.3.3 MTD Interviews - Drivers and mechanics will 

be questioned on their attitudes towards the demon

stration. Specifically, they will be asked about: 

Perceptions of lift reliability; 

Actual use of the lift; and 

Reactions of lift users and non-lift 

users to the service. 

The question of changes in work loads and its 

impact on contract negotiations may also be raised. 

For this purpose, union representatives and MTD 

management will be interviewed. They wil l be asked 

about any difficulties and how they were resolved. 

5.0 Costs 

Funding for accessible service is being provided by the 

UMTA Service and Methods Demonstration program and the MTD's 

allocation of federal capital funds. The breakdown of these 

costs is presented in this section. 
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5.1 Capital Costs 

The purchase of the 25 new vehicles has been funded by 

two separate capital grants totalling $2,031,580 and the re

quired 20 percent local match. 

Retrofitting costs are being funded out of the demonstra

tion budget of $502,040. The capital cost line item is for 

$325,150. This is 100 percent federally funded. Each retro

fit is expected to cost $23,000, according to the latest esti

mates from the firm performing the work. 

5.2 Operating Costs 

The remainder of the demonstration budget ($176,890) is 

for operating expenditures and contingencies. This will in

clude installation and modification of the lifts, one extra 

mechanic to work on the lifts, a project director, extra mar

keting, and extra insurance premiums. 

The cost of the data collection activities conducted by 

the evaluation contractor, funded through a separate grant, 

is estimated to be $13,870. This includes the time checks, 

home interview surveys, on-board surveys, and travel diaries. 

The MTD's budget also includes a $30,000 line item for data 

collection. 
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APPENDIX B 

CASE STUDY - LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

1.0 Case Study Summary 

The Southern California Rapid Transit District (SCRTD), 

operating primarily throughout Los Angeles County, has one 

of the largest service areas (2,280 square miles) and bus 

fleets (2,600 vehicles) of any transit system in the nation. 

It made an initial resolution to implement accessible bus 

service in 1974 and ordered its first lift-equipped buses in 

1976. It has done extensive planning for its accessible ser

vices, with several unique aspects. However, due to c ontin

uing difficulties with acceptance of the 200 AM General lif t

equipped buses, involving both the vehicle and lifts, no ac

cessible service has yet begun. It is expected to begin on 

the first route in November 1979. 1 

Perhaps the most unique aspect of the SCRTD efforts is 

the high level of citizen involvement throughout the planning 

and preparation process. The Citizens Advisory Committee on 

Accessible Transportation (CACAT) was formed in 1975 and has 

been active in reviewing plans, formulating policies, and com

municating both with the handicapped community and munici-

pal agencies. The presence of this group, composed of disabled 

persons, has resulted in a high level of user awareness in the 

SCRTD accessible service plans. Similarly, a Paratransit 

1 This case study was prepared prior to the initiation o f 
accessible service in Los Angeles. 
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Advisory Committee developed a plan for coordination of spe

cial service transportation with the fixed-route service, to 

increase usage of both systems. 

This coordination with other non-District services has 

been a goal of SCRTD throughout its planning. This involves 

determining how the fixed-route service can best be matched 

with services provided by local governments, private groups, 

and other municipal operators. The initial accessible route 

(Route 88) will be connected at both ends with paratransit 

services provided by other agencies. 

The initial 200 vehicles will operate on 23 routes 

throughout the District. These are "new-look vehicles," and 

the lifts have been receiving extensive testing under an UMTA 

grant. Modification of both the vehicles and lifts has been 

ongoing for several months. Fifteen vehicles should be ready 

to begin revenue service by November 5, 1979. SCRTD has or

dered 230 Grumman Flxible 870s with lifts, which are sched

uled for delivery in early 1980. Extensive bus procurement 

plans call for purchase of some 920 new accessible buses in 

the next several years, so the movement towards a fully acces

sible system will be reasonably rapid. 

The CACAT was active in determining the routes for ini

tial accessible service. The basic plan is for service to 

be provided over the entire county and not restricted to 

specialized trip purposes or destinations. Routes were chosen 

to serve major work, shopping, travel, educational, and medi

cal facilities to make as many kinds of trip destinations as 

possible available to handicapped persons. The routes will 

have all the base service provided with accessible vehicles. 
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The 23 initial routes will be operated from four of the 

11 divisions to consolidate training and maintenance require

ments. The 18 lines utilizing the 230 buses on order will be 

operated from four different divisions, again to consolidate 

resources, and to begin to build an experience base with lifts 

throughout the system. A 15 percent spares factor, somewhat 

higher than for normal service, is anticipated. No changes 

in bus schedules are currently planned. 

SCRTD has made extensive efforts in training its opera

tors, as well as potential users, in lift utilization. A 

special movie and corresponding booklet showing disabled per

sons in various activities, including lift use, are aimed at 

increasing sensitivity among drivers and others, as well as 

showing correct lift procedures. The film and booklets have 

been used with good success at a number of demonstration/ 

training sessions with handicapped persons to overcome i nitial 

psychological resistance. The film will form the basis for 

TV spots concerning the service. 

After selecting the initial routes, SCRTD tested each 

bus stop for lift usability and wheelchair accessibility . A 

list of stops where problems were found was forwarded to the 

city and municipalities within the district, along with a r e 

quest that those locations be given priority for curb cuts 

and other improvements. The CACAT members again assisted with 

citizen involvement in this process. After discussions, the 

concept of bus stop access was incorporated into the c urb cut 

plans. Similar coordination with the state has resulte d i n 

needed highway improvements along one route. 

Detailed monitoring efforts have been planned, inc lud ing 

evaluation of operations and maintenance activities, a s well 

as ridership counts and surveys. Measuring the effectiveness 

of the marketing program will aiso be a major task. The 
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format of the written plan establishes responsibilities and 

schedules for each step. These detailed evaluation efforts 

are funded as an UMTA demonstration program. 

In summary, SCRTD will be the largest bus system to in

itiate accessible service. Its extensive planning, testing, 

and other preparations, including major user involvement, 

hopefully will result in a successful beginning and expansion 

of service with minimal disruption of normal operations, and 

reliable, effective services offered to both handicapped and 

able-bodied riders. 

2.0 Case Study Setting 

The Southern California Rapid Transit District (SCRTD) 

has a service area of 2,280 square miles, covering primarily 

Los Angeles County, with a few commuter routes into Orange 

County, Riverside County, and San Bernardino County. The 

service area population is about seven million persons. The 

District has a total fleet of approximately 2,600 vehicles 

and provides service on 218 routes. There are 1,957 buses 

in service during the morning peak and 1,995 in the evening 

peak. SCRTD's 11 operating divisions are scattered through

out the service area. 

SCRTD is a state entity and the legislation which created 

it specifies that it must provide regional transportation ser

vice. This is in part due to the fact that there are several 

municipal operators imbedded in the Transit District itself. 

These municipal operators provide service generally within 

the confines of their own city or community. SCRTD is charged 

with the task of providing district-wide transportation and 

interfacing with these municipal operators. A dial-a-ride ser

vice was initially considered as an accessible service provision 
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but was discarded as being financially and logistically im

possible because of the geographic size and density of Los 

Angeles County. 

A comprehensive five-year program for improvements to 

existing transportation services for elderly and handicapped 

persons in Los Angeles County was approved by the Los Angeles 

County Transportation Commission (LACTC) during 1978 with a 

large input from SCRTD and its citizens' committees. If fully 

implemented, the program will result in accessible fixed-route 

service on regional carrier bus lines, supplemented by partial

ly accessible local fixed-route service and a variety of demand

responsive services. Coordination among transportation ser

vices and reduction of architectural barriers are also empha

sized. 

On October 22, 1974, the Board of Directors of the South

ern California Rapid Transit District (SCRTD) adopted a policy 

that "specifications prepared for buses to be purchased in the 

future provide facilities to accommodate handicapped persons, 

including those confined to wheelchairs." On October 13, 1976, 

the Board awarded the contract for the first 200 wheelchair

accessible 40-foot transit coaches to begin the program for 

district-wide service to both the elderly and the handicapped. 

These vehicles are part of a fleet modernization program. 

Currently, SCRTD has 230 Grumman Flxible 870s on order, and 

940 additional buses are planned for a multi-year procurement 

beginning in 1980. The objective is to provide all base ser

vice with accessible vehicles by July 1982, the date specified 

in DOT's 504 Regulation. 

Several other programs are designed to encourage maximum 

use of the accessible bus services. SCRTD will work with pub

lic agencies, interest groups, and paratransit groups to 



construct pedestrian improvements at bus stops and to inter

face stops, routes, schedules, and dispatching. Various pro

grams to instruct drivers, handicapped persons, and able

bodied passengers in the use of accessible buses will be de

veloped. 

3.0 Accessible Service Operation and Development 

The following sections describe various activities which 

have taken place during the planning for accessible service. 

Specific areas of emphasis include demand estimation and route 

selection, operations, training, maintenance, marketing, co

ordination, citizen participation and evaluation. 

3.1 Service Evaluation and Description 

The District has 200 AM General 40-foot buses equipped 

with a Transportation Design and Technology (TOT) lift in the 

front door and two tie-downs per vehicle. These vehicles were 

purchased during FY 1977 to begin operation of accessible 

fixed-route service. However, as of the end of October 1979, 

no accessible fixed-routes were operating due to mechanical 

difficulties with both the new vehicles and the lift them

selves. It is expected that the first route should begin 

on November 5, 1979. 

As a condition to approval of the accessible bus procure

ment by the Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA), 

the manufacturer and the District were required to conduct a 

test and evaluation of a production lift-equipped bus to de

termine what, if anything, should be done to the lift to make 

it more reliable, easier to maintain, and safer. That test 

was to be conducted by an independent consulting firm. These 

tests were conducted with a lift-equipped bus on a test track 

in Ohio and then, when winter made that impossible, at a test 
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facility in Nevada. The procedure simulated the in-service 

operating environment of the SCRTD. From this testing process, 

nine changes were suggested relating to the hydraulic system, 

the drifting problem and passenger safety. According to the 

contract between AM General and SCRTD, AM General would make 

those modifications identified in the tests prior to receiving 

the final 20 percent payment on each bus delivered. 

Unfortunately, there were many other areas in which the 

buses did not meet SCRTD specifications. These areas included 

wiring discrepancies, over-heating brakes, approach and de

parture angle variations, and other problems not related to 

the lift. These problems had to be corrected by the manu

facturer before the buses could be accepted, and this delayed 

the beginning of the changes in the lift itself. Work to 

bring the lift up to specification was not actually begun un

til May of 1979. Before that time, approximately 80 of the 

buses had been accepted in all other areas except the lift, 

and had been placed in revenue service with the lifts dis

connected pending completion of the retrofit program. While 

AM General originally promised that it could complete the 

lift retrofit program in 13 weeks on all 200 buses, it is 

now doubtful that this schedule can be achieved. 

The first 15 buses are expected to be available in the 

first week of November 1979, at which time one route will be 

implemented for a 60-day evaluation period. The results of 

that evaluation should assist in determining whether addi

tional changes are needed to the lift or operating procedures 

before the introduction of all 200 vehicles into service. 

The selected trial route (Route 88) serves major shop

ping and employment areas in the San Fernando Valley, UCLA/ 

Westwood, Los Angeles International Airport, and hospitals. 

It is connected at both ends with paratransit service provided 
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by other agencies. This route will be operated with the en

tire base fleet composed of accessible buses. The base ser

vice frequency will be operating continuously even during the 

peak period. Therefore, accessible service will be available 

on a predictable basis throughout the day. 

Currently on order are 230 Advanced Design Buses manu

factured by Grumman Flxible Corporation, which should arrive 

in early 1980. These buses will either be equipped with a 

lift designed by Environmental Equipment Corporation (EEC) or, 

as currently scheduled,with a ramp/winch device designed by 

SCRTD. Because of these purchases and the future procurement 

schedule, the District has every reason to believe that it 

will easily meet all the vehicle requirements of the DOT 504 

Regulation. 

3.2 Service Implementation Activities 

It is important to note that, due to mechanical difficul

ties with both the buses and the lifts, the SCRTD is not yet 

operating any accessible service. However, this service has 

been envisioned for several years. Because of this long lead 

time, a great deal of planning has taken place. The follow

ing sections detail these activities. 

The steps taken by SCRTD during pre-planning activities 

are summarized in Exhibit B-1. Each item is listed with the 

approximate starting and ending times relative to the imple

mentation date. This format allows each department within 

the system to know their exact responsibilities, and for 

management to easily ascertain whether preparations are on 

schedule. 
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EXHIBIT 8-1 

SCHEDULING OF IMPLEMENTATION TASKS FOR ACCESSIBLE BUSES 

- ~----·- - ·------

IMPL EMf:IITf,T 101·1 01- T/\51;S 

PUBLICITY ANO COMMUNITY CONTACT TASKS 

In fo rming the pub l i. o f the access i b l e 
system wi 11 bP dor L,,rough news releases, 
pub! ic se rvice announcements , brochures, 
a gency and co1TW11un i ty groups, and direct pub I ic 
contact . News releases wi 1 I be prepared by 
the News Bu reau . Te levision and radi o pub l ic. 
se rvice announcements wi I 1 be produced by t he 
News Bureau , using audi o a nd visua l c lips fron 
the f i Im. The News burea u wi 11 be r e spons ible 
for deve lopment of p ress l ists , ca ll ing press 
conferences, and contacting medi a r epresenta· 
tives for distribution of public service an· 
nouncements and news r e l eases. Copi es o f al 1 

, news releases are to be sent to the Pl ann ing 
Depa r tment' s E&H Projec ts Coordinator. The 
Pl annin g Depa r tment' s Consu l tan t and t he E&H 
Proj ects Coo r d i na tor ar~ t o be availabl e for 
in terview on the a ccess ibl e buses. 

Marketi ng wi 11 work ,,i th its commun i ca · 
tions a rm to deve lop a slandard - f ormat an
nouncement of the access ibl e buses that may 
be us ed directly by groups o f handi capped a nd 
elderly persons in their publications . 

Marke ti ng is respons ibl e for deve lopmen t 
of a brochure to be used as a training t oo l 
for the operators and as a genera l-di st ributi::r 
item for the public. The draft of thi s bro
chure wi 11 be re vi ewed by Pl anni ng for con 
sistency with the overall pr ogram. The fi nal 
brochure wi 11 be distributed to agencies by 
Conwnunity Relations and t o individual s and 
groups by Customer Relati ons. 

In addition to distributing the br ochure, 
Community Rela tions wi ll be responsib le for 
training Speakers' Bureau representat ive s and 
sending them out to talk to agenc ies and 
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Source: "Evaluation of 200 Accessible Buses' Program 
by Department," prepared by the Planning 
Department, Southern California Rapid Tran
sit District, August 11, 1979. 
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EXHIBIT B-1 

SCHEDULING OF IMPLEMENTATION TASKS FOR ACCESSIBLE BUSES 

(Continued) 

IMPLEMENTATION OF TASKS 

PUBLICITY ANO COMMUNITY CONTACT TASKS (CONT . 
groups about the accessible bus program. 
Conmunlty Relations will go out with a demon
stration bus to train persons In use of the 
bus. The Consultant and Coordinator wl II alsc 
be available for speaking engagements to sup
plement COl1Vllunity Relations efforts and to go 
out with demonstration buses to train persons 
in use of the bus. Convnunlty Relations will 
also be responsible for all contact with 
elected officials. 

Customer Relations wi II be responsible for 
distributing all information to individuals oo 
the accessible system. In keeping with Dis
trict thinking that all passengers, not Just 
elderly and handi capped, will benefit from 
knowledge of how the accessible bus wo rks , 
brochures will be sent to all persons request· 
Ing them. As it is now does for the regular· 
system, Customer Relations will also handle 
all complaints/suggestions regarding the ac
cessible buses. C011V11unity Relations and 
Planning wi 11 share the responsib i lity for 
complaints/suggestions by cities, agenc.les 
and groups. As mentioned In the Evaluation 
section, both COlmlunity Relati ons and Cus
tomer Relations wl 11 forward records of com
plaints to Plann ing . 

Timing for cc nduc t and for comp le tion of 
these tasks is a s follows: 

I . Prepare radio, TV public service announce
ments from fl Im 

2 . Prepare press kits 

3, Prepare camera - ready standard format 
announcement on accessible buses 
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IMPLEMENTATION 
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EXHIBIT B-1 

SCHEDULING OF IMPLEMENTATION TASKS FOR ACCESSIBLE BUSES 

------·-

IMP[ £1-;E:HAT 1or1 or T11~1;s 

- - - - - -- - -------- - -1 
PUBLI CI TY AND COHHUtl ITV LON TACT TASKS (CONT.) 
4. Call press conferences and contact media 

re p re sen tat I 11es 

S. Pa rticipa t e in · . ,~rviews on access ibl e 
system 

6. Fo ll ow-up news releases w/photos 

] . Decide on brochure cont ent 

8. Prepare draft of brochure 

9. Review draft of brochure 

ID . Prepare pho tos for brochure (w/f i Im) 

II . Prepare slide presentati ons f or Convnuni ty 
Relations, Planning 

12 .Prepare brochu re prototype 

13 . Final review of prototype 

14.Print brochure 

15 . Distribute brochure to Commun ity Relations , 
Customer Relati ons, Pl a nning 

16 . Prepare mail Ing I ist for press conference 

l] .Tra1n speakers f or Speakers' Bureau assign 
ments 

18 . Schedul e speaking ass ignments 

19. Take accessib le demonstration bus to group·· 
to demonstrate use of bus 

20.Presentations to groups, agencies on 
accessib le buses 

21.0rlent Customer Re lat ions staff on 
accessib l e system 

(Continued) 
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EXHIBIT B-1 

SCHEDULING OF IMPLEMENTATION TASKS FOR ACCESSIBLE BUSES 

(Continued) 

MONTHS PR IOR TO MOUTHS AFTER OEPARTHE IIT(S ) 
IMPLEMENTATION OF TASKS IMPLEME NTAT ION IMPLEMENTAi lOU 
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EXHIBIT B-1 

SCHEDULING OF IMPLEMENTATION TASKS FOR ACCESSIBLE BUSES 

l~:PLE l'.ENT:,T IOtl OF T/,SKS 

MAINTENANCE TASKS 
The Maintenance De~drtment is responsible 

for dealing with _ i,,tenance of the accesslbl 
buses . Working with the manufacturer, they 
wi II supervise training of mechanics and road 
service personnel in service of the lift and 
kneeling devices. They will prepare a system 
for tabulating wheel chai r counter results and 
will procure additional parts and equipment 
for the accessible buses as necessary. 

Timing for comple tion of these tasks is as 
follows: 

l. Supe rv i se training of mechanics and road 
service personnel 

2. Prepare system for tabulating wheelchair 
counter results 

3, Procure ad~itiona l parts and equipment as 
necessary 

------ -- ------
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EXHIBIT B-1 

SCHEDULING OF IMPLEMENTATION TASKS FOR ACCESSIBLE BUSES 

(tontinued) 

IMPLEMENTATION OF TASKS 

SCHEDULING TASKS 
The Schedule Department is responsible 

for preparing schedules for routes equipped 
with accessible buses . Since basic schedules 
will not change, Schedules will only need to 
decide which runs are to be equipped with ac
cessible buses, design a system for indicating 
an accessible bus run, forward tl111etable lay
out to the print shop, and distribute revised 
schedules. 

After Implementation, Schedules will ini
tiate r1d1ng and point checks and revise ac
cessible bus schedules if necessary. 

Timing of these tasks Is as follows: 

1. Decide runs to be equipped with accessible 
buses 

2. Decide on system for indicating accessible 
b~s run 

J. forward timetable layout to ~rint shop 

4. Book material for distribution 

5. Present schedules to UTU 

6. Distribute schedules to Trans., Cust . Rel. 

]. Distribute schedules to public 

8. Initiate riding and point checks 

9. Revise accessible bus schedules, If 
necessary 
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EXHIBIT B-1 

SCHEDULING OF IMPLEMENTATION TASKS FOR ACCESSIBLE BUSES 

(Continued) 

MON 
I MPL EM(tHf,T I OtJ OF TASY,S l IM 

ITtiS PIUOR TO MONTHS AFTER OEPARTl'.OIT( S) 
PLEM[rlTATIOtl _ IMPLEMENTATIOtJ RESP0:1S l 6LE 
-> -ti 3 -2~ -__ L ~..L 2 3. 4 5 1i. -------1!-CTs 

OPERATOR ORIEtHATION ANO TRAINING 

Th~ Transportati on, rersonnel and Safety 
Departments will ' .-,e primary responsibility 
for operator orientalion and training . The 
Planning Department will consult with these 
departments and review training programs for 
consistency with its plans and programs. 
tloti ces were sent to affected divisions and 
operators after the June shakeup. Personnel 
(T ra ining) is responsibie for developing a 
training program and schedule for affected 
operators in cooperation with Transpo rtation 
and Safety . Marke ting is to produce a film 
for use In training operators and the public 
in use of the ac cess ible buses. Transpor ta
tion (Instruction) wi II qualify instructors 
with the acces s ible bus trai ning prog ram and 
train operators in use of accessible buses. 
Training will be fou r hours long, with time 
equally divided between awareness and opera
ting Instruction. 

PAX and Customer Relations wi II be train 
separately by the i r respective depa r tment s. 

Timing for completion of these tasks I s as 
fol lows: 

I. Send notices t o affected divisions and 
operators 

2. Design preliminary training program for 
drivers 

3. Review preliminary train ing program 

4. De s ign final t rai ning program 

5. Revise official passenger guidelines 
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EXHIBIT B-1 

SCHEDULING OF IMPLEMENTATION TASKS FOR ACCESSIBLE BUSES 

(Continued) 

MONTHS PRIOR TO 
IMPLEMENTATION 

-----------if-"--6IS !4l -'--'--'3j,:.cc...?.~l---,li 
IMPLEMENTATION OF TASKS 

MOIHH S AFTER 
IMPLEMENTATION 

1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I s I ~ 
OEPARTMHIT (S) 
RESPON SIBLE 

BUS STOPS AHO SIGNS 

Operations Is the lead department In the 
bus stop sign program. By the time the acces 
slble buses are Implemented, all bus stops 
along accessible routes will, as a minimum 
measure, have a decal with a wheelchair symbol 
and the statement "l i ft bus stops here . " 

Stops and Zones Is responsible for re
velwing present ~top locations for barriers 
and problem areas and preparing a 11st of 
curb cu ts necessary. When redesigned bus 
signs for access ible stops are available, 
Stops and Zones wi II be responsible for the i r 
ins ta I lat ion. 

The District has asked for and received a 
promise from the City of Los Angeles to give 
top priority to curb cuts along streets with 
accessible bus routes. In addit ion, all 
other cities along accessible routes h3ve beer 
asked to give priority to curb cuts along 
accessible routes. · 

Timing for compl et ion of these tasks Is as 
fol lows: 

I. Review present stop locations for barriers 

2. Prepare 11st of curb cuts necessary 

3. lnstal I decals on ex i sting bus stop signs 
along accessible routes 

4. Send letter to cities about curb c uts alon• 
accessible routes 

5. Install redesigned signs al ong accessible 
routes 
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EXHIBIT B-1 

SCHEDULING OF IMPLEMENTATION TASKS FOR ACCESSIBLE BUSES 

{Continued) 

IMPLE:'ENTATIOII OF TI\SKS 

OPERATOR ORIENTATION ANO TRAINIUG (CONTINUED) 

6. Wr ite sc ripts fo r instructors 

]. Qualify operators 

8. Train operators 

9. Conduct additiona l training as needed 

10. Write RFP for film 

11.Select consultant fo r fil m 

12.0etermine content of training films and 
develop script 

13 . Filming 

14 . Prlnt and d i s tribute copies of fi Im 

IS . Desi gn training for PAX , Cusl~ner Relation 

16 . 0istrlbute schedules, other mater ial s to 
PAX, Customer Re lati ons 

]] . Conduct PAX , Custome r Re lations training 
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3.2.1 Demand Estimation and Route Selection -

Initially, a dial-a-ride concept was proposed for 

accessible service and an attempt was made to out

line a "target area" where a dial-a-ride pilot 

project could be initiated. Unfortunately, there 

was no demographic data available to indicate where 

such a pilot project might appropriately be imple

mented. The fact that there were apparently no 

concentrations of disabled individuals and, there

fore, no viable way to choose a preliminary target 

area, as part of the reason why a dial-a-ride con

cept was discarded. 

Even after the SCRTD's Board of Directors had 

decided on a fully accessible system, some attempts 

were made to assess demand and determine the size 

of the population to be served. The resulting re

port, "Transportationally Dysfunctional Handicapped 

Population in Los Angeles County," utilized data 

from national studies and projected them into Los 

Angeles County. In addition, contacts were made 

with organizations of disabled individuals and ser

vice agencies in the county to attempt to "weight" 

these data for Los Angeles County. Also, data from 

the earlier initiated reduced-fare-program were 

utilized in the same way. 

Statistically, there are an estimated 350,000 

transportationally disabled individuals in Los An

geles County. Results of surveys conducted with 

organizations of disabled people and municipal en

tities in the county further indicated that dis

abled individuals are virtually uniformly distributed 

through the county and their trip needs are not sig

nificantly different from the general population. 
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The conclusion, then, was that service for handi

capped persons must be provided over the entire 

county and not be restricted to specialized trip 

purposes or destinations. 

In a report entitled, "Design Criteria for 

Transportation for the Disabled," the concept of 

"equivalent facilitation" was delineated and the 

Test of Equivalence developed from it. Using this 

test as a basis for service, a cost/benefit analy

sis was performed. A fixed-route accessible ser

vice was determined to be the most cost-effective 

method for providing transportation to disabled in

dividuals from the standpoint of providing equal 

regional transportation service. (It was also rec-

ognized, however, that accessible paratransit ser

vice was desirable as a supplement to the accessible 

fixed-route service. This generated the Paratransit 

Advisory Committee discussed later). Using the 

concept of serving regional transit generators and 

providing base service frequency on all lines se

lected, 23 initial routes were eventually chosen. 

These routes are shown in Exhibit B-2. The selec

tion of these routes was done in close cooperation 

with the Citizens' Advisory Committee on Accessible 

Transportation (CACAT) in 1975. An additional 18 

routes have been selected in the same manner to 

phase-in the 230 Grumman Flxible accessible buses. 

Routes were chosen to provide service to the 

following major generators: 

Colleges and universities; 

Airport, bus and train terminals; 
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EXHIBIT B-2 

INITIAL SCRTD ROUTES SELECTED FOR ACCESSIBLE BUS SERVICE 
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Regional shopping centers; 

Business districts and concentrations 

of employment; 

Major entertainment attractions; 

Hospitals and rehabilitation centers; and 

Transfers with community-based demand

responsive transportation systems. 

Buses wi ll be operated to provide base frequencies, 

where possible, throughout the day. A 15 percent 

accessible vehicle spare factor will be maintained 

to ensure proper schedule protection. 

3.2.2 Operations - Since implementation has not 

actually begun, there is no information available 

on many operational considerations. However, in 

planning for the introduction of accessible service, 

several techniques were used to minimize operational 

problems. For example, the 23 lines selected for 

initial deployment were consolidated in four operat

ing divisions. This required some reassignment of 

lines, but will result in savings from a training 

and maintenance standpoint. Stocking of parts and 

repair proce dures should be minimized by this con

solidation. Furthermore, the lines to be implement

ed with the next 230 accessible buses have bee n 

consolidated into four different operating divisions, 

again to minimize training and maintenance problems. 

The se eight divisions will provide practical exper

ience for further expansion of accessible vehicles. 

No special garaging techniques are anticipated, 

though there may be some variation in dispatching 

in order to ensure accessible buses on the correct 

lines. The planned deployment is based upon a 15 
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percent spare ratio and this is expected to be 

sufficient. 

The operators will be instructed to cycle the 

lift in the morning before taking the bus out on the 

street. As yet, there is no information as to wheth

er this is sufficient for lift operation. Once the 

implementation has begun, a detailed evaluation will 

be done on the lift and its operation to determine 

what needs to be corrected. 

Recently, the Operations Department of SCRTD 

proposed an "accessibility package" that consists 

of a folding ramp with a winch in place of the 

usual lift. This device is scheduled to be ordered 

on the next 230 buses as part of an UMTA-sponsored 

test of the technology. The advantage of this new 

devi ce is a greatly simplified mechanical system, 

as compared with the lifts. However, this ramp sys

tem requires approximately six minutes for loading 

or unloading and requires a great deal of participa

tion by the driver. The union leadership has agreed 

that the drivers will perform this work. As yet, 

there is no indication what effect this longer load

ing time will have. on schedules. If ridership is 

low, schedules may not be affected. 

The District does not anticipate the modifica

tion of any service standards or schedules to accom

modate accessible service. Layover and recovery 

time is considered adequate to accommodate delays 

during loading and unloading of disabled passengers 

along the route. While seating capacity may be af

fected somewhat, it is not anticipated that this 

will pose a significant problem. Currently, the 
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District operates a variety of buses of varying 

seating capacity,and the distribution of these ve

hicles throughout the system has not posed any sig

nificant problems. Furthermore, the accessible 

buses only have two seats fewer than a standard 

vehicle, and it is rarely the case that there are 

only two standees. 

Dwell time is not expected to increase sig

nificantly enough to affect schedules, partly due 

to the anticipation that the ridership will be dis

bursed. This means that a large number of disabled 

persons are not expected to be riding a single line 

at any given time. Also, practice sessions conducted 

with the lifts have shown that ease of boarding and 

alighting depends greatly upon the amount of practice. 

Disabled persons board and alight significantly fast

er on the second and all subsequent trials as compared 

with the first time. This is part of the rationale 

behind the demonstration/training sessions conducted 

in SCRTD's marketing program. 

So far, no problems have been identified relat

ing to impact on union/management relations. The 

drivers have been informed throughout this planning 

process and their union leadership has been quite 

cooperative. There has been no apparent impact on 

labor negotiations as a result of planning for acces

sible s e rvice. 

3.2.3 Operator Training - Each driver will be given 

four hours of specialized training. A film, "The 

New Mobility," was developed as part of t he trai ning 

program. The concept behind t his film is that simply 

training the drivers in the proper operation of the 
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lift will not ensure a successful program. It is 

important, in the District's opinion, that the op

erators also develop the proper attitude and give 

up many of the myths and preconceptions that they 

may have. The film, then, specifically attempts 

to portray a wide range of wheelchair users, both 

in terms of disability, age and ethnic background. 

In addition to developing methods of boarding and 

using the bus, these disabled persons are portrayed 

in a variety of work, social and recreational ac

tivities. 

After viewing the film, drivers operate the 

lift and, in turn, ride in a wheelchair, ride on 

the lift and use the tie-down. This provides an 

opportunity for the drivers to become sensitized 

to the needs of disabled persons. While drivers 

are not required to assist disabled people on or 

off the lift, or help in use of the tie-down, they 

are trained in the proper procedure if this becomes 

necessary. The most important consideration is 

passenger safety, and operators are shown the cor

rect way to assist in case they should perceive an 

unsafe situation. This includes the proper way to 

assist a wheelchair user on or off a curb in case 

the bus cannot get close enough to the sidewalk. 

The driver is ultimately responsible for determin

ing whether the chair is correctly clamped down, but 

is not necessarily required to perform the operation. 

Drivers also drive the bus around during the train

ing period and operate the lifts under a variety of 

real-world situations. A short multiple-choice 

test has been prepared that will be administered 

to the drivers at periodic intervals. This will 

help determine the need for refresher training. 
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3.2.4 Maintenance - The TDT lifts have presented a 

number of maintenance problems, the most serious be

ing the drifting of the lifts from the step configura

tion. This is one of the areas that should be correct

ed when the suggested changes, resulting from the 

tests, are initiated. Also, there has been consider

able difficulty with the sensitive edge. This is 

especially critical since the sensitive edge must be 

triggered in order for the safety gate to lower. If 

the sensitive edge is not triggered, no one can get 

on or off of the platform. In some of the demonstra

tions, the operator has had to step out of the bus 

and squeeze the sensitive edge two or three times 

before it would function properly. 

The vulnerability of the front door location 

has posed some problems in those buses which have 

been operating with the lifts disconnected. In sev

eral of those vehicles, it was discovered that the 

lift was jammed, apparently because of impact to the 

front bumper. The stepwell had to be slightly ex

panded before the lifts would operate. Checking 

this stepwell alignment has now been added to the 

routine maintenance inspection procedure. The main

tenance program has been modified to include checks 

on the lift operation during all phases of mainte

nance. The automated maintenance schedules will per

mit a direct assessment of the lift, as distinguished 

from any other subsystems on the vehicle. Printouts 

will be generated separately on all lift problems as 

part of the extensive evaluation procedure. In addi

tion, drivers will be required to report any malfunc

tion of the lift during operation. The vehicles are 

radio-equipped so that such reports can be made on 

the road. A separate listing of lift-related road 

calls will also be made. 
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As each lift is modified, a detailed acceptance 

inspection and review takes place. All repairs are 

now done under warranty so it is not possible to de

termine whether parts' availability will be a prob

lem in the future. AM General has established a 

maintenance facility in Riverside County to perform 

the retrofit and warranty work on the lifts, as well 

as the buses. This should ease some potential supply 

problems. Also, TDT is located in San Diego, which 

may mean that parts will be more available here than 

to other operators. The SCRTD does estimate that 

there will have to be additional maintenance person

nel hired, at least initially, to keep enough buses 

on the street. This is especially true since there 

is a "learning curve" associated with the maintenance 

of any new equipment. SCRTD has authorized the hiring 

of 20 new mechanics to deal with all aspects of the 

new buses, not just the accessibility components. 

One additional problem not directly related to 

the lifts is that the District has many buses that 

are very old. Maintenance on these vehicles is dif

ficult and requires a great deal of time, leaving less 

time for work on the lifts. In determining how to al

locate the new AM General buses, the age of the buses 

of each operating division was considered so that the 

oldest vehicles in the fleet would be replaced. 

3.2.5 Marketing - The SCRTD has initiated several 

marketing efforts concerning the accessible service, 

including the use of contacts through the CACAT. 

These informational activities will be expanded as 

accessible service actually begins operating. 
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Aside from normal press releases, the District 

has produced a film, "The New Mobility," which actually 

serves three purposes. It is a training ,film for dri

vers, an informational film for disabled people, and 

an awareness tool to educate the general public. The 

major focus of the film is on dispelling myths about 

disabled individuals rather than solely explaining 

the operation of the lift. As such, it will be val

uable in promoting public acceptance of accessible 

services. Several local television stations have al

ready expressed an interest in airing the film prior 

to service implementation. In addition, excerpts 

from the film will be developed as public service 

announcements to be televised in the Los Angeles 

area. 

In addition to the film, a booklet entitled, 

"The New Mobility," has been published as a companion 

piece to the film. It contains stills and dialogue 

from the film, as well as some specific "how to" in

structions. The booklet contains information about 

services and requirements for boarding the lift such 

as proper height for foot rests and how to clamp the 

seat belt. The booklet also contains a map showing 

the initial 23 routes. This map is a separate drop

in sheet and can be replaced with a map showing the 

service expansions. 

The booklet and the film have been used in a 

series of demonstration/ training meetings held through

out the county. Organizations of disabled persons 

have been contacted to arrange these community meet

ings with wheelchair users. The meetings often are 

scheduled to coincide with a regular meeting of one 

or more organizations. Special meetings have also 
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been arranged during the day, in the evening, and on 

weekends. They have been held at colleges and uni

versities, independent living centers, community 

centers, elementary schools and libraries. 

The general format of these meetings consists 

of a presentation by a Community Relations Repre

sentative on some of the background, as well as 

some technical information about use of the buses. 

This is followed by a screening of "The New Mobility" 

film and then an actual practice session with a 

demonstration bus. All individuals are encouraged 

to use the lift and the tie-down. Many individuals 

have found that there is one particular method that 

works for them in boarding the bus and maneuvering 

inside. While some individuals do need assistance, 

a larger proportion than anticipated have been able 

to devise some method to get on and off of the lift 

by themselves. The most difficult aspect actually 

is unlatching the wheelchair clamp. In addition, 

the clamp has been found not to fit one of the 

most currently popular power wheelchairs. Some 

modifications have been suggested to the clamp and 

will be tested during the early implementation 

phase. 

Experience thus far has shown a dramatic dif

ference in both acceptance and use of the lift by 

disabled persons between those who have seen the 

film and those who have not. In some training 

sessions, technical difficulties have prevented 

the showing of "The New Mobility" film and, in 

every case, this has adversely affected the train

ing experience. Because the film shows a wide 

range of disabled persons using the lift in a 
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variety of ways, this seems to promote the attitude 

of, "if they can do it, I can." These community 

meetings will be conducted on a regular basis prior 

to implementation and for some time after implementa

tion. The goal is to reach as many potential riders 

as possible so that anticipated problems in loading 

and unloading can be avoided. Results of those dem

onstration programs already completed have shown 

not only an improved attitude towards lift usage 

but a dramatic decrease in loading and unloading 

time between the first and second trials by any in

dividual. In most cases, the boarding and alighting 

time has been cut at least in half. 

In addition to these community meetings with 

disabled persons, the film has been shown and will 

continue to be shown to other community groups of 

able-bodied persons. Demonstration buses will be 

exhibited at shopping centers and other locations 

around the county immediately prior to and during 

the first few weeks of implementation. This effort 

is important to inform system riders about acces

sible services and hopefully develop a positive 

attitude towards the service. 

In 1976, SCRTD became one of the first tran

sit districts in California to install a teletype

writer (TTY) system to provide route and schedule 

information to deaf passengers. The District is 

also experimenting with methods to provide more 

information to blind individuals, including the 

possibility of raised route designation numbers 

on bus stop poles. In addition, a new program to 

provide route and schedule information at the bus 

stops will include special symbols and information 
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for disabled persons. The position of such infor

mation, type size, etc., will be designed to meet 

requirements for disabled individuals. 

3.2.6 Coordination and Citizen Participation -

There are over 800 separate providers of paratran

sit service in Los Angeles County. In recognizing 

the desirability of a supplemental service to aug

ment the fixed-route accessible service, in March 

of 1977 SCRTD put together a 14-rnember Paratransit 

Advisory Committee. The Committee was given an 

eight to nine month charge to inventory available 

service and funding resources, analyze the need 

for additional supplemental service, and develop 

recommendations for coordination with the fixed

route service. 

This report was completed and given to the Los 

Angeles County Transportation Commission (LACTC) 

for action. Many of the recommendations are found 

in the five-year "Los Angeles County Portion of the 

Regional Elderly and Handicapped Transportation Plan." 

The paratransit plan assumes a fully-accessible fixed

route transit network as a base for other special 

services. 

In an effort to accomplish this needed coordi

nation, SCRTD has initiated contacts with several 

paratransit operators to establish convenient trans

fer/interface plans, and even to pursue the possi

bility of joint dispatch. During the test on Route 

88, the District will be working with a paratransit 

service provided by the Westside Community for In

dependent Living and will be testing the feasibility 

of paratransit/fixed-route interface. 
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In Los Angeles, citizen participation in trans

portation planning has received a great deal of 

interest. In contrast to the ad hoc advisory com

mittee approach frequently taken by other transit 

systems, in April of 1975 SCRTD created the Citizens' 

Advisory Committee on Accessible Transportation 

(CACAT). Members for this Committee were recruited 

from the major activists' organizations of disabled 

persons in Los Angeles County. In addition, there 

was a representative from the California State De

partment of Rehabilitation, the Los Angeles Advisory 

Council on the Handicapped, and the Los Angeles 

County Commission on the Handicapped. This Commit

tee has met periodically since that time on an as

needed basis. Generally, the group has been brought 

together at specific program benchmarks. For example, 

CACAT evaluated various stages of the reduced-fare 

program. They also were kept abreast of develop

ments in the procurement of lift-equipped buses and 

helped evaluate the specifications. More recently, 

they participated in, and approved, the final selec

tion of routes for deployment of the initial 200 

buses and the corning 230 buses. 

Several of the members of this committee are 

active on the local level, especially in regard to 

local paratransit services. These members have, in 

many cases, been the spearhead and the impetus be

hind efforts to coordinate paratransit and fixed

route services. In addition, Committee members 

have been active in persuading their local govern

ments to eliminate external barriers and provide 

access to bus stops with curb cuts and passenger 

pads, in cooperation with SCRTD efforts. 
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Members of the Citizens' Advisory Committee 

(CACAT) have been directly involved in enlisting 

the aid of the California Department of Transpor

tation (Caltrans) to improve a section of a state 

highway where one of the accessible routes will op

erate. Disabled community members were also in

volved in selecting oonvenient and accessible trans

fer points between fixed-route and paratransit ser

vices. The approach of accessible service has been 

to be the catalyst in many areas for the removal of 

external environmental barriers. 

Members of the CACAT were selected in part due 

to their membership in more than one organization. 

This allowed a relatively small group of ten people 

to provide input from a large number of disabled 

advocacy organizations. There are also people on 

the Conunittee representing social service agencies 

but, in general, these are also disabled individuals . 

The Conunittee has been one of SCRTD's primary con

duits for communication with the disabled conununity, 

both in terms of input from that community and in 

disseminating information to it. The Conunittee has 

been very effective, for example, in conununicating 

information about the reduced-fare program and en

couraging individuals to apply even though they may 

not be able to use the buses at this time. This 

has resulted in a relatively high number of cards 

issued and the re~ulting larger data base. This 

computerized data base has been valuable in supple

menting often sketchy existing demographic data re

garding the handicapped community. 
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In February 1975, the District hired a dis

abled person to assist in implementing the October 

1974 resolution on full accessibility. SCRTD felt 

that there were advantages to this as a supplement 

to reliance on a volunteer advisory committee. 

They indicated that, from the standpoint of liai

son with the disabled community, an on-board con

sultant could provide information both on a contin

uous basis and at a much quicker rate than a com

mittee. The resulting cooperative venture eliminat

ed many potential misunderstandings. 

In a major coordination effort, shortly after 

SCRTD had selected the 23 original routes, contact 

was made with the Los Angeles City Department of 

Public Works. This department is in charge of 

the citywide program to construct curb cuts at old 

intersections. Initial contacts between SCRTD and 

the Board of Public Works indicated an inte rest in 

prioritizing curb cut selection according to the 

designated accessible routes. A formal r equest to 

this effect was then forwarded to the Board o f Pub

lic Works and the Department of Engineering . The 

Board a g reed that such a prioritization scheme was 

desirable. In fact, many of the same c riteria us e d 

for the s e lection of routes had already been us e d 

to s e l ect appropriate curb cut sites. Shortly 

the reaf ter, a simila r letter requesting coordina 

tion of efforts was forwarded to each of the munici

pal a nd county agencies having jurisdiction ove r 

curb cut prog rams within the SCRTD service a rea. 

The response was very favorable. 
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In early 1978, a bus with a functioning lift 

was taken to every bus stop on the initial 23 lines. 

Each bus stop was tested with the lift because there 

had been an earlier problem when a high-crowned road 

was coupled with a high curb. Under such circum

stances, the lift-sensitive edge would make contact 

with the sidewalk before the lift platform was fully 

extended. This would shut off the lift and prevent 

it from being deployed. Of the 4,699 bus stops sur

veyed, the lift was found to be inoperable in 270. 

However, the majority of these inaccessible bus stops 

were a result of uneven or grass-overgrown parkways 

or the presence of such obstructions as magazine racks, 

benches, trash receptacles, or mail boxes. A smaller 

proportion were truly inaccessible, including nine 

freeway stops where access was possible only by a 

long flight of stairs. 

The City of Los Angeles had previously begun 

planning for a program to upgrade bus stop passenger 

loading areas. This program would construct con

crete pads in the parkways to improve conditions 

for all riders . A detailed list of the bus stop/ 

lift evaluation was forwarded to the City Council 

with an additional request to prioritize their bus 

pad project to coordinate with accessible service. 

After some discussion, the concept won approval by 

the City Council. The city is proceeding with 

its passenger pad pr ogram prioritized, in part, 

along the accessible routes. The same bus stop 

inventory was forwarded to other agencies within 

the county and, again, reaction was generally posi

tive. Any stops which ultimately will not be acces

sible for use by handicapped persons will not be 
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labeled with the International Symbol of Access. 

Because of the detailed on-the-ground evaluation 

and improvement program, there will be very few of 

these inaccessible stops. 

3.2.7 Data Collection and Evaluation - A detailed 

evaluation of accessible service is scheduled to 

begin immediately upon implementation. This eval

uation will include detailed monitoring of many as

pects of maintenance and operations activities. 

The evaluation activities are shown in Exhibit B-3, 

with a timetable and responsibilities. This major 

evaluation effort is funded by an UMTA demonstra

tion grant. A report on these evaluation efforts, 

both planning and implementation, will be issued at 

the end of the evaluation period. 

As can be seen from this schedule, the market

ing program will be evaluated to determine which 

informational techniques have been most effective. 

In part, this will be determined by a series of 

mailout and on-board questionnaires administered 

to both disabled and able-bodied passengers. In 

addition, there will be some special mailout ques

tionnaires sent to disabled individuals through or

ganizations in Los Angeles County. The SCRTD News 

Department will also catalogue all items relating 

to accessible service separately to determine the 

amount of press coverage. 

Normal ridership checks will include a separate 

item for disabled passengers. Some special checks 

may also be initiated from time to time. Informa

tion booklets used by telephone information operators 
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EXHIBIT B-3 

SCHEDULING OF EVALUATION TASKS FOR ACCESSIBLE BUSES 

l~PLEt\Et1T ;,r 1ot1 OF mm ~-=-~~-_-l'fii~f'Eff l-Z[';" t~~~t~'l';'(' 8 : o;;:;:::::!L"-
OPERATIONS ANO SCHEOUUS EVAi.UATION 

I. OeL~rmine acces5 ibl ,s I ines to be sampled 
a nd checl-.ed 

2. Obtain most recent checks for lines 
sampled 

3. Conduct riding, point checks 

4. Compare actual with projec t ed delay 

5. Keep record of road ca l l; on access i b l e 
buses 

6. Record number of trips he ld in because no 
acce;sible bus availabl e 

7- Reco rd schedul e changes necessary a nd 
forward to P l anning 

:z 
"O 

r 
rn 
:::: 

~I 
> 
--i 

-
.o 
lz 

0 

;p, 

-i 

rn 

r ... Iii-... 
Ope rations, Plan 

Pl anni ng 

Transportati on 

Sched . , PI an . 

Operations 

i O . 
1 perat ions 
! 

Schedules 

- J .---1.. . ...I _ _ l._ _ _ ....J_ .. I __ _. _____ !._. 1 ____ _1. _ _,._ ________ _ 

Source: "Evaluation of 200 Accessible Buses' Program by Depart
ment," prepared by the Planning Department, Southern 
California Rapid Transit District, August 11, 1979. 
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EXHIBIT B-3 

SCHEDULING OF EVALUATION TASKS FOR ACCESSIBLE BUSES 

(Continued) 

The evaluation of the District's first 200 Accessible Buses is under the general direction of the Planning Department. 
A comprehensive evaluation program (detailed In the attached Evaluation of 200 Accessibl e Buses: P rogram by Department) 
has been developed. 

UMTA has shown a grea t deal of interest in evaluation of our program. A number of evalua tion items will be funded by 
a Section 9 grant .. These include: planning and consultant staff time for evaluation, schedul e check ing staff, 
operations staff for supervi s ing col lection of data on operations, a consultant to conduct the passenger and handi
capped person survey, production of a fi Im for training and conmunity information and production of pub l ic serv i ce 
announcements . 

The schedu ling o f tasks is dependent upon implementation date. The following tasks are scheduled In relati on to date 
of implementation . 

IMPLEMENTATION OF TASKS 

DESIGN ANO COMPLETION OF EVALUATION PROGRAM 

l . Design first out l i ne of evaluation 

2. Meet with department representa tives on 
plan for evaluation 

J. Develop draft program for evaluation 

4. Circulate draft to departments, discuss 

S. Write final evaluation Program 

6. Develop inventory forms necessary 

7- Print forms, distribute 

8. Coordinate departmental data co ll ection 

9- Compile data col lected 

ID.Analyze data observations 

II .Wr ite draft evaluation report 

12.Circulate co depart ments 

13.Write final e valuati on repo rt 

14.Print and distribute final repo rt 

MOHTHS PRlORTOl 
IMPLEMENTATION 

4 13 2 j 1 

9rt I 1197 

Jy 1177 

lne l977 
ly 1977 
gus 19j7 

• 
I• 

=: 
,-u 

' rn 

3 

rn 
:...: 
-i 

:l> 

-i 

0 

= 

i::::, 

:l> 

-i 

rn 

MONTHS AFTER IMP LEMENTATION DEPARTMENT(S) 
RtSPONSI BLE 1 I 2 3 11 I 5 6 7 8 

Planning 

Planning 

Planning 

Planning 

Planning 

p I an . , Dept s . 

Oepts . 

Planning ~i Plann~ng 
Planning 

Planning 

• Planni ng 

Planning 

Planning 
_J_ __L _!_ 4-__. _ _ ..--:-,.-· ~ 
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EXHIBIT B-3 

SCHEDULING OF EVALUATION TASKS FOR ACCESSIBLE BUSES 

(Continued) 

7r10tlTP.S PRi6rf TO 
IHPLEHENTATION 

MONTHS AFTER IH~LEHENTATION 
IHPLEMErlTATION OF TASKS 

4 3 2 1 1 2 3 1, 5 £ 7 8 ~ - --
MAINTENANCE EVALUATION :::: 
I. Set up control account number(s ) for bus "'O 

maintenance problems • ' 
2. Develop maintenance inventory form • rn 

3- Compile maintenance costs, types by bus 3: 

numbers rn 

4. Keep daily tab of number of accessible bus 
~ 

spares available at each division ---i 

)::, 

5. Forward information to Planning 
---i • 

6. Compile and analyze information -
,0 

z 

0 

)::, 

---i 

rn 

-- ---- -- ·· ----·-·- ---- -- -- -•-- I ---- ~- . _: _ -- --- - ··- ---- ··- .. -- .. - - ... . . - •· • 

-
OEPARTMENT(S) 

RESPONSIBLE 

Maintenance 

Ma int. ,Plan . 

Maintenance 

Ha intenance 

Ma intenance 

Planning 

- -
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EXHIBIT B-3 

SCHEDULING OF EVALUATION TASKS FOR ACCESSIBLE BUSES 

(Continued) 

IMPLEMENTATION OF TASKS 

MAINTENANCE EVALUATION 

1. Set up control account number(s) for bus 
maintenance problems 

2. Develop maintenance inventory form 

3, Compile maintenance costs, types by bus 
numbers 

4. Keep daily tab of number of accessible bus 
spares avaitable at each division 

5. Forward info rma tion to Flannlng 

6 . Compile and analyze Info rmation 

··- -- --- -

7 MOHTH$ PR I OR TIT 
IMPLEMENTATION MONTHS AFTER IMPLEMENTAT IOH 

4 I 3 I 2 i 1 I- ~ I 2 I 3 lfl51 £1 7l8 
z ~, ,~ 
3': 

rr, 

:.:.: 

-I 

J:> 

-I • -
C> 

= 

0 

J:> 

-I 

rr, 

L._.L _ ..L_._ J ~-----'---- -- 1-- __ J_ --..1---- 1-- I •• - ..I. •• • _ 

DEPARTMENT ( S) 
RESPONSIBLE 

Haintenance 

Ma int. ,Plan . 

Maintena nce 

Maintenance 

Maintenance 

Planning 

------
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EXHIBIT B-3 

SCHEDULING OF EVALUATION TASKS FOR ACCESSIBLE BUSES 

(Continued) 

IMOIITKS PRIORTO--
MONTHS AFTER IMPLEMENTATION 

IMPLEMENTATION 
IMPL£11EtlTATIOtl OF TASKS 

4 3 2 1 l 2 3 ,, 5 £ 7 8 
-

LEGAL AHO ltlSURANCE EVALUATION ::: 
I . Record type and cost of accidental damage -0 

to lift mechanism--send to Insurance r 
2. Provide li st of bus series numbers t o rn 

G.A.B. • 3: 

3. G.A. 8. flag claims arising out of lift mal rn 
function, forward to in surance ~ 

4. Analyze lift injury claims as they come in -I 

::i::,. 

S. ~ompi le dollar amount of c laims 
I -I 

6. Analyze number and cost of cl aims, compare -
percent incremen t on I i ft 0 

]. Send analysis to Safety for inpu t z 

0 

::i::,. 

-i 

rn 

OEPARTMEHT ( S) 
RESPONSIBLE 

Halntenance 

Insurance 

Contractor 

Ins urance 

Ins urance 

lnsurance ,P lan. 

lnsurance , Plan. 

- . ·--- - --- . ---- -- - - . - .. . -· - •---
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EXHIBIT B-3 

SCHEDULING OF EVALUATION TASKS FOR ACCESSIBLE BUSES 

(Continued) 

- --- - ---- ----··--- - - -- --·· - - . - - - . 

IMPLEMENlAT ION OF TAS~S 
] ''t~t~::,~i~;'\ O~~T-T M01nHs-~~-T-£P. , MPCE,;E~TIIT 1~ 

r yJIJJ_1 L ~j l_1J1.JlJ~U_2_J_§_17 -1-1 -8 ..,....J _ __ _ 

O~ PARTHE HT (S ) 
RESPONSIBLE 

TRAINING EVALUATION 

I. Oe:ve lop re-action s hs.; ~ls for evaluation of 
traini ng 

2. Deve l op prac tice exerc i ses tor eva lua ti on 
o f t ra in i ng 

3- Devel op forms (check list) for evaluating 
d river perfo r mance with l i f t and han d i
capped pa ssenge rs 

4. During rid ing , have s pec ial agents, 
i ns truc t o r s note ef f ect iveness of t ra ining 

5 . Review comp la ints compi l ed b y Cu,tomer 
Relati ons at 6-mon th interva l s fo r redesi 
of train i ng 

6. Rev i ew r oad ca ll informat ion at 6- n~nth 
inte rva l s _ for possibl e redes i gn of trainirgj 

7- Review legal and in s urance c la ims fo r 
opportunities for red.,. s i gn of t ra i n ing 

\J 

' rn 
::: 
rn 

-t 

I'= 
0 

:z 

= 
:,;. 

-t 

rn 

Personnel ,T rans p . 

Personne I, Transp. 

Pe r sonne l ,Transp . 

Transportation 

• 
• 

I Personnel , Plan . 

Pe r sonne I , PI an . 

• Personne l ,P lan . 
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EXHIBIT 8-3 

SCHEDULING OF EVALUATION TASKS FOR ACCESSIBLE BUSES 

(Continued} 

IMPLEME~TATION OF TASKS 

- ----7i1orm:s PRIOR TO 
MONTHS AFTER IHPLEHEIHATION 

I HPLEMENTAT I ON 

5 6 .7 8 4 3 2 ' 1 1 2 3 LI 

-
EVALUATION OF HANDICAPPED AHO ABLE8001£0 =-: 
PASSENGER ATTITUDES "O 

I. Decide objectives for survey • r 

2. Write RFP • rn 

3. Select consultant - 3 

rn 
4. Design questionnaire .. --s. Draw sample ... --t 

6 . Mal I questionnaire :J> ... 
--t 

] . On-board survey - 111111 

8. Tabulate results 0 • 9. Analyze results :z • 
0 

:J> 

--t 

rn 

I . . - - - - ·---- --- -- -··· - - -• .. ,, . -

DEPARTMEHT(S) 
RESPONSIBLE 

Plannin 

Hkt.Res 

PI anr, In 

Plannir 

Consult 

Consult 

Consult 

Consu It 

Hkt.Res 
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EXHIBIT B-3 

SCHEDULING OF EVALUATION TASKS FOR ACCESSIBLE BUSES 

(Continued) 

·---- ----- ---· , 11cmrns PRI OR- ro1 
IHPLEHENTt..TIOtl OF TASKS µMPLEMWTATION I 

··- ----➔ 

EVALUATION OF COH!-IUHITY CONTACT 

I . Determine questions t , be included on pas
senger and hand; ·a:>ped person surveys to 
evaluate publicity and news release effec
tiveness 

2. Keep record of news r e leases, public serv
ice announcement s 

3- Keep record of direct/indirect costs of 
pub I ici ty 

4 . Analyze cost effectivenes s of publicity 

5 . Design inventory forms to record complaints 
on accessible buses 

6 . Maintain record of request s for information 
on accessible buses 

] . Maintain record of complaints on accessibl 
buses, forward to appropriate de partn~nl 

8. Analyze complaint s 

9. Compile list of agencies and organizations 
sent notification of speaker availabil ity 

10.Keep record of number and location of 
speaking engagements 

II.Prepare analysis of response 

12.Deve lop record sheet for recording infor
mation on calls aboul access ibl e buse s 

13.Train operators to r ecor d access ible bus 
cal I information 

14.Record call s 

15. Comp i I e i nforrnat ion 

Lj I 3 I 2 IT" 

-0 

.
rn 

I 

I 

~ 

I 

I 

::c,. 

-I I 

'O 

= 

0 

::c,. 

-I 

rn 

--- -
MONTHS AFTER I HPLEHE.IHAT I Otl 

l 2 3 l! 5 £ 7 8 

• 

• 

• 

• 

-

DEPARTMEMT(S) 
RESPONSIBLE 

News Bureau,Plan . , 
Hkt . Research 

Hews Bureau 

News Bureau 

Hews Bureau , Plan . 

Cus t. Re I . , PI an. 

Customer Relations 

Customer Relations 

Cost.Rel., Plan . 

Community Relation s 

Com.Rel ., Plan . 

Com. Re I . , P I an . 

PAX , Plan. 

PAX 

PAX 

Planning 
-·· - - - - -· - • • -- -- -- --
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have already been modified to designate accessible 

routes. Telephone operators will begin cataloging 

requests made regarding accessible service as soon 

as implementation begins. 

4.0 Costs 

The accessibility features on the AM General buses, that 

is, lift, wide-door, fold-down seats and clamps, added approx

imately ten percent to the vehicle cost. True maintenance 

cost is difficult to predict and will depend upon the success 

of the changes identified during the testing period in mini

mizing such costs. Approximately $70,000 per year has been 

added to operating costs to cover the extra mileage resulting 

from the shift of some of the lines from one division to 

another, but this cost is expected to be offset by savings 

from consolidating maintenance and training for the accessible 

buses. 
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APPENDIX C 

CASE STUDY - MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

1.0 Case Study Summary 

Milwaukee Transport Services, Inc. (MTS), the operator of 

the Milwaukee County Transit System, began operating wheelchair

accessible buses on five of their routes on April 18, 1979. 

This required the use of 50 buses. A sixth route was added on 

May 28, 1979, bringing the daily requirement of lift-equipped 

vehicles to 57. Accessible service is available on ten percent 

of the MTS routes. The 57 buses are approximately ten percent 

of the total fleet. The remaining 43 accessible buses in the 

fleet are used as peak hour trippers or are assigned to three 

other routes when they are available. Service on the six routes 

is ''guaranteed" accessible; that is, everi bus operating on the 

route in the base period is accessible. With the addition of 

peak hour trippers, approximately every other bus in the peak 

period can be accessible. 

Delivery of MTS's 100 Vapor lift-equipped Flxible "new

look" buses began in May 1978. However, mechanical problems 

with the lift and the other new components on the vehicles 

delayed the implementation of service for nearly one year. 

The 100 new Flxibles represent the first new vehicles pur

chased since 1967. In addition to the new lift equipment, 

the buses are also the first in the fleet to be air-conditioned 

and the first to be equipped with the new "121" anti-skid 

brakes. Like the lifts, these two components have required 

extensive maintenance time. Five additional mechanics were 

hired to work on the lifts and are assigned to each of the 

garages and the main shop. 
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The 100 vehicles operate out of all three MTS garages. 

This decision on vehicle allocation was based on expected re

liability problems. It was felt that the vehicles would spend 

more time out of service than the existing fleet. By dividing 

the buses among the three garages, no one garage would be over

burdened with maintenance and schedule reliability problems. 

The drivers have been unable to complete the lift cycle 

in 40 out of 167 attempted boardings. However, in only seven 

instances was it necessary for a mechanic to make a road call 

or for the bus to be taken out of service. The other mechani

cal problems were handled by a road supervisor or by the dis

patcher providing instructions over the radio system. The 

dispatcher also plays a major role in monitoring the delivery 

of service. The system's emphasis on on-time performance is 

supported by a requirement that drivers notify the dispatcher 

any time they are delayed by more than five minutes. Drivers 

are required to notify the dispatcher when a wheelchair pas

senger boards the bus, even if this does not cause a five-minute 

delay, to alert the dispatcher of possible delays in alighting. 

This immediate response capability prompted a decision not to 

adjust operating schedules. This reporting requirement also 

provides a secondary function of recording ridership, origins 

and destinations, and delay time as it occurs. 

Ridership has averaged 1.3 one-way trips per day. Much 

of the trip-making is occurring on weekends. It is estimated 

that ten different individuals are using the service, but none 

of these individuals uses the bus for daily work trips. MTS 

also administers a user-side subsidy program which provides 

150 daily trips to users of wheelchairs, walkers and crutches, 

and those who are legally blind. The registrants provided a 

target market for distributing information on the accessible 

routes. The director of special services sent a personal 
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letter, map and descriptive brochure to user-side subsidy pro

gram participants who are wheelchair users before service began 

and again when the sixth route was added. Registrants who use 

walkers and canes would not be able to use the lift, because 

of the MTS policy prohibiting standees on the lift. 

2.0 Case Study Setting 

This section describes the characteristics of the service 

setting. It includes geography and population, institutions 

and transit service. 

2.1 Geographic and Demographic Characteristics 

Milwaukee is located in southeast Wisconsin on the western 

banks of Lake Michigan. The largest city in Wisconsin, it is 

90 miles north of Chicago. As in many other cities, handicapped 

and able-bodied residents must cope with cold, snow and wind 

during the winter months. 

The Milwaukee urbanized area, in 1975, had an estimated 

population of 1,418,487. Milwaukee County accounted for 

1,009,235 of this total. Within the county, an estimated 

4.6 percent or 46,147, were transportation-handicapped. The 

Milwaukee County Transit service area population is estimated 

at 927,737 persons. 

2.2 Institutional Setting 

Milwaukee County acquired the assets of the area's major 

private transit provider in 1975. They now provide transit 

service through a public operating division, Milwaukee Trans

port Services, Inc. (MTS). 
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The MPO for this region is the Southeastern Wisconsin 

Regional Planning Commission (SEWRPC). Their area consists 

of seven counties and three urbanized areas (Milwaukee, Racine 

and Kenosha). SEWRPC has conducted studies of the needs of 

the transportation-handicapped and convened advisory committees 

on this matter for each of the three urbanized areas. SEWRPC 

is also responsible for the preparation of the TIP and the 

Transition Plan. 

2.3 Transit System Characteristics 

Milwaukee Transport Services, Inc. (MTS) operates a fleet 

o f 578 buses on 62 routes throughout Milwaukee County. The 

newest in the fleet are 100 lift-equipped Flxible "new look" 

buses. Peak hour service on all 62 routes requires 510 buses. 

MTS's physical plant includes three garages throughout the 

service area and one central maintenance facility. 

In addition to operating accessible fixed-route service, 

MTS administers a county-supported user-side subsidy program. 

Registered users arrange for their own transportation from 

five carriers under contract to the program. Together, the 

carriers have a f leet of over 200 taxis and 45 lift-equipped 

vans. The eligible user, one who requires a wheelchair, walk

er, crutches or long leg brace, or who is legally blind, is 

required to pay the first $1.00 of the fare. When the program 

first started in June 1978, the county assumed all fares above 

$1.00. Recent budgetary constraints have necessitated maximum 

subsidy levels for one-way trips of $10.00 for wheelchair users 

and $7.00 for non-wheelchair users. The program has a hard

ship classification for persons who make medical, employment, 

and education trips which exceed the maximum subsidy limits. 

A total of 3,000 people are registered for the program, though 

regular use is only recorded by about 300 users. On an aver

age, 150 daily trips are made by these individuals. 
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3.0 Accessible Service Operation and Development 

This section describes the activities in Milwaukee prior 

to the implementation of fixed-route accessible service and 

the current status of the operation. 

3.1 Service Evolution and Description 

In 1975, Milwaukee County submitted a grant application 

to the Urban Mass Transportation Administration for capital 

assistance in acquiring the assets of the Milwaukee and Subur

ban Transport Corporation, a private operator serving the metro

politan Milwaukee area. During the public hearing prior to 

submitting the application, local handicapped individuals 

questioned the lack of any service which they could utilize. 

As a result of a civil suit by three handicapped individuals, 

the court enjoined the newly formed Milwaukee County Transit 

System from purchasing non-accessible buses unless a "compar

able" service could be provided. 

The Milwaukee County Transit Board, in August 1975, re

quested the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission 

to include in the annual work program a study of the best ap

proach ~o meet the court order. SEWRPC prepared a study work 

plan which included assembling a data base, evaluating alter

native service options, and developing a five-year regional 

plan for serving the transportation-handicapped. A consultant 

began this study in the latter part of 1976. 

During the course of the study, however, it was necessary 

for the county to purchase 100 new vehicles to replace a por

tion of the fleet acquired from the private operator. As the 

court order required the provision of accessible mass transit 

services and MTS had not yet received the study recomme ndation 

of the preferred alternative to provide service to the handi

capped, it was necessary for the county to include wheelchair 

accessibility components in their specifications. 
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Advisory committees were convened by SEWRPC for each of 

the three urbanized areas (Milwaukee, Kenosha and Racine) in

cluded in the study. The Milwaukee committee consisted of 

service providers, funding agencies, planning and implement

ing agencies, and potential users. In early 1978, they assist

ed MTS in selecting 11 initial routes to receive the accessible 

buses. Vehicles began arriving at MTS in May 1978, one month 

after the release of the final draft copy of the SEWRPC study. 1 

Acceptance testing of the vehicles began in May 1978. However, 

these activities were hampered by a five-week strike by MTS 

employees beginning in the same month. 

The SEWRPC study recommended a dual approach to serving 

the handicapped - - fixed-route accessibility complemented 

with a user-side subsidy program. One month later, June 1978, 

a state and county-sponsored user-side subsidy program began, 

funded with $250,000 in block grant monies. (Initial funding 

for the program did not include any federal monies). Eligible 

users, upon registering with the MTS and receiving an identifi

cation card, could arrange for taxi or chair-car service for 

which they would only have to pay $1.00. The block grant would 

cover all fares beyond this amount. 

Concurrent implementation of fixed-route accessible ser

vice was delayed by problems with the new technology. MTS 

was the first transit system to order Vapor Corporation's lift. 

Acceptance testing of the lift indicated a need for extensive 

retrofitting of the components. Other implementation delays 

were caused by common "new vehicle" problems. The 100 vehicles 

1 Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission, 
Plannin Re ort No. 31: A Re ional Trans ortation Plan 
for the Handicappe in Sout eastern Wisconsin, Wau es a, 
April 1978. 
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were outfitted with several components new to the MTS fleet 

such as air-conditioning and anti-skid brakes. Though these 

presented problems, they were not as severe as those posed 

by the lift. 

Initially, it was thought that the vehicles would be 

ready for service in mid-January 1979. Drivers were trained 

and the service advertised. However, a new problem with the 

lift was discovered when the lifts were retested before ser

vice implementation. The starting date was postponed until 

April 18, 1979. Only 50 of the 100 buses were placed in ser

vice at this time. Rather than the 11-route network previously 

identified by the advisory committee, it was only possible to 

schedule the buses on five routes. As retrofits made vehicles 

available, it was possible to expand the service. A sixth 

route was added on May 28, 1979. The remainder of the acces

sible buses (43) are either reserved as spares, in need of 

repair on any number of components, being inspected as part 

of a preventive maintenance program, or are dispatched to 

other routes. The decision to regularly schedule only 57, 

though, is based on MTS's concern over providing reliable 

service. Though more than 57 buses may be operable on any 

given day, the reliability of the lifts is not predictable 

to schedule additional all-day runs. The initially planned 

11-route network and service on other routes will not be in 

service until next spring when MTS takes delivery of 150 

General Motors RTS II coaches. 

The six accessible routes are major routes within the 

MTS system operating daily for more than 20 hours. Service 

is also available on Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays. The 

six routes are: 

No. 10, Wells - Wisconsin; 

No. 14, Holton - Mitchell; 
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No. 18, National; 

No. 23, Fond du Lac Avenue; 

No. 27, 27th Street; and 

No. 71, State Street. 

As shown on Exhibit C-1, these six routes are geographical

ly distributed throughout the service area. Five of the routes 

are radial in nature and meet in downtown Milwaukee. The sixth 

route, No. 27, provides north-south crosstown service west of 

the downtown area. 

The six routes are guaranteed 100 percent base period ac

cessible; that is, any bus operating on the route during the 

base,evening, or weekend period, is guaranteed by the schedule 

and the vehicle dispatcher to be a lift-equipped bus. A policy 

decision was reached that this high level of service on a few 

routes was more desirable than assigning the buses to a few 

trips on all routes. 

If more than 57 vehicles are available for service on any 

given day, three additional routes have been selected for ac

cessible service. However, because of the uncertain availa

bility of the vehicles, these are not advertised as ''accessible." 

Some ridership by wheelchair users has been recorded on these 

routes. Users of these routes are aware of the service by see

ing it on the street in operation. 

Since fewer than 57 buses are required for weekend ser

vice on the six ''guaranteed" accessible routes, MTS can usually 

provide additional accessible service on the three unadvertised 

routes, thereby increasing the area coverage. As a result, 

most ridership by wheelchair users on these three routes has 

been recorded on weekends. 
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EXHIBIT C-1 

MILWAUKEE COUNTY TRANSIT SERVICE 
ACCESSIBLE ROUTES 

,.. • . , ..... fl .. 

l .. .. 

Iii 
i .. . 

"' ~ "'-~--~ ---•-« 
.,; 

2 

SIX ROUTES WITH LIF'T BUSES SERVE THESE LOCATIONS 
OF' INTEREST TO THE H.~.:'./DICAPPED : 

No. 10 (Wells-Wiscons in): Serving American Red Cross Headquarters, \ lil waukee 
County General Hospital, Downtown Milwaukee, The County Zoo, Marque tte 
Univers i ty and the County Courthouse. 

No. 14 (Holton- Mitchell): Serving Curative Workshop-Southwes t , J e wish Vocational 
Service, Mitchell Street Shopping Dis trict , a nd Downtown Milwaukee. 

No. 18 (National}: Se rving Woods Veterans Administration Center, State Ei'air, 
West Allis - Treasure Island a nd Downtown Milwaukee. 

No. 23 (Fond du Lac Avenue): Servi ng Goodwill Industries, Downtown Milwaukee, 
Capitol Court , and Marquette Univers ity. 

No. 27 (27th Street ) : Serving Sacred Heart Rehabilitation Hospital, American Red 
Cross Headquarters , Southgate and Point Loomis Shopping Centers . 

No. 71 (State Street) : Serving Curative Workshop-Waterto wn Plank, Downtown 
Milwaukee, the County Courthouse and MATC-Downtown Campus. 
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3.2 Service Implementation Activities 

To prepare for the operation of the lift-equipped buses, 

various MTS departments were involved in activities in these 

eight areas: 

Demand Estimation and Route Selection; 

Operations; 

Driver Training; 

Maintenance; 

Marketing; 

Insurance; 

Coordination; and 

Data Collection and Evaluation. 

Each of these activities is described in a subsection 

below. 

3.2.1 Demand Estimation and Route Selection - MTS 

was not directly involved in estimating demand for 

wheelchair accessible service. Rather, this was 

one aspect of the alternatives analysis performed 

by a consultant and SEWRPC. 

In the consultant's estimate for accessible 

transit use, various trip rates were considered. 

The first was based on observed travel patterns 

by wheelchair users on the BART system. The second 

and third rates contrasted trip patterns by the 

more mobile transportation-handicapped, such as 

those who currently use the bus system, with those 

of just wheelchair users and with those of the en

tire transportation-handicapped population in the 

area. These trip rates were available in the ex

isting regional travel network developed as part 

of SEWRPC's long-range transportation planning 
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process. The consultant's procedure estimated 

60,955 annual latent demand trips by the nonin

stitutionalized handicapped for a fully accessible 

transit system in Milwaukee County. 

SEWRPC staff prepared its own estimate. Their 

estimate of 62,615 annual trips corroborated the 

earlier consultant's prediction. This amounts to 

a latent demand estimate of 185 trips per day on 

a fully accessible transit system. As this estimate 

assumed that all users could reach the bus stop, ac

tual ridership should be lower. 

These estimates determined areawide demand and 

were not disaggregated to a route level. With lim

ited demand data on trip origins for handicapped 

individuals, it was necessary to plan service ac

cording to destination. Members of the SEWRPC

sponsored advisory committee assisted MTS in identi

fying likely destinations to which the handicapped 

individuals they represented would desire access. 

MTS supplied information to the group on existing 

transit system characteristics. Priorities were 

established for the selection of the first acces

sible routes. These included: 

Likely destinations for the handi

capped; 

Major routes in the transit system 

according to ridership levels; and 

Geographic distribution of service 

throughout the county. 
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The intent was to provide a small network of 

service providing regional coverage, a high fre

quency of service, and a cross-section of destina

tions. The committee and MTS staff jointly identi

fied 11 routes they hoped to be able to serve with 

the 100 buses. The six routes currently operated 

serve the following generators: 

Downtown Milwaukee; 

Milwaukee County Courthouse; 

Marquette University; 

Milwaukee Area Technical College; 

Milwaukee County General Hospital; 

Curative Workshop (two sites); 

Goodwill Industries; 

Veterans Administration Center; and 

Southgate Shopping Center. 

3.2.2 Operations - The advent of lift-equipped 

buses into the MTS operation brought few changes 

in operating procedures. As a low frequency of 

ridership by wheelchair users was anticipated, op

erating schedules were left untouched. A decision 

was reached that running times would be adjusted 

for daily users when trip patterns became known. 

Any other changes in schedules were thought to be 

presumptuous. Layover times on MTS routes are at 

least three minutes or seven percent of the round 

trip running time as per the union contract. 

Though it was feared that this might not be enough 

time for a wheelchair passenger to board and alight 

the bus, it did not seem appropriate to add extra 

time, and extra operating costs, when it was not 

known where and when the time would be required. 

Actual boarding and tie-down times have averaged 
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5.3 minutes; alighting times have averaged 3.8 

minutes. However, with ridership of 1.3 one-way 

trips per day, it is still not appropriate to make 

changes in operating schedules. Drivers are in

structed to take as much time as is necessary and 

leave the schedule adjustment problems .to the dis

patcher. 

MTS policy and emphasis on on-time performance 

requires all drivers to notify the dispatcher of 

a delay greater than five minutes. As drivers 

were already accustomed to doing this, surveillance 

of possible delays due to lift use was easily im

plemented. The driver is required to call the dis

patcher (all coaches are radio-equipped) to report 

lift use and expected delay time. When the call is 

made before reaching the alighting stop, the dis

patcher will notify a road supervisor of the trip. 

If the supervisor is available and in the vicinity 

of the bus, he will meet the bus at the alighting 

stop. This is a precaution against lift mechanical 

problems which the supervisor but not the driver 

may be able to repair. The radio procedure also 

enables the dispatcher to record lift usage, the 

passenger's origin and destination, and whether or 

not a turn-back for schedule adherence or an extra 

bus because of a major mechanical problem will be 

needed to keep the route on schedule. The dispatcher 

prepares two data forms a log and an individual 

trip record. Copies of these forms follow as Ex

hibits C-2 and C-3. 
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EXHIBIT C-2 

DISPATCHERS' LOG OF LIFT USING PASSENGERS 

OPERATING LOG 
WIIEE LC JII\ Ill l'1\S!iEt1rn,;n U/\1'/\ 

----- · 
DATE nADGE ROllrl nuN I nus Ill om. DO/\IUH NG /\T: TIMI~ 11\LIGIITINCl AT: 1 TIME I TOTAi, T I ME 6, 

l·nuM ·ro IFnoM Td REMRJ<S 

-----f------•--- •- ·-- '··- - --·· . ------ ·---·-• ------1----

-----
---· - -·-- • - - --- - - 1--- - - 1---

·------ - 1 -----·•- - ------- ·-----f- --·- - --------- ·- -
- ---- - -·-----t -----t ----------

----- 1----+----

- ·-----·------1-----1--•--·-----1---- -----
- - - ---1- ·-- - ·---- ·---l --- - 1-------

-------·• - ·. ---- - ---------1 _____ ,. , ____ __________ , _____ _ 

-· - --·-- • --------1·---------1-- --------------
·--~--___ , ______ . -------- -

>----- ---1-- --- --------

1------- -----

-·---·'--

, ___ ----· 1--- ·-- -
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EXHIBIT C-3 

INDIVIDUAL TRIP RECORD 

WHEELCHAIR PASSENGER DATA DATE 

OPERATOR BADGE ROUTE RUN BUS NO. 

BOARDING LOCATION 

TIME REQUIRED; FROM : A.M.-P.M. TO A.M.- P.M. 

ALIGHTING LOCATION 

TIME REQUIRED; FROM: A.M.-P.M. TO A.M.-P.M. 

TOTAL DELAY ENCOUNTERED MINUTES 

INSTRUCTIONS BY DISPATCHER OR SUPERVISOR TO RESTORE SCHEDULED SERVICE: 

REMARKS: 

DIRECTION 

TOTAL MINUTES 

TOTAL MINUTES 



The 100 buses were assigned to routes through

o ut the service area. As such, the buses were as

signed to all three MTS garages. Each garage was 

given a priority list for assigning the vehicles. 

This is to assure that the buses are dispatched to 

the guaranteed routes first. In addition to provid

ing efficient dispatching, the decision to assign the 

lift-equipped buses to all three garages was intended 

to minimize one garage having too many buses out of 

service at one time, as it was anticipated that the 

new vehicles would require more maintenance than the 

existing fleet. 

In addition to the scheduled accessible runs, 

each garage has a list of secondary all-day or peak 

hour assignments for any additional vehicles in op

erable condition. 

The introduction of accessible service did not 

require changes in vehicle storage. Vehicles were 

already being stored inside in tracks according to 

route rather than morning pull-out time. Thus, 

there was little difficulty in dispatching the ac

cessible buses to the proper routes. The only 

storage constraint was due to the air-conditioning 

unit. In some cases, the garage door did not pro

vide ample clearance for the air-conditioning con

denser at the previously assigned track location. 

Operating policies were also unchanged since 

a priority was assigned to transporting the 260,000 

non-wheelchair users who ride MTS buses daily. For 

example, problems with crowding were not given special 

attention. However, the decision to "guarantee" 
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accessible base service was intended to minimize 

excess waiting time between accessible vehicles. 

A policy was established to limit use of the lift 

to wheelchair users. This was based on the doorway 

height and a belief that it would not provide ade

quate clearance for a standing person. 

3.2.3 Driver Training - For the past few years, 

all new drivers have been shown a 20-minute slide and 

cassette presentation entitled, "Special People," de

veloped by the Southeastern Pennsylvania Transporta

tion Authority and the Moss Rehabilitation Hospital. 

A variety of ambulatory handicaps are discussed in 

the presentation. The intent is to heighten the 

driver's sensitivity to the particular handicap, 

describe how this affects using transit, and identi

fy the steps a driver can take to make the person's 

trip easier and more comfortable. 

Prior to the initiation of service with the new 

lift-equipped buses, each of the 970 drivers was giv

en a 30-minute equipment familiarization session in 

which they practiced using the lift and kneeling fea

ture. Due to the delay in service initiation, all 

drivers were trained twice - - prior to the planned 

January date for service and prior to the actual 

start of service in April. 

A laminated instruction card explaining the 

steps in deploying the lift and kneeler was pre

pared. The card is attached to the control panel 

on all 100 buses. Exhibit C-4 shows both sides of 

the drivers' instruction card. These same step-by

step instructions appear in the recently developed 
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EXHIBIT C-4 

ON-BOARD INSTRUCTION CARD 

Opeuting Procedure 
V,por Tunlift Srilem 

If DOOi DOlS NOi CIOSE 
I . Check air valve; ii in "Off" 

position, lurn lo "ON" position. 

2. II air valve is in "ON" position and 
lloor does nol clow. prnss 
" SYSTl:M ON" bullon. 

3. Press and hold " SrlPS f0ll}"' 
lmllcn. 

4. II door still does not close, ull 
di~patcht!r. 

ISINC IN[ lNEEtlNC rmuRC 
I . Opr.n 111)()1. 

2. Press "KN[fl " hullon. 

3 . Close tloor- - hus will auto,nalically 
rP.lurn l'l prnpcr hmghl. 

4. Brake inletlock will release wlof!n 
Lus has rel11111ed lo IJll.lll<!I h <"ll(l1I . 

PI.EASF. l<EPORT ANY MALfUHCTION Of TIIE WHEU.CIIAIR LIFT 
lO DISPATCIIER IMMEOIAlHY ANO REPORl ON YOUR OE.ffCT REPOIU 

(OVER) 

HADINC l WIUlCIIAII fASSIHCll 
1. r,ess " SYSrEM ON" bultou . 

2. Press "RAISE I IIT' bullnn. 

3. Press itokl h<lld "PLAHUllM Ur'' 

bullon. 

4 . Press a111I hold " LOWEil I.II 1" 

butlon until hit reaches g ,ouiul 01 

curb level. If downward movement 

dnes nol slop al grouml h,vcl, 

i111mf!dialf,ly rel""'" bullon. 

5 . Aller vi~u,ll:y \erilying tha t till h 
at ground or curb lc~cl. 

mon1<'11larily J)fCSS " HID C.I\ Tf 
fJ{JW" '' hullon 

6 . Allow passcng.-r 10 bo.irtl lill 

Whr.el<.hair should be hacked rm. 

7 . Press "ENO G°'TE UP" b11llo11. 

8. t,40111e11tilrily flress the " RES( I/ 
PllOCEFO" bullon . 

9 . Pwss ,111d f;olt1 " flAiSt l.lfl " 

bullon. 

10. llllow 11;, \se11g1,r In cl-,ar slPfl arr·a . 

11 . Pre ss and hold " Sl FPS IOl.ll" 
1•1111011 and ;,1 lloe ~an,c lim". 

111omcnlaiily press "["10 GAIi' 
OOWN" bull•,n. 

I ?. . Press "Orf /~101'" hullon. 

AU,NflNC WNHlCNAII PASSCHCCI 
A. Pre~s "s,·snM Off' button. 

0 . Press "RAISE I IIT' butl'ln. 

C. Press arut hold ' ' l'lAHORM Ill'" 
hulton. 

n. Make sure "°'' r.;1te i!; i11 1111 
posiliOll; if 1101, c all dispaldH,r. 

E. Allow passenger lo bo;ir<I till . 

F. l'ress a11d hold ·'t.OWlR u• r-· 
bullon until till ,eac hes ground or 
wrb level If downward movr menl 
docs not slt)fl ;11 gro1111d level . 
immediately release button. 

G. Aller visually ve1ifying th.ii IHI is al 
grouml 01 curh 1,,-·el, n1111ne11larily 
('rE:ss "HID GAf[ DOWN" bullon. 

II. Allow f)ilSSf!ncnr lo clear lifl 

I. Press " ENO GATF Ill'" bullnn. 

J . Press and hold "HAISI: l l fT" 
lmll0t1. 

K . Press an,t hold " S I ff' I 01 ll" 
bullon and al ll1t1 same time, 
mc.m cnlarily press " END CAT[ 
DOWN" hullon. 

l. Press " OH / 5lOP' ' button. 



operators manual. The manual also includes steps 

on preparing the seating area, notifying the dis

patcher, and sensitivity to handicapped passengers. 

Road supervisors were also trained in the op

eration of the lift so that they can manually reset 

the lift and keep it in operation in the event of 

in-service breakdowns. Each is assigned a tool 

which, when inserted in the front of the bus, can 

manually raise or lower the lift. This is a two

person operation. The driver controls the lift from 

the inside and is able to watch the operation for 

the supervisor who is unable to observe the process 

from the front controls. 

3.2.4 Maintenance - MTS hired five additional me

chanics to work exclusively on the 100 lifts. One 

mechanic was assigned to each of the three garages~ 

two were assigned to the main repair shop. Each is 

kept busy by lift repairs. Their work loads are 

expected to increase during the winter because of 

weather-related problems. Based on this experience, 

MTS has requested funding for seven additional lift 

mechanics for the 150 General Motors RTS II buses 

on order. Training for the mechanics was, for the 

most part, on-the-job. A repair manual was available 

from the manufacturer and with it, the mechanics 

taught themselves to repair the lifts. A monthly 

preventive maintenance program was also established 

following the manufacturer's guidelines. Each lift 

is inspected, cleaned and lubricated on a monthly 

basis. 
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No changes have been made in the spare ratio 

though recent systemwide ridership increases have 

prevented MTS from retiring the older ·coaches in 

the fleet. Though only 57 of the 100 accessible 

buses are scheduled for daily operation, others are 

often deployed to runs on other routes beyond the 

six "guaranteed" base period accessible routes or 

used as peak hour trippers on the six routes to 

provide a higher level of accessible peak hour ser

vice. As many as 80 accessible buses have been 

available. On this top performance day, 68 were 

assigned to all-day runs. The remainder were used 

as peak hour trippers. MTS records, however, do 

not indicate if the dispatched vehicles had oper

able lifts. Many may have been awaiting lift parts 

but were otherwise in good condition. As these are 

the newest buses in the fleet, it is likely that 

they will be dispatched first. 

The maintenance department has had some prob

lems in obtaining an ample parts inventory. When 

parts are available, the lift can be repaired the 

same day. If parts are unavailable, the bus is 

usually dispatched to a non-accessible route. 

In 167 attempted boardings, during the first 

105 days of operation, the driver has been unable to 

complete the lift operation 40 times. In most cases, 

this was a minor problem related to the sensitivity 

of the lift mechanisms and, to some extent, the dri

ver's unfamiliarity with the procedure. Nonetheless, 

this resulted in a delay in the service. In seven 

of the 40 instances, the problem required a mechan

ic's road call and the bus being taken out of ser

vice. In all cases, the operator is expected to 

call the dispatcher and describe the problem. The 
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dispatcher can either give the operator verbal in

structions to solve the problem or notify a nearby 

road supervisor who carries special tools and is 

trained to make minor adjustments to the lift and 

to manually raise and lower the lift. If a lengthy 

delay is anticipated, the dispatcher · will send 

another bus {usually inaccessible) to transport 

the ambulatory passengers on-board. 

Each lift is cycled once every night to assure 

that it is in proper working order. A list of mal

functions is provided daily to the garage foreman, 

maintenance supervisor, and equipment supervisor. 

Those buses in working order are placed in the track 

according to the morning route assignment. 

New maintenance records have been developed in

cluding a checklist of the lift operation and a 

daily status report prepared for the Superintendent 

of Equipment on each night's lift cycling. The 

checklist follows as Exhibit c-5. 

In related equipment issues, there have been 

several comments from ambulatory elderly passengers 

about the handrails and step height of the passive 

lift. The lift mechanism requires a clear stepwell 

area so that handrails which are installed on non

accessible buses are not appropriate. The handrail 

on the inside of the door is still there, as is a 

loop handrail on the left side of the lift. MTS 

mechanics installed an additional handrail above 

the stepwell parallel to the dashboard. This as

sists passengers in climbing the middle step, which 

has an 11 inch riser. MTS drivers have also dis

covered that the sun glare makes it difficult to 
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EXHIBIT C-5 

MECHANIC'S CHECKLIST 

INITIAL LIFT INSPECTION CHtCK OFF SHttT 

12-29-78 

Bus No. ___ _ Time ____ _ 
Gara9e ___ _ 
ln1pector _______ _ Date ____ _ 

OK DEFECTIVE NATURE OF FAILURE 
l. Cycle lift 

----·----
2 . Sensitive edqes 

J. l..eake a. outward ·-b. pan 
c:-Fiydraulic box ·--
d:Cowers 

4 . WirinQ a. box ·- - ·-- ·· · ----b. towers 
c. oon 
d. other 

5. Clean lift , r.-,ineral spins I ·-·-·- · - ·-
5. :.ubrica te lift, dry l ube I 

I 

l- ----- ----
... 

7. Ins pact towers 

-----
e. End gate pressure 

I 
9. Clean pan assembly I 

lO. P~n length 9-3/ 8" .:: 1/ 8" I 
l l. Rod adjustment I --·--

J_J_' --~! - --------~ 1. Control box lights ! I 
~~p-out liaht 
I b .-·others . I ------"------------t---t--·-----1.--------------

12. Nuts and E-chps 

1-l, Plat!orm leak test 

NOTE: Report all defects found or immediately ~epair lift. 
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EXHIBIT C-5 
MECHANIC'S CHECKLIST 

(Continued) 

INITAI. UFT INSPECTION CHECK arr SHttT 

WAANING; Be sure the electrical syst~m is turned off before ope:ut.nc; 
Li!t manually. -- CK--DEFECTr✓f-NA!URE Cf FAI LURE- - - ---

1. Pump operation 

·--· 
2. Raise lift 

. 
3. Raise end gate 

-
4. Lower end gate 

S. il.etum all :Se!~tou 
to neutral position 

----
6. Tum sustem on 

electrically 

7. Electrically :cld 
lift 

8. Shut off system 

9. Other defects 
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follow the light sequence on the lift control panel. 

The laminated instruction card serves as a make

shift sun visor for the controls. 

3.2.5 Marketing - Registration for the user-side 

subsidy program provided MTS with names and address

es of wheelchair-using individuals who might be able 

to ride one of the accessible routes. A major mar

keting effort involved the coordinator of the program 

sending a letter to this target market explaining 

the new service. Attached to the letter was a bro

chure showing the lift operation, a map of the routes 

and a list of the major generators served by each. 

(This map was presented earlier as Exhibit C-1). 

The coordinator also met with groups interested in 

knowing more about the service. A second target 

group mailing took place when the sixth route was 

added. 

A brochure describing the operation of the lift 

was prepared. In addition to being mailed out to 

user-side subsidy program registrants and on request 

to others by the information center, the brochure 

was delivered in bulk to several agencies who were 

asked to distribute the brochure to their clients. 

Public timetables for the accessible routes 

were reprinted showing the international accessi

bility symbol on the front and an "H" next to all 

accessible trips. A person calling the information 

number provided in MTS advertisements would be able 

to request a map of the routes, a brochure describ

ing the lift operation, and a set of timetables 

for the accessible routes. 
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Press releases and the route map were sent 

to the local media. Advertisements for the ser

vice appeared in the major daily papers and weekly 

community papers two and three days before service 

implementation, on the first day, and eight days 

later. Radio time was also utilized from three 

days before to 12 days after service implementation. 

Approximately 125 announcements were made of the 

availability of lift-equipped buses. Major TV 

stations and newspapers were contacted and provided 

coverage of the implementation of accessible service. 

As a future marketing activity, the system 

guide will be revised to show which routes are ac

cessible. The current guide, dated September 1978, 

includes a one paragraph description of the service. 

However, specific routes had not been selected, nor 

was the service initiation date finalized when this 

was printed. 

3.2.6 Insurance - Insurance coverage is unchanged 

as MTS is self-insured. To date, MTS has received 

no claims for injuries relating to the lift opera

tion. 

3.2.7 Coordination - A county task force on coor

dination, of which MTS is a member, meets regularly 

to discuss coordination possibilities among county 

agencies. This committee is a continuation of the 

one established for the SEWRPC study. MTS's two 

services for the handicapped, the lift-equipped 

buses and the user-side subsidy program, exist 

independently of other services. Local agencies 

have been asked to distribute information on the 

services to their clients. The users of the two 
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MTS programs are, for the most part, not affiliated 

with the various social service agencies in Milwaukee. 

As such, the agencies provide little input to the 

MTS programs. 

Members of the advisory committee and registrants 

of the user-side subsidy program are concerned that 

the county may curtail funding for the program now 

that lift-equipped buses are in operation. The fu

ture of the program rests with the county as the 

county Board must approve all funding appropriations. 

The first-year program required supplemental funding 

prior to the end of the fiscal year. This necessitat

ed placing a limit to the county subsidy of $10.00 

for wheelchair users and $7.00 for non-wheelchair 

users. The program currently has 3,000 registered 

users and is under pressure to expand the availability 

beyond wheelchair, walker and crutches users and the 

legally blind. 

3.2.8 Data Collection and Evaluation - MTS developed 

several major recording forms to monitor the delivery 

of wheelchair-accessible service. Exhibit C-6 is a 

composite log which shows: 

Ridership; 

In-service breakdowns and solutions; and 

Delays in boarding anq alighting. 

More specific information on these subjects is 

available through trip reports and dispatcher logs. 

The policy of drivers immediately reporting to the 

dispatcher all use of the lift is a major monitor

ing effort. 
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Board Alight 
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EXHIBIT C-6 

COMPOSITE LOG OF LIFT OPERATIONS 

L o g 0 f L i f t U s a g e -
No. of Solution 

Mechanical Road Pull No. of Boardin~s 
Failures Oper. Sup. Call In 10 14 18 23 27 71 Total 

-



Maintenance monitoring forms were developed, 

as previously discussed. Records of vehicle dis

patching were prepared to assure that the accessible 

buses were being assigned to the guaranteed routes. 

Also, the composite log, Exhibit C-6, provides valu

able information to many departments within MTS. 

Monthly progress reports summarizing ridership 

and mechanical problems are prepared for the Mil

waukee County Transit System Board. The visibility 

of the service and interest in its operation are 

the major reasons for preparing the summary. If 

ridership levels would increase or major operational 

problems would arise, the data could be used to ad

just service to more appropriate levels. A thorough 

evaluation of the service is not planned due to the 

absence of statistics preceding accessible service 

implementation. Monitoring of service delivery 

will be primarily a recording of ridership and ser

vice reliability. 

4.0 Ridership 

MTS staff feel that the existence of the user-side sub

sidy program is a major reason why low ridership levels have 

occurred. 

4.1 Volumes 

In the 105 days from April 18, 1979 to July 31, 1979, a 

total of 167 boardings have taken place on the accessible MTS 

routes. In some cases, a one-way trip involved a transfer 

between one of the six routes. This lowers the number to 132 

one-way trips. An average of 1.3 trips per day are made,though 

on some days as many as five one-way trips have been recorded. 
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During the first week of service, a total of 16 one-way trips 

were made. In the second week, only five one-way trips were 

recorded. By comparison, the user-side subsidy program pro

vides 150 daily trips. The program's 3,000 registrants in

clude approximately 300 regular users. 

Dispatchers logs listing origins and destinations for 

lift users indicate that about ten different individuals use 

the accessible bus service. Most use it on an occasional 

basis. 

Each bus has only one wheelchair tie-down. In one in

stance, two wheelchair users wished to board the same vehicle. 

One of the users was able to shift from the wheelchair, after 

boarding the bus, to a regular seat. The driver then folded 

the wheelchair and placed it behind the seat, out of the way. 

4.2 Frequency and Trip Purpose 

Due in part to the existence of the user-side subsidy 

program, the accessible routes have not attracted any passen

gers making daily trips to work, school, or workshops. A 

large amount of the trip-making is generated on weekends and 

appears to be for shopping, errands, or social-recreational 

purposes. This trend may be shifting to weekday trips. Dur

ing the first two weeks, as much as 61 percent of the usage 

was recorded on weekends. A current tally shows 43 percent 

of the trips being made on weekends. The low levels of rider

ship make it.difficult to draw any conclusions about the lift 

users. 

5.0 Costs 

MTS has only isolated costs for accessible service in 

three areas - - capital purchases, additional personne l, and 

purchased advertising time and space. All other costs are 
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considered to be part of the regular operation and their lift

related portions have not been determined. 

5.1 Capital costs 

The 100 Flxible "new look" buses were equipped with a 

Vapor Travelift. The cost associated with the addition of 

the lift is $8,500 per bus. 

MTS also has an order with General Motors for 150 lift

equipped RTS IIs. Since General Motors manufacturers both 

the vehicle and the lift, it is difficult to isolate the 

cost associated with just the lift. An estimate of $10,000 

has been made. 

5.2 Additional Personnel 

Five additional mechanics were hired to maintain the 100 

lifts. Two remain at the main shop. The other three are 

divided among the three MTS garages. As they work exclusively 

on the lifts, their costs can be directly tied to the new ser

vice. The costs associated with their position, including 

fr i nge benefits, has been estimated to be $120,000. 

5 .3 Marketing 

Media announcements regarding the introduction of acces

sible service were purchased at a cost of $6,600. This was 

all ocated as follows: 

$4,000 for approximately 125 radio announce

ments from the period April 15 through 30; 

and 

$2,600 for newspaper advertisements, includ

ing: 
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Four 3-column x 10-inch ads in the 

Milwaukee Journal on April 15 and 

18, and in the Milwaukee Sentinel 

on April 16 and 19, and 

Twenty 3-column x 10-inch ads on 

April 26 in weekly newspapers cover

ing Milwaukee County. 

This does not include the cost of producing the instruc

tional brochure or the mailings to target market uses. No 

assessment has been made of the effectiveness of these media 

in reaching potential lift users. 
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APPENDIX D 

CASE STUDY - ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 

1.0 Case Study Summary 

Bi-State Development Agency was the first major U.S. tran

sit operator to offer extensive regular fixed-route service to 

wheelchair passengers. The implementation of accessible ser

vice, which was divided into three phases, has undergone sig

nificant transformations. Phase I service was initiated on 

ten routes with 60 vehicles in August 1977. Average Phase I 

monthly ridership was estimated at 199 trips. Phase II, ser

vice expansion, offered accessible service on 22 routes, with 

157 vehicles. Despite the service expansion, average monthly 

ridership dropped to 151 trips. Though severe winter weather 

conditions adversely impacted ridership, inability to meet 

peak and base vehicle requirements was the most serious detri

ment to maintaining riders. Phase III reflected the policy 

decision to curtail accessible service. In September 1978, 

accessible service was provided on 12 routes with 40 vehicles. 

As of May 1979, ridership is estimated at 66 trips per month. 

Maintenance of the lift equipment has inhibited Bi-State's 

ability to provide reliable service. Lift equipment has under

gone 14 retrofits, including remedies to prevent drifting of 

the ramp and actions to taper the sensitive edge. At any one 

time, Bi-State estimates that 40 percent to 50 percent of the 

accessible vehicles are inoperative. 
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Implementation of fixed-route accessible service was in

troduced incrementally as a result of delays encountered with 

the vehicle delivery schedule. The route plan chosen by Bi

state reflects the concept of best overall geographic cover

age rather than concentrated coverage 9n a select few routes. 

During the planning stages, any possible impingement on 

the bus operator's travel time was identified as a potential 

labor problem. Consequently, additional vehicle hours of ser

vice were built into the schedules to counterbalance anticipat

ed increased running time which would result from wheelchair 

boardings and alightings. However, actual delay time caused 

by fixed-route accessible service was considerably less than 

the anticipated delay. Despite the actual delay experienced 

in Phases I and II, extra service hours were programmed into 

Phase III. 

2.0 Case Study Setting 

Bi-State operates transit service in Missouri and Illinois. 

St. Louis City is clearly the focal point of the operations. 

2.1 Geographic and Demographic Characteristics 

Bi-State Development Agency serves seven jurisdictions 

in both Missouri and Illinois. Over two million people with

in 4,501 square miles are located within the service district. 

Bi-State estimates that 7,400 wheelchair users live within 

the seven jurisdictions. In Missouri, the jurisdictions 

served are: St. Charles County, Jefferson County, St. Louis 

City and St. Louis County. Jurisdictions in Illinois are: 

Madison County, Monroe County and St. Clair County. 
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2.2 Institutional Background 

The Bi-State Development Agency was created in 1949 pur

suant to a compact between the States of Missouri and Illinois 

The agency's primary responsibility is operating the region's 

public transit system, which it assumed in April of 1963. 

Though the agency has no taxing powers, it is authorized to 

issue revenue bonds, collect fees from the operation of its 

facilities and receive contributions from individuals, corpo

rations and local and state governments. 

Besides the bus system, Bi-State operates an airport in 

Illinois and the Gateway Arch transportation system. It also 

serves as regional coordinator for the Port of Metropolitan 

St. Louis. 

Bi-State shares planning responsibilities with the East

West Gateway Coordinating Council, the area MPO. The Council 

is responsible for developing a balanced regional multi-modal 

transportation system. It is responsible for the Transporta

tion Improvement Program, the Transportation Systems Manage- . 

ment Element, and the Unified Work Program. Historically, 

the Council's input in planning for the transportation-handi

capped has been of a policy nature. Though the Council main

tains an Elderly and Handicapped Technical Advisory Committee, 

turnover has been high and attendance at the meetings has been 

erratic. The Committee has no affiliation with Bi-State. 

2.3 Transit System Characteristics 

Bi-State operates approximately 160 routes with 1,000 

buses serving 65 million annual passengers. By far, most of 

the service a nd patronage is located within St. Louis City 

and County. Sixty-five percent of all bus tri ps orig inate 

in the City of St. Louis, while 21 percent o r iginate in St. 
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Louis County and 14 percent in Illinois. Bi-State reports 

that the City of St. Louis is the destination of nearly 75 

percent of all patrons. A profile of users indicates that 

most riders use the bus for the journey to work. The average 

user's bus ride is 30 minutes. 

Bi-State routes are served from five garages. Major re

pair and maintenance work is carried out at a central facility 

in St. Louis. Services offered by Bi-State include local, ex

press, neighborhood circulators and special services. The 

basic fare is 25¢, while zone and transfer fares are 10¢ each, 

and the express/park premium is 5¢. Elderly and handicapped 

patrons ride for 10¢ during the off-peak period. An identifi

cation card must be obtained to take advantage of the reduced 

rates. 

3.0 Accessible Service Operation and Development 

The evolution of lift-equipped bus service in St. Louis 

is divided into three phases (Exhibit D-1). The service cut

back from a Phase II high of 22 routes and 126 accessible 

buses to a Phase III low of 12 routes and 40 accessible buses 

was perhaps the single greatest policy decision made by Bi

state regarding accessible service. It was reflective of low 

patronage figures and reliability problems with the lift. 

Despite the anxiety experienced by the operating units in the 

pre-implementation stage, wheelchair service is now treated 

as a normal component of Bi-State service. 

3.1 Service Description and Evolution 

The motivation for providing accessible services appears 

to have been driven by two forces: 

Desire to obviate a potential lawsuit from 

handicapped user groups; and 
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EXHIBIT 0-1 

PHASE-IN OF ACCESSIBLE SERVICE 

Accessible Accessible Assigned 
Date Routes Vehicl es Peak -

Phase I August 1977 10 60 51 

Phase II November 1977 22 157 102 

Phase III September 1978 12 157( l) 40 

(1) Though the total accessible fleet is 157, for practical purposes only 
90 buses are typ i cally available. The spare rat io is, t herefore, ap
proximately 125 percent. 
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Desire to comply with UMTA Special Efforts 

requirements. 

The decision to implement fixed-route accessible service 

occurred after a series of public meetings held to discuss the 

grant application for the purchase of new buses. In August 

1976, a public meeting was held and attended by 100 people. 

Of the 45 people who made oral presentations, 24 spoke in 

favor of total accessibility for Bi-State. The possibility 

of legal action was raised by the speakers, many of whom rep

resented consumer groups. This meeting acted as a catalyst 

to purchase lift-equipped vehicles. At the time of the meet

ing, Bi-State had no plans for the phase-in of accessible 

service. On November 12, 1976, the Bi-State Board voted to 

implement accessible service. 

Fixed-route accessible service in St. Louis followed a 

three-phase evolutionary process: 

Phase I: Initial Service Introduction 

Phase II: Service Expansion 

Phase III: Service Cutback 

The objective of the service was to provide wheelchair users 

with regularly scheduled service at regular intervals. Not 

all buses on the selected routes were accessible, thereby 

indicating Bi-State's preference for a comprehensive, rather 

than concentrated, service concept. Instead of scheduling all 

accessible vehicles on a few routes, Bi-State decided to offer 

geographically dispersed service at less frequent intervals. 

The decision to introduce service incrementally (initial 

introduction and service expansi~n) was caused by delays en

countered with the vehicle delivery schedule. (The first 
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vehicle delivery was expected in March, but did not arrive un

til late spring). Bi-State ordered 157 wheelchair lift-equipped 

Flxible "new look" coaches; the lifts were ordered from Trans-. 
portation Design and Technology (TDT). Many of the TDT lifts 

were subsequently retrofitted by Flxible. Low ridership and 

mechanical difficulties with the lift contributed to the policy 

decision to enter into Phase III (se~~v ice cutback). 

Subsequent to the initiation of wheelchair lift service 

in August 1977, Bi-State received a grant from the U.S. DOT 

Transportation Systems Center to evaluate the first 12.5 months 

of service (Phase I and Phase II). Much of the information 

generated from this evaluation has facilitated the task of 

describing Bi-State's experience with implementing fixed-route 

accessible service. 

3.2 Service Implementation Activities 

Prior to the implementation of fixed-route accessible 

service, Bi-State performed a variety of activities to prepare 

itself for service initiation. The following sections describe 

the pre-implementation activities and the ensuing operations. 

3.2.1 Demand Estimation and Route Selection - No 

primary surveys were conducted to estimate poten

tial demand by wheelchair users. Instead, national 

prevalence rates were used to estimate the number 

of wheelchair users in the service area. Estimates 

were prepared for non-institutionalized and insti

tutionalized wheelchair users. Estimates indicated 

that approximately 7,400 wheelchair users resided 

in the St. Louis area and that 2,600 lived within 

one-quarter mile of the proposed accessible service. 

In the absence of hard data, Bi-State used the num

ber of elderly people living within one-eighth of a 
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mile from each route as a proxy for the number of 

wheelchair users. 

. 
Bi-State selected a plan which would deliver 

the best overall rather than concentrated coverage. 

Though the staff estimated the number of wheelchair 

users, this information was not used for route se

lection. First, the staff identified the system's 

most heavily traveled routes, as well as those routes 

which serve generators thought to be used by the 

handicapped. Nex t, all mixed local and express bus 

routes were identified and eliminated from considera

tion. All routes which had interlining needs were 

also excluded. Of the selected routes, none were 

scheduled to be 100 percent accessible. During 

Phase I, 60 percent of the scheduled trips were ac

cessible, while during Phase II the comparable fig

ure was 71 percent. In Phase III, a significant 

cutback in accessible service was made - - to 31 

percent. 

The route selection process was an in-house 

staff activity. Though Bi-State occasionally con

fers with the East-West Gateway Coordinating Council 

and its Elderly and Handicapped Technical Advisory 

Committee, the Council did not influence route se

lection. As the local operator, Bi-State felt it 

was the most qualified to select routes. 

3.2.2 Operations - Accessible serv ice was expected 

to adversely impact route travel time through in

creased dwell time caused by wheelchair boardings 

and alightings. Increased running time would jeopar

dize schedule adherence, as well as diminish layover 

time. Management perceived any impingement on layover 
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time as a potential labor problem that would have 

to be rectified in the pre-service stages. Con

sequently, an average of 12 minutes of layover time 

was ensured on each of the routes. 

The Schedule Department estimated that the 

operation of fixed-route accessible service would 

provide a 2.7 percent increase in platform hours. 

During Phase I, a total of 245 hours of additional 

weekly vehicle hours of service were added to the 

schedule. During Phase II, 519 hours of weekly 

vehicle hours were added to the schedule. For 

Phase I and Phase II, the first 12.5 months of 

service, 24,435 extra hours of service were added. 

During Phase III, 340 hours of weekly vehicle hours 

were added to the schedule. For the ten-month 

period of September 1978 to June 1979, approximately 

14,000 extra hours of service were added. Actual 

total delay time for Phases I and II was estimated 

to be 509 hours, considerably less than the extra 

24,435 vehicle hours of service that was added to 

the schedule by Bi-State. 

Staff report that a major trouble spot in as

sessing the need for extra hours was that there 

was insufficient wheelchair passenger activity to 

evaluate the service for scheduling ramifications. 

While no actual field data are available to verify 

individual boarding and alighting times, Bi-State 

had performed a special test to estimate total 

dwell time per trip. This test was used to confirm 

Bi-State's decision to add extra vehicle hours of 

service to counterbalance longer dwell times. It 

was not used as a planning tool to estimate the 
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need for extra service hours during the pre

implementation stages. The tests were held at 

Bi-State facilities by wheelchair persons on a 

bus which was not in service. Tests indicated 

that, for a person in a wheelchair without an 

attendant, total dwell time per trip was 225 

seconds or 3.75 minutes (130 seconds for boarding 

and 95 seconds for alighting). For a person in 

a wheelchair with an attendant, total dwell time 

per trip is 630 seconds or 10.5 minutes (355 

seconds for boarding and 630 seconds for alight

ing). Boarding and alighting time is high for a 

wheelchair attendant trip due to Bi-State's policy 

which prohibits non-wheelchair users from riding 

the lift. The attendant must therefore wait until 

the user has been raised to bus floor height and 

then board through the rear door. This requires 

the operator or another passenger to activate the 

door. The attendant then secures the user. In

formation from these tests confirmed the Schedule 

Department's conviction that the extra layover time 

was necessary to allay the concerns of schedulers 

and operators about on-time performance. It is 

not known whether these tests faithfully replicat

ed field conditions. 

Implementation of fixed-route accessible ser

vice necessitated other operational changes. On 

accessible runs, bus operator changeover occurred 

at the end of the route rather than at the garage. 

This policy change contributed to the addition of 

extra vehicle hours to the schedule. Besides the 

changeover at the end of the route and the layover 

time, another operating concern was that delays on 

routes with five-minute headways would cause over

crowding on the following vehicles. 
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A boarding policy procedure was also initiated 

as a result of accessible service. At first, it 

was established that wheelchair patrons would be 

the last to board the bus. This policy was later 

changed to allow priority loading for wheelchair 

passengers. This would enable the wheelchair patron 

to secure himself safely into position while the 

rest of the passengers were boarding. Only wheel

chair patrons are allowed to use the lift, as there 

is insufficient clearance for standees at the outer 

end of the platform. 

Another policy decision made during the pre

implementation phase was to have the bus operator 

radio the dispatcher when a wheelchair user was 

on-board. This policy was designed to serve as 

an accounting mechanism for keeping ridership 

records, as well as a mechanism for ensuring the 

safety of the handicapped user. 

This procedure was not faithfully executed. 

Operators reported that the negotiation of safety 

measures while pulling out of bus stops left little 

time to radio that a wheelchair user was on-board. 

The Bi-State operations supervisor has suggested 

that a form be used to replace the radio proced

ure. The supervisor points out that the bus op

erator must be motivated to comply with the data 

requests, and suggests that the operator be paid 

a nominal fee for the submission, regardless if 

there were any riders. To date, bus operator 

reluctance to radio the presence of a wheelchair 

passenger has made it difficult for Bi-State to 

maintain accurate wheelchair ridership figures. 
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The number of partially- or wholly-missed runs 

was a major concern. According to reported infor

mation, on the average, approximately 16 percent 

of all scheduled accessible runs are missed. Dur

ing Phase II, mechanics bolted ten vehicle lifts 

so as to ensure delivery of service to non-wheelchair 

patrons. In the beginning of service initiation, 

if a lift was inoperable, a road supervisor would 

be dispatched to determine if he could transport 

the wheelchair user in a Bi-State service vehicle. 

This procedure would work only if the user had a 

foldable chair. Users in electrically-powered 

chairs would have to wait until another accessible 

vehicle arrived. Average headways for accessible 

service ranged from 12-17 minutes during the peak 

on the heavily traveled lines, and over one hour 

during the base period. 

The evaluation of the accessible service in

dicates that missed runs were greater than that 

which was reported by the operators. The number 

of buses actively available for runs was consider

ably less than the service reliability statistics 

estimate. Though the actual number o f missed runs 

cannot be accurately verified from the bus operator 

reports for Phase I and Phase II, bus availability 

data at the garage indicate approximately 35 per

cent of the peak trips were missed, while 20 to 30 

percent of the scheduled trips in the base were 

missed. Though service was cut back in Phase III, 

a consequence was that only five percent of all 

accessible runs were missed. 
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3.2.3 Driver Training - All bus operators were 

required to receive training in the operation of 

lift-equipped vehicles. This training was compen

sated at the regular rate rather than at the lower 
Bi-State training rate. Fifteen senior operators 

were given two days of intensive instruction by 

Bi-State staff concerning sensitivity and opera

tion of the lift. In turn, these senior operators 

instructed Bi-State's drivers in proper execution 

of the lift equipment. 

Bus operators were allowed to sign-up for in

struction at their own convenience within a three

week period. An instructor and a wheelchair lift

equipped bus were assigned to each garage. At the 

larger garages, where turnout was expected to be 

high, two instructors were assigned. 

The training session was designed to last one 

hour. A narrated slide show was developed by Bi

State's elderly and handicapped specialist. The 

15-minute slide show was the basis of the sensi

tivity component of the training session. The 

slide show covered such topics as attitude, self

esteem, dignity, wheelchair use and lift procedures, 

and the kneeling feature. The 45-minute segment of 

the training dealt with all operational aspects of 

the lift, including evacuation procedures. Bus 

operators had on-board practice using the lift 

equipment. One driver would activate the lift, 

while the other rode the lift in the wheelchair. 

All operators were giv en a manual describing lift 

operation procedures. 
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As a result of management's decision to avoid 

potential labor problems, bus operators were in-

3tructed not to leave their seats while aiding 

wheelchair passengers. This decision was made to 

obviate the occurrence of any workmen's compensa

tion claims. Generally, bus drivers were instruct

ed to be cooperative and to view accessibility as 

any other service innovation. Once the operators 

were advised that they would not be liable for in

j uries or damages sustained during operation of 

the lift, labor opposition to the service dissi

pated. Though the union raised the issue of re

ceiving additional compensation for operating 

wheelchair lift service, management decided that 

operators of accessible vehicles would not be com

pensated at a higher rate than regular route op

erators. 

The new training program is no longer incor

porated in the new bus operator training session, 

as it is not considered a priority. 

3.2.4 Bus Operator Reaction - Driver reaction to 

the servi ce has been positive. Operators who wish 

to avoid lift service can do so through the job

pick system. To date, Bi-State has not experienced 

any problems in fulfilling the accessible runs. A 

common problem, however, is that drivers do not 

have frequent experience operating the lift. In 

the event that a wheelchair patron wishes to board, 

it is probable that the driver's skills are rusty, 

thereby causing potential problems with lift execu

tion. 
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3.2.5 Maintenance - Maintenance was heavily impact

ed by the implementation of accessible service. Due 

to the initiation of service, six mechanics were 

trained and assigned to a lift repair tour of duty 

on a full-time basis. Three new pits with side bays 

had to be constructed at Bi-State's central mainte

nance facility to enable repairs of the lift equip

ment. All major repair work on the lifts is sched

uled at the central facility. 

Flxible provided the Maintenance Department 

with the following six-step preventive maintenance 

program: 1 

Preventive Maintenance Task 

1) Test Operation (Check for 
binding, physical damage, 
leaks and jerky operation 
- repair as necessary) 

2) Check Reservoir Fluid Level 
(Check with ramp in stowed 
position, and lift system 
de-activated) 

3) Clean and Lubricate Lift 
Track Assembly and Step 
Hinges and Lock Linkage 

4) Inspect for Damaged or 
Loose Wires, Tubing, or 
Connections, and Physical 
Damage 

5) Replace Hydraulic Filter 
Element 

6) Drain and Refill Hydraulic 
Fluid and Conduct Servic
ing and Operating Test 

Recommended 
Interval 

Daily 

Daily (use only 
API service SE 
engine oil) 

Weekly 

Weekly 

Every 6 months 

Every 6 months 
(Use SAEl0W, 

API engine oil) 

Applied Resource Integration Limited, Draft Interim Report 
- Evaluation of St. Louis Accessible Bus Service, 1978, p. 
6-15 and 6-16. 
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Several maintenance tasks were subsequently modi

fied by Flxible to reflect Bi-State's recent ex

perience with the lift. For example, in Task 3, 

a heavier grease than the one originally recom

mended by Flxible is now used. 

Several modifications were made to the lift 

by Flxible prior to service implementation. Dur

ing the pre-testing phase, drifting of the ramp 

and step sections of the lift were noticed. Mod-

. ifications to the lift include: 

Installation of an electrical 

circuit time delay; 

Installation of a higher pressure 

check valve; 

Installation of a positive stow 

lock; and 

Installation of an automatic 

recovery system. 

Besides the drifting of the lift, another ma

jor problem was that the sensitive edge was too 

thick for certain wheelchairs to negotiate entry. 

The edge was tapered in a subsequent modification. 

As a result of scheduling practices in which 

a large proportion of accessible buses are kept in 

service during the base period, accessible buses 

have a considerably lower peak-to-base ratio than 

non-accessible buses. Within the five garages, 

the peak-to-base ratio for accessible buses ranges 

from a low of 1.19 to a high of 1.40. The high 
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utilization of the accessible buses reflects that 

they are not readily available for maintenance 
work during the base period. 

Exhibit D-2 illustrates the number of times 

that a vehicle was sent to the repair facility. 
Group A refers to the 57 vehicles which were put 

into service during Phase I, while Group B repre

sents the 90 vehicles which were put into service 

during Phase II. By the end of September 1978, 

Group A vehicles had accumulated nearly 55,000 

miles each, while Group B vehicles amassed 40,000 

miles each. Phase I vehicles experienced consid

erably more repair work even when the additional 

mileage is considered. This reflects the design 

problems with the lift which were more pronounced 

in Phase I. The bolting of lifts in ten vehicles 

during Phase II contributes to the lower repair 

rate, as a vehicle could accumulate mileage even 

though the lift was inoperative. These vehicles 

could be placed in regular, non-accessible reve

nue service. Phase III information is not yet 

available. 

Bi-State's preventive maintenance schedule 

calls for inspections on a 1,500, 9,000 and 27,000 

mile basis so as to integrate lift repair work 

with other programs. Daily cycling of the lift, 

a component of the preventive maintenance pro

gram, was carried out during Phases I and II, but 

eliminated during Phase III. 

Maintenance categorized lift failures as 

electrical, hydraulic or mechanical. Electrical 

failures concern the control box circuit board 
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EXHIBIT D-2 

SUMMARY OF FLEET REPAIR FREQUENCY 
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assembly and the five micro-switches which control 

lift movement. Hydraulic failures deal with the 

ramp-extending cylinder and the hydraulic mani

fold, while the major mechanical problem was drift

ing. Other mechanical problems dealt with the re

placement of the extending slides which support 

the outer platform and the skiapan. 

The total number of lift repairs by month is 

shown in Exhibit D-3. In many cases, garages faced 

the decision of sending the vehicle to the central 

repair facility for an unknown period of time, or 

keeping the bus with the inoperable lift in ser

vice. Given the possibility of missing regularly 

scheduled service runs, the latter option was fre

quently selected. 

The maintenance of the lift-equipped vehicles 

has become less of a priority during Phase III. 

The number of mechanics has been reduced from six 

(Phase I and Phase II) to four (Phase III}. Re

pairs for transmissions and air conditioning take 

precedence over lifts. 

3.2.6 Marketing - Prior to the initiation of ser

vice, wheelchair lift buses were taken to 35 demon

stration sites in an effort to familiarize poten

tial patrons with the new service. Demonstrations 

were held at major activity centers, as well as at 

social service agency locations. Public turnout 

was reported to be heaviest at the social service 

agencies. Demonstrations were held on both week

days and weekends. 
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TOTAL NUMBER OF REPAIRS BY MONTH 
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Equipment reliability problems detracted from 

the success of the demonstrations. On one occasion, 

the lift started to stow (return to step position), 

while a wheelchair user was still on the lift. 

Staff members report that after this particular 

occurrence, no other potential patrons used the 

lift that day. 

Besides the demonstration program, Bi-State 

used other techniques to publicize the service. 

Prior to Phase I, service timetables were distrib

uted along the ten routes at generators, including 

neighborhood grocery stores. Bi-State ran radio 

commercials and conducted several speaking engage

ments at social service agencies. Modest television 

and newspaper advertisements were run. Pamphlets 

instructing potential patrons on how to use the sys

tem were distributed. Separate telephone lines were 

maintained in the Program Development Department to 

answer questions about the service. 

Current marketing of fixed-route accessible 

service at Bi-State is limited. Departmental em

ployees feel that, in good faith, they are unable 

to market an unreliable service. However, if ques

tions about the service are received, they are 

promptly fulfilled. No media advertisement or 

pamphlet distribution activities are taking place, 

nor are they scheduled to resume. 

3.2.7 Insurance - Bi-State is self-insured and, 

therefore, accessible service had no impact on in

surance expenses. The agency reports that it has 

paid $18,700 in damages to clients resulting from 
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51 separate wheelchair lift-related accidents. 

The claims are for personal injury and property 

damages. 

3.2.8 Coordination - Coordination activities at 

Bi-State are limited. Bi-State does not coordi

nate operations with other social service agencies 

which have transportation services. 

Bi-State and the East-West Gateway Coordinat

ing Council have an independent working relation

ship. The Council and Bi-State do not confer on 

fixed-route accessibility issues, nor have the two 

agencies been able to establish a strong community 

participation program. 

3.2.9 Data Collection - A series of forms and pro

cedures were developed to document the delivery of 

fixed-route accessible service. For the most part, 

the forms were developed specifically for the eval

uation plan which was sponsored by TSC. Bi-State 

had primary responsibility for collecting all eval

uation data. Bi-State staff also critiqued the 

evaluation as it was being carried out. The data 

collection instruments were designed as part of 

the TSC evaluation project. 

Daily Wheelchair Trip and Denial Records 

were maintained (Exhibit D-4). Bus op

erators were requested to radio every 

wheelchair trip; the dispatcher was to 

report time and location of boarding, 

alighting, and the user's Bi-State 

identification number. Reasons for de

nial of service were to be cited. 
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EXHIBIT D-4 

DAILY WHEELCHAIR TRIP & DENIAL RECORD DATE ___ _ 

RUN LINE 

------

-------

.. 

DENIAL CODE 

--

TIME ON DIR. 

--

- - -

-

- -

--

,- - --

--

A - Bus too crowded 

B - W/C positions already 

C • lift malluncl ion 

0 · Olher 

ORIGIN DESTINATION 
no. Denlal 

W/C COIN 

---

-· - -

------

- ·- ---

----

DAILY TRIP TOTAL ____ _ 

DENIALS _______ _ 

Source: Applied Resource Integration, Draft Interim Report - Evaluation of St. Louis Accessible Bus Service, 
197't5, Appendix A. 



Wheelchair trips and denials were 

to be entered on the dispatcher log, 

which notes such occurrences as road 

calls, emergencies and delays. 

A Trouble Log was designed to list 

any problems on the road which in

volved the lifts (Exhibit D-5). 

User Surveys and Travel Diaries were 

maintained, but met with limited suc

cess. Few users were ever identified. 

Out of a total of 16 users who were 

surveyed, only nine had made any trips 

during the three-week period when the 

travel diaries were to be kept. Ex

hibit D-6 illustrates the Travel 

Diary form. 

A Non-User Survey was administered 

to wheelchair persons who had not used 

Bi-State's services. Surveys were ad

ministered in a non-random fashion to 

hospitals and social service agencies. 

Over 60 completed returns from non

institutionalized users were returned, 

while over 200 responses from insti

tutionalized users were submitted. 

Two Able-Bodied Rider Surveys were 

conducted to ascertain attitudes on 

accessible service and whether or not 

any inconvenience had occurred as a 

result of fixed-route accessible ser

vice. 
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Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

Scheduled 
Llfl Run• 

TROUBLE 
CODE 

EXHIBIT D-5 

WEEKLY TROUBLE SUMMARY WEEK OF ___ _ 

Missed Runs 
Code A CodeB 

--~ 
Full Pertlal no, min. "o. 

- - ,._ 

A LIii stuck In slop poslllon- wo,,·t deploy 

B lift stuck k1 olho!r pos11Jon- won'1 stow 

C Ult ,tuck on cu,b 

D Sl"I" ollr,plnq 

rnh 

E Automatic barr ,.,, doe._,.·t funct Ion p,operly 

F Acctdent lnvohln,g pet!on In wheelchalr 

G Secltfemt-nt devk:e 

Trouble Occuronce 

Coda C CodeO CodoE Co<leF Totef1 

no. 

·-

min. no. min. 

-- - - --

·--

RECTIFICI\ TION 
CODE 

no. "''"· no. min. no. 

•= 

---

·- --

- ----

- --

---

X Bin ,~s,flu~ed 

Y Emergency dlt;petc~r s~nl 

Z S1- coiled 

min. 

- --

Recllllcatlon rrocedure 

Codex , CoooY c.-z 

no. min, no. min. no. min. 

- -

Source: Applied Resource Integration, Draft Interim Report - Evaluation of St. Louis Accessible Bus Service, 1978, Append ix C. 
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EXHIBIT D-6 

Bl-STATE LIFT BUS TRAVEL DIARY NAME ______ _ 

I 
! j 

,,.Or..__ 

...... _., _ .... 
- -•-- 1 ,-----1- --

,. 

--- J_J!JT -1- J ;, ! 
~L':::. -

Acceu tG 
o.., ....... iew\ 

-1--c- ........ 
··•""' .... -§ 1 1 1t•11H! 

I_,..., Ju 1 ::i .. - ...... - ----
IB .. 

__ , ____ , _____ , ------- •--- --•--·-+-·-·- 1,----1-- I- I - --· 1--- 1------- ---+--- - 1---- 1--- - 1---.._--I 
J . 

---

___ , __ , __ .. - ---,- ·---1--1- --- 1--1- - 1--1--- 1---1------ ----•---•- - - 1- --1------- ---- -

' · 
I ---- - 1----l - - l --1-- - 1- 1- - 1 - 1-- --1-- - --- t----l --l--·l--+-t-----------

5. 

·--1 - -----+ 1- - 1- - 1--1- -1- - 1·- f- - 1··------ - 1---- 1- - ·1· -··+ - - 1--•t------ - ,---
I , 

---•- ---o----------<---l----+----1--- 1--' --1----'-- · _ ---1---1---1 
1. 

-------·-1---- I --1--- J-- - - -1- - -- 1- -~------ I- --- 1- ----1- --- 1- - - 1--1------ ---

a. 

9 . 

10. 

MODE 
CODE 

1. Walk/wheel unattended 
2. Walk/wheel attended 
3. Taxi 
4. Auto passenger 
S. Auto driver 
6. Agency transportation 

WEATHER 
CODE 

1. Clear, warm 
2. Clear, cold 
3. Rain 
4. Snow 

--•• l --1 --•·"·--- 1 - ------- - 1 ---- 1------J--1--- - 1-- --1 

-- - •-· -- - 1 ·--- - - - -----1----•-----1- - - l----- 1---1---- -·- ----

TRIP PURPOSE 
CODE 

1. Work 
2. Sheltered occupation 
3. Rehabilitation 
4 . School 
5. Shopping 
6. Personal business 
7. Social/recreation 
8 . Home 
9 . Other 

LIFT BUS TROUBLE 
CODE 

1. Lift malfunction - denied entrance into vehicle 
2. Lift malfunction - boarded vehicle with delay 
3. Bus too crowded - denied entry 
4. Both wc positions occupied - entry denied 
S. Lift bus late - trip delayed 
6. Other (describe in Comments) 
7 . Snow or other environment 
8 . Securement device 
9. No trouble 

ALTERNATE MODE 
CODE 

1. Auto passenger 
2. Auto driver 
3. Walk/wheel unattended 
4. Walk/wheel with assistance 
S. Taxi 
6. Social agency transportation 
7. Other (describe in Comments) 
8. Would not make trip 

Source: Applied Resource Integration, Draft Interim Report - Evaluation of St. Louis Accessible Bus Service, 1978, Appendix B. 



Driver and Supervisor Surveys were 

also conducted to ascertain attitudes 

about the service and whether it was 

being used with confidence. 

Bus Maintenance Master Record and 

Status Master Record provide a com

plete history of lift-related repair 

work. This information was used to 

complete a picture of maintenance 

costs, breakdowns, availability and 

impacts relating to vehicle mileage. 

Exhibits D-7 and D-8 illustrate the 

Bus Status and Bus Maintenance Master 

Records. 

As was the case with marketing, data collec

tion activites have decreased. Bus operators do 

not regularly report wheelchair boardings and lift 

problems over the radio. Failure to report board

ings is partially attributable to heavy radio traf

fic and continuing operator reluctance to follow 

the procedure. Maintenance data collection activi

ties continue to be executed. Maintenance repairs 

for lifts are part of the regular recordkeeping 

efforts. The Program Evaluation Department trans

fers the information onto the specifically designed 

forms. 

4.0 Ridership 

Ridership records are maintained on the basis of radio 

communication between the bus operator and the dispatcher. 

However, due to driver reluctance to follow the procedure 

and heavy radio traffic, accurate ridership statistics are 
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DAY 

,. 
2. 

3. 

EXHIBIT D-7 

GARAGE _ ___ _ 

BUS STATUS MASTER RECORD MONTH _ _ __ _ 
YEAR _____ _ 

BUS NO. 

:-1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I LGfl I I 
--~~I I I I 1 · I~, I I I I I I I I I I I I I I~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

,o. 
11 . 

12. 

13. 

? -14. 
N 15. 
Oo -

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21 . 

22 

23. 

2•. 

2!>. 

--~----t-t-1 1-+--+-I I --1-LI 1 ·· 1 ~1-1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 11 I I I I I I I I I I H I I 
19. 

30. 

JI. 

STATUS CODE A 
B 
C 

Lift & Bus OK 
Lift out 
Bus out; Lift OK 

Source: Applied Resource Integration, Draft Interim Report - Evaluation of St. Louis Accessible Bus Service, 
1978, Appendix C. 
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Date 
.. 
C 
m 
1: ... 
::; 

EXHIBIT D-8 

BUS MAINTENANCE MASTER RECORD 
.. 

Description / Action 
Odometer 

MAINTENANCE CODE 

Reading 

D 
s 

M 
PM 

Cycle. Labor 

Reading 
hr&. co:.t 

Dispatcher 
Supervisor 
Maintenance 
Shop Check 

BUS no.-···-

Materials 

co•I Item 

Source: Applied Resource lntegr~tion, Draft Interim Report - Evaluation of St. Louis 
Accessible Bus Service, 1978, Appendix M. 



unavailable. For example, travel diaries kept by users over 

a three-week period documented that 44 trips were taken. How

ever, the bus operator reports for the same period account for 

only 24 of these trips. Bi-State therefore estimated that the 

actual number of trips was approximately twice the number of 

reported trips. Bi-State follows a practice of doubling the 

reported ridership. 

4.1 Volumes 

Since the program's inception in August 1977, until May 

31, 1979, an estimated 2,580 one-way trips have been made by 

wheelchair persons, or approximately 126 trips per month 

(Exhibit D-9). Ridership was greatest in Phase I and lowest 

in Phase III. The reduction in Phase III service adversely 

impacted ridership. 

Bi-State performed a special analysis to determine the 

number of individual users. Staff tried to assign 1,026 trips 

to specific users, based on repeat travel patterns for origin, 

destination, route traveled, and time of day. Bi-State identi

fication numbers were also used to determine individual users. 

Since most operators failed to report the identification num

ber, this procedure had limited value in estimating individual 

ridership. All wheelchair trips could not be assigned, as 

there were scattered origins and destinations which did not 

fit into any recognizable travel pattern. Bi-State was able 

to assign 92 percent of the 1,026 trips. 

Bi-State estimates that only 60 different wheelchair 

patrons have used the fixed-route accessible service. This 

represents 0.54 percent of the estimated wheelchair popula

tion in the Bi-State service area. The staff estimates that 

48 percent of all wheelchair trips were made by three individ

uals: the remaining trips were made by more infrequent users. 
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EXHIBIT D-9 

WHEELCHAIR RIDERSHIP 

Total One-
Way Trips Monthly 

Phase I 538 199 

Phase II 1 , 516 151 

Phase III (a) 
526 66 

TOTAL 2,580 1 26 ( b) 

(a) Phase III ridership is inclusive through May 1979 

(b) Based on 20.5 months of service 
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According to a Bi-State survey, users indicated that 

denial of service (lift failure) and physical barriers (curb 

cuts) were the two most important reasons for not using the 

service. Non-users stated that they had other available 

means of transportation. 

4.2 Trip Denials 

Bus operators were also required· to report trip denials 

as well as trips served. Bi-State estimates, however, that 

reported denials were less than actual denials. The number 

of bus operator-reported denials for Phase I and Phase II 

averaged 9.3 denials per month. Reported denials ranged 

from a low of one in August 1977 to a high of 31 in April 

1978. There were no reported denials in September 1977. 

Reported denials are for scheduled trips only. 

4.3 Frequency and Trip Purpose 

User travel diaries, which were completed by nine of 16 

respondents, indicate that work and sheltered occupation trips 

were the most common, followed by home and recreational trip 

purposes. The users also reported that they had access to 

alternate transportation modes, primarily as an auto passen

ger. 

5.0 Costs 

Capital, start-up and additional marginal operating costs 

have been incurred in order to implement fixed-route accessible 

service. These costs are derived from the TSC evaluation. 

5.1 Capital Costs 

Besides the purchase of the vehicles, Bi-State had to in

stall three special pits at a cost of $1,750 each or $5,250. 
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Even though the pits can be used to service non-accessible 

vehicles, their cost is attributed to the phase-in of acces

sible vehicles. Total capital costs are: 

Accessible Equipment on Vehicles Cost 

Maintenance Facility Cost 

TOTAL 

5.2 Start-up Costs 

$912,555 

5,250 

$917,805 

These costs, which pertain to the following activities, 

were derived from Bi-State estimates and records. 

Marketing and Publicity Costs $ 35,174 

Maintenance Preparation Costs 31,010 

Driver Training Costs 16,322 

Administrative Costs 14,040 

TOTAL $ 95,546 

5.3 Marginal Operating Costs 

Additional operating costs are as follows for Phases I, 

II and III. Phase III is inclusive through June 1979. 

Additional Service Hours Cost 

Lift Repair Costs 

Preventive Maintenance Costs 

Administrative & Support Staff Costs 

Accident Liability Costs 

TOTAL 
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$349,766 

375,516 

88,113 

167,070 

18,700 

$999,165 





APPENDIX E 

CASE STUDY - SANTA CLARA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA 

1.0 Case Study Summary 

The Santa Clara County Transit District currently has 52 

accessible vehicles, 13 of which are deployed on two fixed

routes. Only 13 out of the 52 buses are deployed since there 

have been mechanical problems which cause the lifts to drift. 

Accumulators have been installed in approximately 20 vehicles 

to remedy the drifting problem. All vehicles are scheduled 

to be retrofitted. 

Santa Clara's two accessible routes operate from the 

same garage. The third accessible route will become opera

tional in October 1979, 1 while a fourth route is scheduled 

to offer lift service by the end of the year. All routes 

are scheduled to be 100 percent accessible. The buses are 

manufactured by Gillig Corporation and have a Transportation 

Design and Technology (TOT) lift installed in the front door. 

There are three wheelchair tie-downs in each of four vehicles, 

while each of the remaining coaches have only one tie-down. 

Planning of accessible service in Santa Clara was ac

companied by a high degree of consumer participation. The 

Ad Hoc Committee on Transportation for the Handicapped as

sisted the District in the plotting of the first accessible 

route. Rather than make an existing route accessible, the 

District and the Committee decided to create a new route 

1 This case study was prepared prior to the initiation of 
the third and fourth accessible routes in Santa Clara County. 



which was specifically tailored to meet the travel needs of 

the transportation-handicapped. Subsequent routes which were 

made accessible were part of the existing transit system and 

connected with this route. 

The Ad Hoc Committee and the District continue to exhibit 

a strong working relationship. The Committee is active in 

planning, training and marketing activities. In fact, dis

abled volunteers from the Ad Hoc Committee assist the District 

in the operation of the passenger familiarization program. 

Santa Clara's route plan reflects the concept of concen

trated rather than geographically dispersed coverage. Instead 

of spreading a limited number of vehicles over a large number 

of routes, the District decided to assign buses to only a 

few routes. Initially, service was introduced on one 

route. The District has not had to modify service standards 

as a result of the phase-in, and no additional layover time 

has been added to the schedule. To date, the principal main

tenance problem is the tendency of the lifts to drift. 

Santa Clara's experience with the phase-in of accessible 

service has yet to be evaluated. Origin and destination in

formation has not been compiled. A full evaluation of rider

ship is anticipated to be conducted once the three lines are 

completely operational. 

2.0 Case Study Setting 

Santa Clara County Transit District operates service in 

15 jurisdictions. The City of San Jose is the largest of the 

jurisdictions. 
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2.1 Geographic and Demographic Characteristics 

As of the 1970 census, the Santa Clara service area pop

ulation is 1.2 million. The District serves 70,000 revenue 

passengers a day. The flat fare is 25¢, while student fare 

is 10¢. During the peak hours, elderly and handicapped ride 

for 10¢, while during the base period they ride at no charge. 

The District does not have any zone fares. 

2.2 Institutional Background 

The Santa Clara County Transit District (SCCTD) is ad

ministered by the Santa Clara County Transportation Agency, 

an arm of the county government. The County Board of Super

visors is also the Board of Directors of the Transit District. 

The Transportation Agency is essentially the old Department 

of Roads and Highways of the county. The MPO for the area is 

the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC), located in 

San Francisco. 

2.3 Transit System Characteristics 

The SCCTD total fleet size is 351 vehicles, of which 217 

are used during the peak hour. The buses operate out of four 

divisions on 45 routes throughout the county. 

Dial-a-ride service is provided to the general public in 

the South County sector with a three-wheelchair tie-down Gil

lig coach and three inaccessible Gillig coaches. The one ac

cessible coach services all four zones. SCCTD plans to even

tually have all dial-a-ride vehicles accessible. 
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3.0 Accessible Service Operation and Development 

Fixed-route accessible service was implemented in 1976 

with four FMC Handicoaches. SCCTD developed its own lifts 

for these vehicles - - TE-1 and TE-2 (Transit Elevators}. 

These lifts were only produced in small numbers by the SCCTD 

staff. Service was significantly expanded in October 1978 

when the Gillig buses were put into service. The following 

sections document the planning and implementation activities. 

3.1 Service Evolution and Description 

On the average, 13 accessible Gillig buses are operated 

daily on two routes. This is in addition to the vehicle 

which operates in the demand-responsive mode in the South 

County. Average daily headway on Route 18 is 120 minutes, 

with no difference between peak and base. Route 64 has a 

15-minute headway that changes to 30 minutes on evenings and 

weekends. Route 62 will become accessible in October 1979, 

with vehicles scheduled at 30-minute headways. 

The decision to implement fixed-route accessible service 

can be traced to the District's demand-responsive service for 

the general public. The service, initiated in November 1974, 

was short-lived. This service was in effect until May of 1975 

when a court decision in favor of a consortium of private taxi

cab operators forced the abandonment of this service. The 

Transit Agency is now legally permitted to provide dial-a-ride 

service only in rural South County. A general dial-a-ride 

service is still provided there. A lift-equipped Gillig bus 

is now used in this operation to provide service to the area's 

elderly and handicapped, as well as the able-bodied population. 
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In 1975, a study by Bechtel Corporation reported that a 

minimum of 100 buses would be required to provide adequate 

demand-responsive service to elderly and handicapped people 

in the service area. In late 1975, SCCTD performed a cost 

analysis of a totally accessible fleet for fixed-route ser

vice, and one with only 60 accessible vehicles operating in 

the demand-responsive mode. Based on their operating costs, 

the demand-responsive system would increase the operati ng 

budget by 55 percent with a minimal impact on serving the 

needs of the elderly and handicapped population. As a result 

of this analysis and recommendations from the Ad Hoc Committee 

on Transportation for the Handicapped, the Board of Directors, 

on April 12, 1976, adopted a resolution calling for total 

fixed-route accessibility. The county instituted a project 

to retrofit some of its older vehicles and to purchase new 

buses with a lift. 

UMTA has already approved a grant to retrofit the 81 pre

viously purchased non-accessible Gillig buses. In addition, 

there is an outstanding order for 50 rear-door lift General 

Motors RTS-IIs; delivery is expected in December 1979. Be

sides the General Motors RTS-IIs on order, the District has 

66 General Motors RTS-IIs, turned over by AC Transit, which 

may be retrofitted with a prototype front door lift now be

ing developed by three companies. A grant application is 

being processed for 134 more accessible buses. This will ac

count for virtually an entirely accessible fleet, well within 

the vehicle-related program accessibility requirements of the 

504 Regulation. 

3.2 Service Implementation Activities 

Prior to the phase-in of fixed-route accessible service, 

SCCTD performed a variety of activities to prepare itself f o r 

service initiation and operation, 
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3.2.1 Demand Estimation and Route Selection -

Before the initiation of fixed-route service, there 

was essentially no transportation available to the 

general handicapped population. There was, however, 

a handful of specialized services available to some 

social service clients. These services, however, 

did not provide any usable ridership information, 

primarily due to their scattered nature and the 

specialized populations they were serving. 

As mentioned in a previous section, in early 

1974 the Transit District was planning to initiate 

a countywide dial-a-ride system for the general 

population, which also included some accessible 

vehicles for handicapped and elderly persons. For 

this service, four FMC Handicoaches were ordered. 

Dial-a-ride for the general public began in Novem

ber 1974 and ended in May 1975 because of the 

aforementioned court decision. Service for handi

capped persons had not, at that time, been initiated 

because the Handicoaches were late in arriving. 

At this time the Ad Hoc Committee on Transportation 

for the Handicapped had been created. In September 

of 1975, the Committee assisted the Transit District 

in soliciting information from elderly and handi

capped persons for designing an appropriate fixed

route for the deployment of the four Handicoaches 

in fixed-route service. Questionnaires were 

placed in newspapers and delivered to social ser

vice agencies. The resulting information on de

sired destinations was used to plot Route 18, a 

special route designed to specifically serve el

derly and handicapped persons. This was done in

stead of making an existing fixed-route accessible. 
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Route 18 went into service in December 1975, and 

the origin/destination information generated from 

this route helped establish future direction. 

Route 18 was specifically designed to serve gen

erators of particular interest to the disabled com

munity, but became a part of the overall SCCTD 

route network. 

Both before Route 18 was initiated and during 

its operation, some attempts were made to estimate 

the demand for service. The principal data source 

was the 1970 census w.hich indicated that somewhere 

between 1-2 percent of the population was physical~ 

ly disabled and that the transit-dependent popula

tion was between 3-4 percent. In 1975, the County 

Planning Department conducted a special "Census '75" 

which, for the first time, attempted to collect 

comprehensive demographic data in Santa Clara 

County. Information from these sources was sketchy 

at best and did not provide adequate demand estima

tions. The best sources of data in this case, in 

the opinion of the Planning Staff, were the rider

ship on Route 18 and input from the Ad Hoc Committee. 

The Planning Staff believes that this procedure , 

that is, working closely with the disabled community 

and initiating a phase-in operation, is a usef ul 

tool. 

Once the decision had been made in April 197 6 

to purchase only accessible buses, the Planning 

Staff and the Ad Hoc Committee proceeded to design 

a formal plan and establish route priorities. Work

ing closely with the Committee, the Planning Staff 

developed a set of three initial routes serving 
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a variety of generators and which connected with 

Route 18. For example, Route 18 serves Stanford 

University, DeAnza College, San Jose City College 

and San Jose State University. Route 64 connects 

with the only other college, University of Califor

nia at Santa Clara, as well as a BART station. 

Another route, Route 62, was originally not sched

uled for implementation in this first set. How

ever, the AID Center, an independent living center, 

is a major generator for disabled individuals now 

located in Route 62's service area. The AID Center 

was originally located on Route . 18 and, when it 

moved, the route serving it was given a high pri

ority. Route 64 was implemented on February 14, 

1979. Route 62 will go into service in October 

1979. 

Route 66 will be implemented when there are 

sufficient vehicles. After the first three routes 

have been initiated, an evaluation will be per

formed on their ridership and operation. This 

will be presented to the Planning Committee of 

the Transportation Commission, the Commission 

itself, and finally to the SCCTD Board of Directors. 

In deciding priorities for new routes, not 

only are generators taken into account, but the 

number of buses required per route and the size 

of the buses. One of the initial requirements 

was to pick routes which required few buses, thus 

allowing the available coaches to be spread fur

ther. An early decision of the Planning Staff and 

the Ad Hoc Committee was that every coach on each 

chosen route would be accessible. Existing rider

ship on the routes was also considered. The 
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Gillig buses have only _a 35-passenger seating 

capacity and several routes require larger ve

hicles. 

3.2.2 Operations - To date, no service standards 

have been modified to accommodate accessible ser

vice. Generally, layover and recovery times are 

adequate to provide for the loading and unloading 

of ~isabled passengers. The only factor which 

may be affected is seating capacity since acces

sible buses have fewer seats. The only accessible 

buses currently in the SCCTD fleet are the smaller 

Gillig buses. These are only used on routes which 

do not have high standing loads. The Santa Clara 

County Transit District has a very low peak-to

base ratio and has not experienced any difficulty 

in providing a bus with fewer seats. In fact, its 

experience is the opposite of that predicted by 

others, as accessible buses actually provide more 

room for standees than a non-accessible bus. 

This is attributable to the interior design of 

the bus, which provides an adequate turning radius 

for the wheelchair user. 

Accessible service will be expanded greatly 

with the arrival of new General Motors RTS-II 

buses. The Santa Clara County Transit District 

will soon begin retrofitting the 66 General Motors 

RTS-IIs originally intended for AC Transit. Since 

these have not been lift-equipped and users have 

indicated their preference for a front-door lift 

location, three lift manufacturers and retrofit

ters have been asked by SCCTD to develop a proto

type front-door lift for the General Motors RTS

IIs. These are due later this year. The models 
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will be evaluated by SCCTD staff and the Ad Hoc 

Committee. When these buses are ready, routes 

which require larger capacity buses can be made 

accessible. The Transit District also has an 

order directly with General Motors for 50 rear

door lift-equipped RTS-II buses. 

Dwell time has not been adversely affected 

by the implementation of accessible service. 

Currently, loading time varies within a wide 

range, depending upon passenger mobility. On 

the whole, the average dwell time does not seem 

to have changed. Precise figures will be avail

able after the preliminary evaluation. This is 

scheduled to be done when the first three routes 

have been operational for awhile. 

The major impact on operations is dispatch

ing lift-equipped buses for the accessible routes. 

This has necessitated some procedural changes to 

assure the assignment of lift-equipped buses to 

the accessible routes. Under normal circumstances, 

buses go out randomly from the pool at the begin

ning of the day's run. Special care must now be 

taken to assure that accessible buses go out only 

on accessible routes. This presents a special 

problem for the spares pool. Since all the lifts 

have not been retrofitted with an accumulator to 

prevent drifting, the District experiences diffi

culty in assuring that accessible spares will be 

available when there is a breakdown. Usually, 

when a bus breaks down on any route served from 

that particular depot, a spare is drawn from the 

general spares pool. On occasion, this has meant 
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that an accessible bus was assigned to a non

accessible route. When an accessible bus breaks 

down, there is no choice but to replace it with 

an inaccessible bus, even though the route is 

supposed to have all accessible buses. The only 

other option is to not replace that vehicle un

til there is a spare accessible vehicle available. 

This would leave a hole in the service. The Tran

sit District estimates that, unless it is possible 

to reserve a pool of accessible buses above and 

beyond the normal spares pool, this problem will 

not be solved until approximately 50 percent of 

the fleet is accessible. When this point is 

reached, then approximately 50 percent of the 

spares would be accessible buses and they believe 

the problem would disappear. SCCTD has made no 

garage or storage changes for these buses and has 

attempted to solve the problem only by varying 

the dispatch procedure. The District has had 

general maintenance problems, some not always 

related to the lifts, and therefore cannot afford 

to keep the accessible buses in a_special spares 

pool. 

To date, there has been no adverse effect 

on service due to accessibility. No changes in 

schedules have been made nor has there been any 

change in procurement schedules, except that buses 

have not arrived on a timely basis. These delays 

have caused some relatively minor changes in pri

orities and programming. The general reliability 

of equipment, not related to the lift, has caused 

some changes in operations and scheduling. Recent 

studies have shown, for example, that the growth 
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of the county necessitates more vehicles than 

were originally planned in the five-year plan. 

The gas shortage and ridership growth, especial

ly for commuter service, has necessitated these 

revisions. 

Revisions in the overall development of the 

system have affected accessibility in a variety 

of ways, rather than accessibility affecting 

the development of the system, For example, 

some accessible route priorities were based on 

the bus size; that is, the use of the smaller 

Gillig accessible buses, rather than the larger 

accessible buses to be delivered later. However, 

the increased ridership has often required the 

use of larger buses which meant that certain 

routes could not be implemented with accessible 

equipment as originally planned. This is especial

ly true of Route 66 which feeds a BART station. 

Previously, it was a relatively low ridership 

route, consisting primarily of "excursion trips." 

The smaller Gillig buses were appropriate until 

Route 66 attracted more commuters. Providing 

accessible service on this route will either re

quire that the headways be cut in half (requiring 

twice as many buses) or waiting until the General 

Motors RTS-IIs have been retrofitted. Some mem

bers of the Planning Staff have suggested that 

decreasing the headway would be desirable in any 

event, and its interface with BART gives it a 

high priority for accessibility. Other plans in

clude instituting special accessible express ser

vice to BART. 
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3.2.3 Training - The District has instituted an 

"Operator Familiarization" program. Each driver 

has two hours of special training, in addition 

to the standard operator training program. This 

includes both "hands on" use of the equipment 

and familiarization with the concept of "full 

accessibility" and "mainstreaming." During this 

training program, each driver spends a portion of 

the time using the lift in a wheelchair, on crutches, 

and blindfolded. This training program is conducted 

with a volunteer recruited from the Ad Hoc Committee 

who demonstrates the use of the lift and answers 

any questions that might arise regarding disabled 

individuals. The volunteer spends at least ten 

minutes with each driver. The Transit District 

believes that the direct participation of a dis

abled person is a necessary component to an effective 

training program. 

The Transit District has recently identified 

the need for some refresher training, especially 

since several drivers were trained some time ago 

and the lifts were not able to _be deployed because 

of the drifting problem. Even drivers who are now 

scheduled on accessible routes may need a refresher 

course since they may not serve many wheelchair 

users and thus do not have an opportunity to fre

quently deploy the lift. 

The union at the Santa Clara County Transit 

District is politically active in the affairs of 

the Transit District and members of the union are 

often present at Board and other meetings. As a 

result, they have been informed of all the steps 
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in the implementation process, and members of the 

Ad Hoc Advisory Committee have made contacts at 

various times with union members. 

Santa Clara County Transit District has experi

enced no labor problems as a result of the accessi

bility issue. The Transit District's policy is that 

the lift is available to all "self-assisted" mobility

impaired individuals. Drivers are not required to 

assist anyone on the lift. However, many do assist, 

partly due to their sensitivity training. But 

since they are not required to do so by management, 

there is apparently no friction in this area. 

There is, however, some concern that the RTS-Ils 

on order may create problems because of the rear-

door lift location. (This group of RTS-IIs is 

separate from the 66 buses from AC Transit which 

will be retrofitted with a front-door lift). 

In addition to training drivers, SCCTD has 

required that all road supervisors and operations 

management participate in a version of the operator 

familiarization training program. This training 

has been invaluable, in their opinion, in making 

the transition to accessible service easier. 

3.2.4 Public Acceptance - The District reports 

no complaints from the general public regarding 

the lift service. Drivers are asked to report 

any on-board difficulties that may occur. Pas

sengers are encouraged to file complaints with 

the Transit District if they experience difficul

ties. These passenger complaints come through 

the same department that is responsible for most 

of the planning activities, and the staff has been 

alerted to watch for such complaints. 
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3.2.5 Maintenance - The principal maintenance 

problem identified with the TDT lifts is that of 

"drifting." The lift has a tendency to shift be

low its stowed position during normal operation 

of the vehicle. To some extent, this problem is 

alleviated if the lift is used often enough. 

Those lifts which have the highest usage are 

generally the easiest to maintain. TDT is cur

rently installing an "accumulator" to correct 

the drifting problem. As yet, there is insuffi

cient operational experience to determine whether 

or not this really solves the problem. In general, 

the Fleet Manager stated that the lift is simpler 

to maintain than the air conditioning. However, 

there is insufficient experience to estimate the 

maintenance cost of the lift versus other sub

systems. 

Drivers are intstructed to cycle the lift at the 

beginning and end of each run, and during the lay

over period. Santa Clara has discovered that the 

more use the lift gets, the less maintenance it re

quires and the more reliable it becomes. Ensuring 

that this procedure is followed has not been easy. 

However, several members of the Ad Hoc Committee 

have been making spot checks at the turnaround 

points of accessible routes to see if the drivers 

are, in fact, cycling the lifts. 

Another problem that has been noticed is 

the vulnerability of the front-door location. 

On one particular day, three of the buses were 

inoperable because of the failure of the lift 

and six were down because of an accident. The 

accidents were not major but still resulted in 
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a slight deformation of the stepwell and conse

quent binding of the lift. 

A separate report is being developed to track 

lift maintenance problems. When completed, this 

procedure will result in a daily "lift report" 

which will record any problems directly related 

to the lift. This will eventually be fed into a 

computer to generate graphs and other analysis de

vices. In general, the lifts are inspected every 

1,000 miles for leaks. In addition, after 4,000 

miles, the operation is checked. At 8,000 and 

24,000 miles, a more thorough "overhaul" is per

formed. The buses average 150 miles per day. 

No new equipment has been purchased to main

tain the lifts and there have been no modifications 

to the garaging facilities. Nor is there a priority 

for maintaining the accessible buses other than to 

assure that there are enough available for the ac

cessible runs. 

To help identify problems, the driver is re

quired to record any malfunctions and supply this 

information to the Maintenance Department. In ad

dition, the driver is required to operate the lift 

at each end of the run and record any abnormal be

havior. 

Initially, TDT supplied a practice lift for 

the Maintenance Department, and classroom instruc

tion was given on correct lubrication procedure, 

preventive maintenance and operation. This prac

tice lift will be used to conduct future on-the

job training. TDT also demonstrated how to remove 
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a damaged lift and how to install a new one. 

In this regard, the District believes that the 

spare ratio is inadequate as there' are only five 

or six extra buses which have been retrofitted 
• with the accumulator. TDT also conducted an ac-

ceptance review of the lifts as they arrived, in

cluding inspection for leaks and operation. Dur-

ing this process, the drifting problem was identi

fied. This problem worsened as the buses went in-

to service. The District believes that it is too 

early to determine whether or not the training has 

been adequate, since the procedure has not "peaked" 

yet. However, the District believes that there is 

a need for more extensive training of mechanics and 

that an add-on training package needs to be developed 

as a refresher. 

Much of the work currently being done, includ

ing the installation of the accumulator, is under 

provisions of the warranty. It is too early to tell 

whether there will be any problem with parts avail

ability. So far, the Transit District has not 

needed to stock significant quantities of spare 

parts, since TDT has been supplying them. 

Thus far, the major problem has been keeping 

the accessible buses on the street due to overall 

equipment problems with all the components. Problems 

with braking and overheating often require replac

ing an accessible bus with an inaccessible one, 

as there are insufficient lift-equipped spares 

which have been retrofitted with the accumulators. 
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3.2.6 Marketing - When SCCTD's own lift design 

was generally perfected, the Transit District com

missioned the production of a film showing its use. 

This film was designed primarily as a marketing 

tool and was shown extensively at community meet

ings, schools and various transit meetings. This 

film, while still of value in many ways, is no 

longer being used because the technology has 

changed. It is doubtful that Santa Clara County 

Transit District will make another film showing 

the new TDT lift. 

The primary marketing technique being used 

now is called "Passenger Familiarization." This 

is a program in which a community meeting is ar

ranged and a demonstration bus and mock-ups of the 

lift and tie-down are demonstrated. The use of the 

mock-ups allows people in wheelchairs to familiarize 

themselves with the approach ramp, slope, aisle, 

seat and the maneuvering necessary to board the 

lift and to secure the tie-down. Since only one 

person at a time can board the bus, and the process 

may take some time if people are not familiar with 

it, the use of the mock-ups allows many more people 

to try the system in a shorter period of time. The 

usual process is for wheelchair users to practice 

on the mock-up until they have found the best way 

to bo~rd the lift and to secure themselves. Then, 

they actually board the bus. The use of the mock

ups also means that a demonstration can be conducted 

even if a bus is not available. 
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The Passenger Familiarization program makes 

extensive use of disabled volunteers recruited from 

the Ad Hoc Committee. Every session has at least 

one wheelchair user and semi-ambulatory person 

available to demonstrate the lift_. This program 

is an outreach activity sponsored by the Transit 

District, and meetings are arranged at convenient 

locations, particularly on the advice of the Ad 

Hoc Committee. Groups and organizations do not 

request that the bus come out, but rather are 

informed of a schedule of such appearances. The 

Transit District has been running a newspaper ad 

announcing the time and location of these meeting s 

under the slogan, "A Bus for Everyone." They 

have also created a new logo for the accessible 

bus program. 

The Ad Hoc Committee has requested that the 

Transit District create a slide/sound show for use 

at other meetings where the bus or the mock-up are 

not appropriate. Also planned is a change in the 

time-guide (schedule) to indicate that the route 

is accessible. There is, incidently, no marking 

on the bus or indication in the body of the sched

ule itself of accessibility because all buses on 

the routes are accessible. Only the route desti

nation will indicate accessibility. 

The Transit District has also installed a tele

typewriter system {TTY) for hearing impaired persons 

and has sent one of its employees to school to 

learn sign language. This person is part of the 

customer service team which goes out on bus demon

strations. They have also developed a training 

program for developmentally-disabled persons. 
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3.2.7 Insurance - To date, there have been no 

changes in insurance due to the accessible ve

hicles. The District is primarily self-insured. 

There have been no claims and no reports of acci

dents or problems due to the lifts. 

3.2.8 Coordination - The City of San Jose cur

rently provides some subsidies for the operation 

of paratransit service within the city. This 

service is under contract to the Yellow Cab 

Company which provides only sedans. The service 

is, therefore, not available to persons who use 

wheelchairs or other persons who cannot use a 

passenger car. As a result of public pressure, 

input from the Ad Hoc Transportation Committee 

and the installation of accessible fixed-route 

service, Yellow Cab has recently announced plans 

to purchase at least one lift-equipped van and 

will begin providing service to wheelchair users 

as well. Yellow Cab anticipates purchasing more 

as demand for its services warrants, and other 

cab companies in the area have intentions to 

follow suit. 

A Paratransit Coordinating Council is re

quired in each county by the Metropolitan Trans

portation Commission (the local MPO). Such a 

council must be functioning within a county in 

order for the MTC to approve grants for transpor

tation services. The council reviews all grants 

for paratransit service within that county and 

is charged with the responsibility of coordinat

ing these services. The Council within Santa 

Clara County has recently hired a full-time co

ordinator whose job is to investigate opportunities 
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for more effective coordination, pooling of re

sources, and joint procurement of maintenance 

and insurance, for example. SCCTD is a member 

of the Coordinating Council and its service pro

vides the skeletal framework upon which the Coun

cil builds the paratransit service. The Council 

is also charged with eliminating duplication of 

services to conserve funding. So far, the Coun

cil has not addressed specific issues of joint 

dispatching so that paratransit providers can 

provide more effective feeder service to the 

fixed-route system. While the SCCTD operates 

both the regular fixed-route system and the 

dial-a-ride in South County, there is as yet no 

accessible fixed-route which connects the two. 

Because Santa Clara County Transit is the 

only public operator of transit service in the 

county, it does not have to contend with diff er

ing eligibility requirements for reduced-fares. 

Since it operates a fixed-route accessible ser

vice, it has no eligibility requirements as a 

provision for that service~ that is, any indi

vidual waiting at a bus stop will be picked-up. 

There is not yet sufficient fixed-route service 

or paratransit service to adequately test the 

interface. So far, problems with interfacing 

one system to another have not surfaced. 

The implementation of Route 62 will provide 

direct access to the BART system, an accessible 

regional rail service. Implementation of acces

sible service on this heavily traveled route, 

however, awaits the delivery of the larger Gen

e r al Motors RTS-II buses. 
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3.2.9 Consumer Participation - The Director of 

Transit Operations gives much of the credit for 

the success of its service to the local disabled 

consumers and especially the Ad Hoc Transportation 

Committee. While the Committee has an official 

Ad Hoc status, it is likely to continue to func

tion as a standing committee. The members of 

this Committee are selected by the Board of Su

pervisors, primarily from the people who had con

tacted them with concerns about transportation 

problems. Most of the members were previously 

active in the community and had addressed prob

lems of transportation at public meetings and 

Board of Supervisors meetings. 

The Director of Transit Operations contends 

that Santa Clara has one of, if not the highest, 

degrees of cooperation and credibility of disabled 

consumers of any transit district in the country. 

He attributes this to the active involvement of 

the Ad Hoc Committee members and the fact that 

they "do their homework." The Ad Hoc Committee 

members have taken it upon themselv es to b e in

formed not only about issues relating to disabled 

persons, but public transportation in general. 

They have not only actively participated in ef

forts to educate the community but i n programs 

to educate the Transit District staf f. The Com

mittee constantly asks questions of the Transit 

District and seeks information on all aspects of 

the operation. At the request of the Committee, 

sev--~a1 "mini workshops" have been arrange d on 

the s ubjects of financing, operations, technology 

and specifications. 
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The Committee invites members of the Tran-

sit District's Executive Committee and professional 

staff to give programs on these topics. To date, 

there has been a high degree of cooperation. The 

Director of Transit Operations believes that seek

ing the advice of the active disabled community 

is the best way to adequately meet the transit 

needs of that community. He believes that a tran

sit district should take steps to find those in

dividuals who are community advocates, even though 

some of their input may not always be comfortable 

to hear. What may begin as an uncomfortable re

lationship eventually flows into a creative, co

operative relationship that will ultimately smooth 

the transition to accessible services. 

3.2.10 Data Collection and Evaluation - There 

is no origin/destination information available on 

the users of the system. Persons who have partici

pated in the Passenger Familiarization training are 

asked to fill out forms indicating their travel 

needs, but no survey has been done of the actual 

riders. Occasionally, the driver is requested to 

count the number of lift users, both wheelchair and 

semi-ambulatory persons, but service has not been 

in effect long enough to generate usable figures. 

Currently, the dispatcher's reports indicate 

only the deployment of accessible buses. More data 

will be available when a separate maintenance re

port on bus breakdowns is completed. Though it 

is possible to determine whether a lift-equipped 

bus is on the road with an operational lift, there 

is yet no real way to determine whether the lift 

is operating properly. 
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From the results of the Passenger Familiariza

tion program, Santa Clara County Transit District 

has determined that people have very little trouble 

using the lift, but that the tie-down poses serious 

problems. The clamping device is difficult to re

lease, except by a very agile individual. The Cus

tomer Service Section intends to continue with the 

Passenger Familiarization technique, as well as 

the sensitization training of its own personnel. 

In an effort to deal with future problems, the 

Agency has created a Passenger Lift Task Force com

posed of a member of the Advisory Committee, one 

from the Maintenance Department, a road supervisor, 

and a senior information services representative. 

The senior information services representative chairs 

this committee. Its task is to review all complaints 

regarding the lift, the performance, and the mainte

nance records. 

Besides the ridership and lift evaluations, 

the District plans to initiate a survey of all the 

system's bus stops to determine accessibility. The 

Agency itself has control over the bus stops, benches 

and passenger loading pads. It is responsible for 

maintaining them in good condition and has occasion

ally installed curb cuts where a passenger pad is 

isolated from pedestrian walkways. The Transit 

Agency has had continuous communication with local 

jurisdictions responsible for providing curb cuts 

and other facilities, including the local cities 

and the California Department of Transportation. 

Some of the roads in the service area are directly 

under the jurisdiction of the county government it

self. If the bus stop is scheduled to be improved, 
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that improvement will be prioritized according 

to the accessible bus implementation schedule. 

If not, disabled persons will be advised not to 

use that particular stop. 

4.0 Ridership 

Only preliminary ridership figures are available and a 

full evaluation will not be done until all three of the new 

routes (18, 62 and 64) are operational for awhile. There 

are, however, ridership estimates on Route 18. According 

to a 1976 preliminary count conducted on 11 separate dates 

over a one-year period, an average of 9.6 daily wheelchair 

patrons used the service. On one occasion, there were 21 

riders. The District estimates that seven percent of all 

riders were in wheelchairs. In all cases, on the FMC buses, 

with SCCTD's own TE-1 and TE-2 lifts, and now the TOT lifts, 

semi-ambulatory persons are permitted to use the lift if they 

have difficulty climbing steps. (TE-1 and TE-2 were designed 

according to the District's specifications, but are no longer 

used, as no manufacturing company would bid on them). In the 

TE-1 and TE-2, a fold-down seat was available and on the TDT 

lifts, a moving handrail is provided. 

In view of the ridership on Route 18, it is anticipated 

that the connection of this route with the other routes will 

stimulate high ridership. Route 18 has since been stream

lined and is now experiencing increased ridership by all pas

sengers. Route 64 began operations in February 1979, while 

Route 62 is anticipated to begin service in Autumn 1979. The 

fourth route, Route 66, was scheduled for Autumn 1979 imple

mentation. However, recent ridership increases make the route 

infeasible for operation with the smaller Gillig buses. 
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s.o Costs 

The accessibility features on the District's buses have 

added approximately ten percent to their capital cost. The 

budgeting for the lifts is included in all of the transporta

tion improvement programs and has been since 1976 when the 

Transit District began planning for accessible vehicles. In 

addition, there is a one-half percent sales tax countywide 

which helps support the Transit District. 

There have been no changes in the operating budget. The 

cost of maintaining the lift has not yet been determined, nor 

has the cost per wheelchair ride. This, in part, may be due 

to the warranty provisions and the fact that much of the work 

has been done by TDT. The exact cost impact of maintenance 

and other operational considerations will be tracked by the 

new computerized maintenance evaluation procedure. 
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APPENDIX F 

CASE STUDY - WASHINGTON, D.C. 

1.0 Case Study Summary 

The Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA), 

the transit operator for the Washington, o.c. region (which in

cludes the Maryland and Northern Virginia suburbs) began acces

sible bus service on six routes in April 1979. WMATA had pur

chased 151 Flxible "new look" buses with Vapor Travelifts as 

part of the FY 1978 capital grant program: 131 standard 40-

foot and 20 smaller 31-foot buses. The basic system concept 

is to provide initial service on a set of major lines that con

nect with rail stations and major generators to increase acces

sibility. The vehicles have been gradually phased into service 

so that currently accessible service is offered daily on 30 

lines, using 81 vehicles, at about one-hour headways. 1 Rider

ship by handicapped persons has generally been low, with some 

15-20 riders per week. 

Efforts to identify special travel demands to help in 

structuring the accessible service were disappointing. Mailed

out forms and newspaper ads were aimed at getting handicapped 

persons to identify their origins and destinations. The re

sponse was quite low and inconclusive. The half-fare card re

gistration system also did not identify many potential users. 

An Ad Hoc Advisory Committee of handicapped persons proved the 

best source of information and help in deciding on the basic 

plan. The routes were outlined by WMATA staff and refined 

based on local jurisdictions' comments. 

1 More vehicles have been added since the preparation of this 
Case Study. 
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Six initial users agreed to use the system with some 

regularity. The accessible buses were then scheduled on six 

routes to serve these initial users. Valuable operating ex

perience was gained over a three-month period. Changes 

to procedures and equipment were made before service was ex

panded to more routes, and line selection was refined. 

The WMATA philosophy is very service-oriented. Operat

ing practices include: 

Allowing use of the lift by any handicapped 

person who cannot use stairs, whether or 

not he/she is in a wheelchair (head clear

ance has not been a problem with this policy 

so far) ; 

Providing operator assistance to the handi

capped person, if requested, throughout 

the boarding and alighting process, includ

ing helping on/off the lift, and operating 

fold-up seats and tie-downs; and 

Allowing any passenger to use the lift on 

an accessible bus if it is operating on a 

designated accessible route. The operator 

must allow use of the lift even if that 

particular trip has not been identified 

for accessible service. 

Experience has shown that normal lift boarding and alighting 

requires from two to three minutes. However, due to the in

frequent and generally unpatterned usage, no schedule changes 

have been necessary. 
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User and operator training has received extensive atten

tion from WMATA. A driver and user training program has been 

developed and implemented as part of an UMTA Service and Meth

ods Demonstration (SMD) in cooperation with George Washington 

University. WMATA instructors and supervisory personnel were 

given 18 hours of sensitivity training. All WMATA drivers 

are scheduled to receive three hours of special training with 

emphasis on user sensitivity. As of October, about one-half 

the drivers had completed the program, including those sched

uled to operate on accessible routes and all extra board 

operators. Also, there is an outreach program to train handi

capped persons on lift utilization. Thirty site demonstrations 

have been conducted or are planned at public and private loca

tions using an accessible bus and special outreach persons. 

WMATA added eight new mechanics and a supervisor to main

tain the lifts. Because of mechanical difficulties, there are 

plans to increase the number of mechanics to 16 in FY 1980. 

Problems have centered around the electrical control system, 

as well as damage to the bottom plate and alignment, frequently 

due to careless driving. Modifications have been made to the 

latch, control box, and sensitive edge to· correct problems found 

earlier in the program. Efforts to inform the drivers about the 

lift damage from careless operation are also ongoing. 

Experience thus far has shown the WMATA maintenance per

sonnel that lift system preventive maintenance is important. 

A process of testing the lifts in the evening and morning has 

proven useful. However, other preventive maintenance checks 

and procedures are critical to continue lift operations. 

The spare parts inventory necessary to maintain the lift is 

also a considerable expense. 
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Monitoring of ridership is aided by an SMD evaluation ef

fort which will include extensive counts, surveys, and inter

views. Ridership data will be collected one week each month 

during the 18-month demonstration period. 

2.0 Case Study Setting 

Washington, D.C. offers an opportunity to view accessible 

bus service in an urban, multimodal setting. 

2.1 Geographic and Demographic Characteristics 

The Washington, D.C. region is composed of the District 

of Columbia and surrounding Northern Virginia and Maryland 

suburbs. As the nation's capital, employment is primarily 

white collar, with the Federal Government being by far the 

largest employer • 

. The population of the region (1974) was estimated at 

3,061,000. A recent study by Mark Battle Associates, Inc. 

(MBA Report).
2 

set the non-institutionalized transportation

handicapped population (both elderly and non-elderly) at 

77,250 (2.5 percent). The total number of elderly persons 

in the region was 183,770. The District of Columbia had the 

highest percentage of elderly persons as a portion of the 

total population of any jurisdiction in the region. The 

overall percentage of elderly in the region, approximately 

six percent, is lower than the national average of 10.7 per

cent. 

2 Mark Battle Associates, Inc., Trans~ortation for Elderly 
and Handicapped Persons in the Washington Metropolitan 
Area, prepared for the Metropolitan Washington Council 
ofGovernments, Washington, D.C., 1978. 
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2.2 Institutional Background 

Transit service in the region, both bus and rail, is pro

vided by the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority 

(WMATA), a semi-autonomous body created by the U.S. Congress 

and the legislatures of Virginia and Maryland in 1967. It 

is composed of eight jurisdictions: the City of Washington; 

Arlington and Fairfax Counties and the Cities of Alexandria, 

Falls Church and Fairfax in Virginia; and the Counties of 

Montgomery and Prince Georges in Maryland. It is governed by 

a six-member Board, composed of two members each from Wash

ington, D.C.; Virginia; and Maryland. Because of the close

ness of the federal offices and the unique governmental struc

ture of the District of Columbia, there is also a great deal 

of direct and indirect involvement by federal officials in 

the planning, operation, and funding of the transit system. 

The MPO for the region is the Metropolitan Washington 

Council of Governments (MWCOG). It coordinates comprehensive 

as well as transportation planning for the area. MWCOG has 

a much larger membership than WMATA, as several outlying 

suburban jurisdictions in both Virginia and Maryland partici

pate in MWCOG but not in the transit system. No transit ser

vices are provided to these (financially) non-participating 

areas. 

The MBA Report referred to earlier was an UMTA-funded 

study, completed in 1978, of transportation for the elderly 

and handicapped persons in the Washington, D.C. area. One 

finding was that a large number of specialized transportation 

providers are active in the region. However, there are fre

quent restrictions on usage, differing costs, and almost 

no coordination between the available services. There is also 

very limited transportation available to handicapped persons 

to make work-related or other regular, non-medical trips. 
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2.3 Transit System Characteristics 

WMATA operates both buses and a heavy rail rapid transit 

system. The two operations are closely integrated as buses 

interface with rail stations along many routes. In the su

burbs, most routes terminate at rail stations rather than 

continuing into Washington. 

Unlike the other heavy rail systems in the country (with 

the exception of BART in San Francisco and MARTA in Atlanta) 

the WMATA rail system was designed with access to the handi

capped in mind. All rail stations have elevators. Trains 

and platforms are constructed so that a wheelchair can easily 

enter and exit the cars. Special fare entry and exit gates 

are also provided, with widths to accommodate wheelchairs or 

other mobility devices such as walkers. 

The bus system has a total fleet size of 1,796 vehicles, 

some 1,600 of which are required in the peak periods. Route 

coverage is extensive in Washington and becomes less dense in 

the suburban areas. A small bus downtown circulation system, 

the Downtowner, is WMATA's only major circulation-distribution 

operation. The system is maintained out of eight garages with 

a major facility including extensive rebuild capacity on Blad

ensburg Road in Washington. 

No specialized services are available from WMATA, although 

half-price fares for elderly and handicapped persons are avail

able. WMATA issues registration cards to handicapped persons 

based on an application and doctor's certificate. Senior 

citizen cards are available through several other outlets and 

require only proof of age. Therefore, handicapped elderly 

are not usually identified as handicapped, and so no special 

data which could be useful for demand estimation were obtained 

from this group. 
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3.0 Accessible Service Operation and Development 

The following sections will outline the developmental 

sequence for the accessible services and the current operat

ing, training, maintenance, marketing and monitoring proced

ures. 

3.1 Project Description and Evolution 

WMATA currently has 151, 1978 Flxible "new look" buses 

with lifts: 131 standard 40-foot, and 20 31-foot buses. The 

vehicles are equipped with a front-door Travelift manufactured 

by Vapor Corporation. All the lift-equipped buses have a 

kneeling feature and two wheelchair tie-down positions. 

WMATA currently operates 81 accessible vehicles on 30 

major lines throughout the region. The routes are both radial 

and cross-county or city, providing a network throughout the 

service area. More importantly, a majority of the accessible 

routes provide direct connection with the Metrorail system. 

The accessible buses are allocated for service to the indi

vidual jurisdictions on the same basis as the peak hour ve

hicles allocation. Within this allocation, the WMATA staff 

has had the lead role in service design throughout the plan

ning process. They are also in charge of service operation 

and monitoring. 

The accessible buses are scheduled on approximately one

hour headways in most of the region. In Northern Virginia, 

each branch (route) of the accessible lines has one-hour 

headways, resulting in more frequent service on the trunk 

portions. The basic system philosophy is to provide some 

accessibility on a limited number of major routes and then 

gradually expand the number of routes and lower headways as 

more accessible vehicles become available. 
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WMATA undertook an extensive program to upgrade its bus 

fleet since acquiring the assets of the four private bus com

panies in 1972. The FY 1978 capital program projected the 

purchase of some 260 new full-size coaches, as well as replac

ing the Downtowner "mini-buses." Several times during the 

discussions on the UMTA capital grant preparation, speakers 

noted the requirement for local areas to make substantial 

progress towards transportation accessibility. The rail sys

tem had good accessibility but no accessible public trans

portation was available to or from the stations. WMATA 

adopted a conservative approach to the initial purchase of 

lift-equipped buses using the FY 1978 capital program. They 

ordered about half the buses in the program with lifts and 

the other half prepared for the lifts but without them in

stalled. In this way, if serious difficulties were encounter

ed or lift technology improved, the system wouldn't have an 

unreasonable number of problem vehicles. 

Using this approach, 131 of the 261 full-sized and all 

20 smaller buses were advertised for bid with lifts. The 

Flxible Corporation, the low bidder, delivered the vehicles 

during 1978 and early 1979. 

The bus procurement process was going on at the same time 

as the Mark Battle Associates study on available transporta

tion for the elderly and handicapped. The MBA Report recom

mended that, as part of a program to increase transportation 

opportunities for the elderly and handicapped, some new acces

sible buses should be purchased to gain operating experience 

and data. To supplement these vehicles, the study also recom

mended that curb cuts and bus shelters should be available, 

internal and external driver announcements of stops should be 

made, and more stanchions and hand-grips in the vehicle should 

be provided. These recommendations further strengthened WMATA's 
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previously made commitment to fixed-route accessibility. In 

addition to purchasing accessible buses, WMATA is planning to 

incorporate many of these recommendations in the accessible 

project plans. 

The WMATA staff outlined a series of potential routes 

for first implementation of lift service and presented these 

to the local jurisdictions for review. The routes were re

vised somewhat based on jurisdictional comments and discus

sions. The concept of using several major routes that pro

vide access to Metrorail stations and major travel generators 

was used as a base for the planning. The access to Metrorail 

makes rail use available to the handicapped bus rider who is 

willing to transfer to the rail system. The accessibility 

and extensiveness of the rail system then greatly increases 

the number of destinations that are served by accessible 

transit. 

Because of the lack of experience with accessible ser

vice both at WMATA and nationwide, it was decided to request 

UMTA grant assistance in structuring a training program. 

The grant would be used to inform both the drivers and poten

tial users about the service. It would also assist in the 

monitoring of the results. WMATA obtained an UMTA Service 

and Methods Demonstration grant of $240,000 with a parallel 

grant given to George Washington University to prepare the 

training and materials. The WMATA grant also funded a full

time program coordinator to assist in the planning, implementa

tion, and monitoring of the accessible services. 

The service was phased-in gradually using roughly the 

following schedule: 
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Number of 
Accessible Vehicles 

Implementation Date Lines Required 

April 1, 1979 6 6 

July 1, 1979 12 32 

September 29, 1979 30 81 

In this way, experience could be gained with lift operations 

using a controllable number of routes and vehicles. 

An outgrowth of the Ad Hoc Advisory Committee was the 

identification of six handicapped persons who would be "in

itial users." These persons agreed to use the lifts with 

some regularity. The first six routes were established .to 

serve them. Not all these routes are still included in the 

30-route system, as two of the initial six persons did not 

use the service after a few trips, and the routes serving 

them were not retained based on other criteria. 

The system of 30 lines is expected to remain about the 

same for at least a year. This level of service should pro

vide a great deal of operating experience for WMATA and also 

meet the travel needs of some handicapped persons. Equally 

important is the maintenance experience which shows that cur

rently only about 60 percent of the accessible vehicles can 

be scheduled to assure provision of a reliable lift operation 

on the routes indicated. As maintenance reliability improves, 

the number of scheduled accessible vehicles on the routes will 

be gradually increased. 

The accessible bus fleet size, currently 151 vehicles, 

will probably not increase in the coming year (FY 1980). First, 

no new bus purchases are planned (any new buses ordered must, 

by DOT regulation, be accessible). Second, the WMATA staff 

feels that existing lifts available from any manufacturer are 
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in need of improvement before installation on the additional 

150 buses would be desirable. 

3.2 Service Implementation Activities 

After the decision to purchase lift-equipped buses was 

made, a variety of planning and operational activities were 

necessary. These are outlined in the following sections. 

3.2.1 Demand Estimation and Route Selection - Soon 

after the decision to purchase lift-equipped buses, 

WMATA formed an Ad Hoc Advisory Committee of handi

capped individuals to assist with the planning pro

cess. Several routing concepts were discussed with 

them. The consensus was that designing special 

routes was not feasible nor desirable as travel pat

terns of the handicapped were frequently similar 

to those of the general population in terms of where 

they live, work, and shop. From this came the basic 

plan to choose several major routes that service 

major generators and rail stations as a base for ex

pansion. 

WMATA made an effort to estimate demand to de

termine which routes should have priority. They 

mailed out 2,300 forms to social service groups 

asking handicapped persons to make their origin, 

destination, and other travel needs known. Several 

groups reprinted the form in their newsletters to 

solic i t the information from their membership. In 

total, only about 200 replies were returned. This 

was not sufficient for the WMATA staff to use as 

detailed input to route planning. 
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Another potential source of information on the 

handicapped was the identification cards issued for 

the special fare program. However, only a few of 

the cards had been issued to known wheelchair users. 

Since senior citizen I.D. cards are much easier to 

obtain than handicapped ones, elderly handicapped 

persons are not usually identified by handicap. 

Therefore, the useable information from this source 

was limited. 

The initial 30 lines were identified after 

several discussions with local staffs. In addi

tion to primarily choosing lines with better than 

average ridership, other factors included: 

Locations to which wheelchair users 

expressed a desire for accessible 

service (initial users}; 

Provision of cross-county as well 

as radial service; 

Service to major generators such 

as shopping malls and medical 

facilities; and 

Availability of curb cuts and 

absence of obvious barriers to 

route access for potential 

handicapped riders. 

A further route selection consideration was 

service to fringe parking lots. Fringe lots allow 

handicapped persons to use vans or other vehicles 

to make a convenient connection with the accessible 

buses. This eliminates waiting at stops for the 

bus. 
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The trips made by the initial user group 

provided a base of operating experience that was 

essential to help WMATA refine operating proced

ures and identify problems. It provided a man

ageable scale initial experience. This "initial 

user" concept required close personal contact be

tween the transit system staff and the users. 

It was important to remind the individuals that 

they were helping, as they frequently encountered 

delays and frustration. 

The accessible route system will be fine

tuned in the corning months. The WMATA staff plans 

to designate new accessible routes and delete less 

utilized ones as needs and demands develop. In 

practical terms, if transportation-handicapped 

persons make their travel needs known and indi

cate a desire to use the bus system, accessible 

service will probably be provided on a route near 

them. 

The available accessible vehicles were as

signed to each jurisdiction according to their 

percentage of peak hour regular buses. This con

strained the headways provided. Northern Virginia 

used a limited number of routes (6) and scheduled 

lift buses on all base service. Other parts of 

the region have a larger geographic coverage 

and somewhat longer headways. 

The 20 Downtowner buses operate on a loop 

throughout the center of the city, connecting 

major business, commercial and tourist areas. 

These buses are now lift-equipped. It was felt 

that although many handicapped persons may continue 
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to drive or use other established patterns to 

come into the city, accessible Downtowners would 

allow them to move about easily without their 

cars. Also, the small buses may be usable in 

other types of special service at a later time. 

3.2.2 Operations - WMATA had the goal throughout 

their planning of providing a high quality service

oriented operation. The procedures developed by 

them are detailed in this section. 

Boarding and Alighting Procedures - The dri

ver's duties in lift usage reflect the basic ser

vice-oriented policy. Exhibit F-1 is a summary 

of the service guidelines initially used. Some 

of these wjll undoubtedly be changed as experi

ence with lift usage is gained, but they are a 

good indication of the many issues that must be 

addressed when beginning accessible service. 

One notable aspect of WMATA's operating pol

icy is that non-wheelchair using handicapped 

persons may use the lift. Also, necessary atten

dants with handicapped persons can ride up on the 

lift. In both cases, the driver is expected to 

instruct the standee to move on the lift towards 

the bus as far as possible. This is because of 

the low head clearance on some parts of the lift 

when it is in the raised position. 

The current policy is not to make route de

viations to accommodate handicapped users. How

ever, the bus operations personnel can relocate 

bus stops if the existing location is unmanageable 
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EXHIBIT F-1 

WMATA INITIAL OPERATING POLICIES 

Eligibility 

All passengers with medically
indicated ambulation problems, 
who are unable to go up and 
down the boarding steps when 
the bus is in a kneeling mode, 
will be entitled to use the lift 
on lift-equipped buses. 

No attendants will be allowed on 
the lift with the wheelchair user 
or the semi-ambulatory passenger. 

Order of Use 

At bus stops where two or more 
persons (including wheelchair or 
other lift users) are waiting to 
board a bus, the lift user will 
board first. When two or more 
persons (including at least one lift 
user) are preparing to alight at the 
same stop, the lift user will not be 
allowed off the bus until the 
other passengers have debarked. 

Note: A system of requesting 
able-bodied passengers to alight 
via the back door while the 
front door is in use for the 
exiting lift passengers will be 
tested. Overall delay at the 
bus stop would be reduced 
if this practice were adopted. 

Source: Memorandum to Chairman and Board of Directors, 
from Theodore Lutz, WMATA General Manager, March 21, 1979. 

Provision or Denial 
of Lift-Bus Service 

Any time a 11ft user waiting at a 
bus stop asks the operator of a 
lift-equipped bus to take him a· 
board, the operator must com
ply, whether or not the bus is 
engaged in one of the lift-bus 
trips identified in the published 
timetables. 

In the event that the bus operator 
knows that the lift is inoperable, 
or if both wheelchair tie-down 
locatlons are already occupied by 
wheelchair users, the operator of 
a lift-equipped bus will stop to so 
advise and will inform the waiting 
lift passenger of the probable 
(schedule) time of arrival of the 
next lift-equipped bus. 

If a lift is inoperable on a sched
uled lift-bus trip, the driver will 
cover (reverse) the lift-bus sign 
on the front of the vehicle. 

Assistance by Operators 

On request, the bus operator will 
help wheelchair passengers board 
the lifts. 

Operators will go out the back 
door to help the passenger board; 
he will not jump down to the 
lowered lift. 

Operator will provide instructions 
to wheelchair users and other pas
sengers to enable wheelchairs to 
be boarded and loaded: 

by directing the wheelchair 
user in the loading/unloading 
process; 

by requesting passengers seated 
on the fold-up benches at tie
down locations to give up 
their seats so that wheel· 
chairs can be secured ; and 

by folding up the convertible 
bench seats if the wheelchair 
passenger cannot and other 
riders do not help. 
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Fare Collection 

A lift passenger may be accompanied by one 
attendant who pays half-fare, provided that the 
attendant has a Metro 1-D card, which specifies 
that the half-fare privilege applies only when the 
attendant is with the disabled user. 

Note: Discussion of this point has considered the 
likelihood that two or more members of a 
household may alternate as attendants for a 
lift user. At present, each will need to obtain 
the special 1-D to travel at half-fare. 

Mention has been made that attendants 
have been allowed to ride free in some U.S. 
cities and the argument has been advanced 
that there are likely to be so few li ft users on 
the system each day that the cost of free rides 
for persons traveling as attendants would be 
negligible, and that attendants could be ex
pected to reduce delay In accommodating 
lift passengers by their assistance to t he dis· 
abled passengers. 

Th e lift user Is expected to deposit fares the 
same way everyone else does. However, if upper· 
body disabilities prevent this, the bus operator 
is authorized, as at present, to assist in making 
the fare payment. 

EXHIBIT F-1 

WMATA INITIAL OPERATING POLICIES 

(Continued) 

Emergencies 

Operational: In an emergency, 
the bus operator will be responsi· 
ble for the physical transfer of 
wheelchair and non-wheelchair 
passengers or other lift users to 
another vehicle (replacement lift· 
bus or patrol vehicles) and for 
seeing that the disabled passen
ger Is able to complete his/her 
trip. 

Medical: Existing procedures on 
medical emergencies apply to lift· 
bus service. 

Non-Cooperation: The bus op· 
erator will deal with uncoopera· 
tive passengers (including the 
disabled, other passengers, and 
attendants of the disabled) in the 
manner normally prescribed. 

" Kneeling" Action 

The kneeling action of the 
new buses - identified by 
a light, In the front en
trance corner, which has a 
picture of a person with 
a cane superimposed - is 
available by request to re· 
duce the height of the 
first step when the bus 
cannot get to the curb. 

Procedures 

The wheelchair• user may 
choose whether to use 
the lift platform in a 
forward· or backward· 
facing mode, whichever 
is most comfortable for 
the individual. 
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or unsafe for a handicapped person. This can be 

caused, for example, by a lack of sidewalk or 

curb, or blocked access from parked cars. How

ever, the disabled individual is expected to 

board or alight the bus along the normal route. 

No schedule changes have been made although 

operating delays from the lifts was an initial 

concern. Experience now indicates that dwell time 

averages 2-3 minutes per boarding or alighting. 

One and one-half minutes is about the best time 

and results from an experienced driver and user. 

However, because of the relatively random pattern 

of lift usage, and the limited number of users, 

it has not been necessary to adjust any particu

lar schedule. 

Dispatching and Breakdown Procedures - No 

central records on dispatching of accessible trips 

are kept. Each garage is responsible for assur-

ing that operable accessible vehicles are dispatched. 

In an attempt to detect any lift mechanical prob

lems, a thorough check-in and check-out procedure 

is used. In the evening, when an accessib l e bus 

comes into the garage to be fueled a nd stored, the 

servicing personnel cycle the lift. If it is op

erational, the bus is put in the designated stor

age area for accessible buses. If a mechanical 

problem is found, it is noted and the vehicle is 

taken in for maintenance. In the morning, before 

a bus is dispatched on an accessible trip, the 

driver is required to cycle the lift again. This 

"double-check" has been useful in detecting prob

lems but has not eliminated on-the-road failures 

of the lifts. 
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If the lift becomes inoperable while in 

service, the driver calls central control. All 

buses now have two-way radios, so this is always 

possible. One of three courses of action then 

occurs: 

1) An accessible bus on a nearby 

route (that is, not in designated 

lift service), is switched with 

the inoperable lift vehicle; or 

2) Another accessible bus is put in 

service from the depot to replace 

the inoperable one; or 

3) The person is transported in a 

scout car by a street supervisor 

if no bus is available. 

However, the run is continued without the 

lift operating until the changeover is made. 

As noted in the procedure, if a handicapped per

son needs to use the lift during this time, they 

would be informed of its inoperable condition 

and when the next accessible bus is scheduled. 

3.2.3 Operator Training - One of the strongest 

parts of WMATA's accessible bus operation has 

been the driver training. The George Washing-

ton University Rehabilitation Research and Train

ing Center (GWURTC) and WMATA have parallel grants 

to develop, implement and monitor a training pro

gram for operators and users. This includes lit

erature and training materials. WMATA has a 

$240,000 UMTA Service and Methods Demonstration 
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grant. GWURTC has a $450,000 combination grant 

from UMTA and the U.S. Department of Health, Ed

ucation and Welfare (now Health and Human Services). 

GWURTC's responsibilities include developing the 

training program and instructing the initial train

ers, including both WMATA and social service per

sonnel. WMATA is to implement the training and 

evaluate the effects on operators, riders, and 

the overall bus system. A training manual usable 

by other properties will also be available from 

the GWURTC-WMATA joint effort. 

The driver training is a three-hour block of 

instruction: two and one-half hours on sensitivity 

to the handicapped, and one-half hour on the mechan

ical operation of the lift. The instruction was 

initially given during special sessions over a two

week period. Drivers were paid for their training 

time through the UMTA grant. The sensitivity train

ing was given at the Bladensburg Road facility, 

while the mechanical training was provided at the 

individual garages. All 2,900 drivers were re

quested to attend and about one-half complied. 

All assigned accessible route operators and "extra 

board" operators were required to attend. 

The training is still being given on a recur

ring basis as instructors are available. The per

centage of operators with the training is gradually 

increasing. The training package has now been in

tegrated into the six-week full-time new driver 

training course. As part of the training, each 

operator is given a technical manual dealing with 

operation of the lift. They also receive materials 
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on various types of handicaps, again oriented to

wards sensitivity. These same materials are given 

to street supervisors, division superintendents, 

and others who might be called upon in an emergency. 

GWURTC gave "trainers'' instruction to a core 

of WMATA personnel: 18 instructors, 2 supervisors, 

and 10 other management personnel. The course con

sisted of 18 hours of sensitivity training. It was 

felt that the instructors should have a broad knowl

edge about handicapped sensitivities, and the train

ing included personal discussions with disabled in

dividuals and practice using a wheelchair. This 

was so that the instructors could effectively con

vey this sensitivity to the drivers. The mechanical 

aspects were secondary for the drivers' training as 

these could be easily learned and shown on charts 

next to the lift control panel. 

The major concern of the operators during 

training was the question of liability. The answer 

was that they had the same liability as with any 

other riders. If the operator is grossly negligent 

in his/her actions, he/she could be liable for in

juries. Any problems during normal operations is 

a WMATA liability. However, this question was 

answered briefly and was not discussed at length. 

3.2.4 Maintenance - Because maintenance is such 

a major factor in the accessible service program, 

it will be discussed in detail. The major topics 

of personnel and reliability are shown separately 

below. 
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Personnel - WMATA has hired eight additional 

mechanics and a supervisor to maintain the lift_ 

equipment. Since accessible buses are assigned 

to each of the eight garages to minimize deadhead 

time, one mechanic is located at each garage. These 

mechanics have a specific job classification of 

"lift mechanic" and get on-the-job training. The 

training is primarily conducted by the lift main

tenance supervisor although WMATA has recently 

hired a maintenance training supervisor who will 

take over some of this responsibility. WMATA be

lieves that the role of the lift maintenance super

visor is important to the maintenance function, as 

this person is responsible for training and major 

lift repairs. 

The original mechanical training of the super

visor and two mechanics was done by the lift manu

facturer. The WMATA staff recommends that other 

properties be sure that this initial training and 

maintenance assistance are included in the procure

ment contract for the vehicles and lifts. 

According to FY 1980 plans, the eight lift 

-mechanics will be increased to 16. This is an 

attempt to improve the availability of the lift

equipped vehicles for accessible service. The 16 

mechanics will mean about one lift mechanic for 

every nine lift-equipped buses. The maintenance 

staff also includes a lift maintenance supervisor. 

Preventive maintenance and minor lift main

tenance work, such as hydraulic leaks and other 

items that can be readily repaired, are performed 

at the garages by the lift m~chanics. All heavy 
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maintenance, including body, frame or major com

ponent repair, is done at the bus system's central 

shop facility on Bladensburg Road. This work is 

the responsibility of the lift maintenance super

visor, who uses the normal shop maintenance staff 

to assist him. 

Reliability - Experience has shown that pre

ventive maintenance is critical to lift reliability. 

The procedure of cycling the lift as vehicles check

in and check-out is useful to detect problems. 

Close checks on fluid and lubricant levels and 

other preventive procedures are also essential be

cause of the sensitivity of the lift devices. 

No new tools or other equipment have been 

needed to maintain the lifts. However, the spare 

parts budget has increased considerably due to the 

lifts. An estimate is that spare parts will aver

age $150,000 per year (for the current 151 buses). 

Ten spare lifts were purchased with the initial 

capital grant. 

No data on breakdowns and faiiure rates are 

currently available, although WMATA is gathering 

this data and hopes to make it available soon. 

Preliminary analysis by WMATA indicates that often 

the inoperability of the lifts is caused by damage 

to the lower plate or alignment when a bus hits a 

pothole or when the front corner of the bus comes 

in contact with the pavement. This damage occurs 

both on the road and in the garage areas where buses 

driven carelessly can result in a lift breakdown. 

This potential for damage has been emphasized to 

the drivers to try to reduce the problem. 
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Initially, ten accessible buses were used 

for testing. They were not in lift service but 

were operated on regular routes. However, the 

lifts were tested by WMATA personnel frequently. 

They discovered three major problems: 

The ~ensitive edge had insuffi

cient coverage of the bottom 

plate; 

The control box was hampered by 

dust; and 

The latches operated improperly. 

WMATA has taken actions to try to reduce 

these problems. One is the fabrication of covers 

for the lift control boxes. This reduces dust 

getting into the electrical connections and also 

helps prevent drivers accidently pressing the but

tons or "playing" with them during idle times. 

Another is the modification of the "sensitive 

edge" tube to give it a large area of coverage. 

This decreases the chances of damage from the 

lift not stopping when it strikes an object on the 

ground or curb. 

These problems, as noted, were discovered 

during the early testing and the initial route 

usage. Adjustments could be made before service 

was expanded when the vehicles would be required 

for scheduled service. Therefore, an initial 

limited service period proved very valuable. 
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3.2.5 Marketing - The marketing program for ac

cessible buses has two general purposes. These 

are: 

Raise the general awareness of 

the riding public to the handi

capped user; and 

Get specific knowledge to, and 

attract, the handicapped persons 

in the community to the transit 

system. 

The marketing program had two major aspects: 

media and site demonstration. 

Media - The media efforts included: 

Development of "how to use" and ac

cessible route brochures; 

Letters with brochures sent to 

advocacy groups for handicapped 

persons; and 

Public service announcements on 

T.V. and radio. 

The basic theme of the marketing effort was 

that the accessible service was available. A de

tailed explanation of the use of the equipment was 

limited to retain its impact. 

A "How to Ride" brochure for accessible buses 

was written similar to the one for the general pub

lic, except that the additional lift usage informa

tion was included. It describes the entire riding 
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process beginning with getting information on the 

specific routes. In the materials describing the 

accessible routes, the stress is on which routes, 

where they go, and which destinations they serve. 

The brochures were initially distributed through 

mailings to advocacy groups that had contact with 

disabled persons. The mailings also included a 

letter indicating that the accessible service was 

operating and a phone number at WMATA to call for 

more brochures and information. 

The media information effort also included 

public service announcements. A wheelchair-using 

person appeared in the initial 30-second T.V. spots. 

WMATA plans to follow-up the first spots with a 

"success story." They anticipate an "it helped me'' 

theme. They have been able to get the spots used 

during prime T.V. and radio time. The media seems 

more receptive to this issue than most other transit

related ones and have been very helpful. 

Site Demonstrations - As part of its grant, 

WMATA has funds for 30 special-group demonstra

tions. The basic purposes are the same as for the 

marketing program concerning public and user aware

ness. The demonstrations are held in such locations 

as shopping centers, hospitals, nutrition centers, 

and elderly housing sites. Basically, the site is 

chosen where a group of handicapped persons can 

see and try the bus and/or the general public can 

see it. 

Based on their experience, the WMATA staff 

feels that there could be two separate approaches 

to the demonstration program: 
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Actual demonstrations could be made 

where handicapped persons can try out 

the lift and become aware of its use. 

However, these are expensive because 

they require the time of a bus and 

driver. 

A tape/slide show or other audio-visual 

presentation about the accessible bus 

could be set-up in the shopping centers 

or other public locations. The show 

could be used to raise the general pub

lic's awareness without the necessity 

for a bus being present. This would 

be a much less expensive alternative 

that might be almost as effective in 

accomplishing its goal of public infor

mation. 

WMATA does not have such an audio-visual show avail

able now. They feel, therefore, that resources are 

frequently underutilized when taking the bus, driver 

and demonstrator to all sites. 

Their experience also indicates that when 

setting up sites, it is necessary to well publicize 

the event. To announce the program, flyers were 

sent to 200 organizations in the Washington area 

who have an interest in the handicapped. Their 

interest in sponsoring or participating in the 

demonstration was solicited. A contact person for 

each specific site was required to help coordina

tion and do some local publicity. Even with this, 

turnout at some locations has been small. 
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3.2.6 Insurance - WMATA, like most large transit 

systems, is self-insured. As such, the implementa

tion of accessible service has had no impact on 

their insurance. To date, no claims have been 

filed for passenger personal injuries. 

3.2.7 Monitoring and Evaluation - Because of the 

demonstration grant, there are two major aspects 

to the WMATA monitoring efforts. These two aspects, 

the WMATA procedures and Transportation Systems 

Center (TSC) plans, are discussed separately be

low. 

WMATA Monitoring - When deciding how best to 

get counts and data on lift usage, WMATA originally 

considered two options. Because radios are avail

able in all the buses, the first was to have the 

drivers notify central control each time the lift 

was used. This was determined to be impractical. 

The three radio channels are constantly used during 

peak periods, and additional messages would only 

worsen the situation. Also, the safety aspects of 

asking the driver to call-in while operating the 

bus was questioned. 

The procedure chosen was to request the driver 

to fill-out a log showing lift usage. This allows 

detailed information such as dwell time and board-

ing and alighting locations to be recorded. The log 

is to be turned in at the end of the run whether there 

was any usage or not. However, compliance with this 

requirement has been poor, and the driver's log to 

record accessible trips has frequently not 
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bee~ filled out. Usually, the drivers who did 

not fill it out say they did not have any usage 

to report. There is a perception by the WMATA 

management that the drivers' attitude is that 

the service will continue whether or not anyone 

rides. Thus, the drivers doubt the value of fill

ing out the forms. The drivers' attitude concern

ing the forms is reflected in the count for August, 

when about six percent of bus trips were reported, 

with some 30 forms returned for 500 runs. Con

sequently, data on the use of the lifts are limited. 

This makes it difficult to make service changes 

that would reflect overall demand. 

The WMATA management is trying to improve the 

driver log completion. They are only asking for 

logs one week each month, which is considered suf

ficient for sampling purposes. Also, any driver 

who fails to turn in their log for trips during 

that week is instructed to repeat the log comple

tion for their accessible trips the following week. 

TSC Plan - The Transportation Systems Center in 

Cambridge is conducting an evaluation of WMATA fixed

route accessible service. Key evaluation issues 

will relate to: 4 

Planning and Implementation Strategies 

Equipment Characteristics 

Evaluation Plan for the Washington, D.C. Accessible Bus 
ProJect, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Multisystems, Inc., 
April 1979. 
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Level of Service/Supply Characteristics 

and Effects on Handicapped and Non-Handi

capped Ridership 

Travel Behavior 

Operator Productivity 

External Impacts 

WMATA will collect the data for TSC. Some 

pre-implementation data collection, in addition to 

normal WMATA efforts, was made to provide a basis 

for comparisons. WMATA will collect selected data 

throughout the grant period of 18 months. This 

will include surveys of both users and drivers, 

as well as counts and other tabulations. Because 

of this, there will probably be much more monitor

ing of ridership and evaluation of operations than 

would be done without the demonstration. 

4.0 Ridership 

As part of the SMD evaluation, WMATA is planning to moni

tor lift usage carefully one week each month during the first 

18 months. The first count on the _30-route system will not 

be made until late October, so no figures are currently avail

able. However, with the 12-route system, ridership was gen

erally low - - some 10-15 riders per week, or less than two 

per day. For example, during the ten-day period from July 11 

through 20, there were 18 known boardings. This is estimated 

to be some five or six different users. 

It is generally felt by the WMATA staff that the profile 

of the typical current lift users is that they are young, ad

venturous, and progressive about handicapped rights. Conse

quently, they are willing to work through the hardships 
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involved with initial use and emphasize the value of acces

sible buses. 

5.0 Costs 

WMATA's procurement of the Flxible "new look" buses in

cluded both accessible and non-accessible buses. The former 

were estimated to cost $82,600 each; the latter were $76,000. 

Thus, the cost of the Vapor lift and its installation was 

$6,600 each. This relatively low difference in price can be 

attributed to the buses without lifts being delivered with 

the structural modifications already made so that a lift could 

be installed without major retrofit at a later date. 

No information on operating costs attributable to the 

accessible buses was available at the time of the case study 

except for the $150,000 estimated annual cost for spare parts. 
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